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For the last twenty-five yea.rs there has been a 
steadily increasing interest in science as a part of the 
cultural background for all students at the college level. 
Major emphasis has been directed. totrard making the college 
course in science for the non-science major one that is of 
functional as well as o:f esthetic value. Much thought and 
study has been focused upon the attempt to dete:nnine which 
of the ti ve basic nat,ural science courses of study or which 
combination of eourses--physies, chemistry, biology, 
astronomy, or geology--of'f'ers the most in fulfilling the 
educational needs of the maj.ority of students. 
The importance of science in a democratic society was 
recognized. by Thomas Jef'ferson when he said: 
While the art 0£ printing is left to us, science can never 
be retrograde; what is once acquired of real knowledge can 
never be lost.. To preserve the freedom o:f the press every 
spirit should be ready to devote itself to martyrdom; for as 
long as we may think as we will, and speak as we think, the 
condition of man will proceed in improvement (46--p. 108). 
Conant was more exp1icit about the need o£ science at 
the present time. He said: 
••• we need a widespread understanding of science in this 
country, .for only thus ean science be assimilated into our 
secular cultural pattern. When that has been achieved, w-e 
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shall ba one step nearer the goal which t·Je now desire so 
earnestly, a unified, coherent culture suitable for our 
American der.1ocra,cr .in this new age of machines and 
experts (3J-... p. J). 
A failure to assimilate science into western culture 
possibly might explain why so many feel spiri.tua.lly lost in 
the modern vmrld. 
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Once an object has been assimilated, it is no longer alien; 
once an idea has been absorbed and incorporated into an 
integrated complex of ideas, the erstwhile foreign intruder 
becomes an element of strength. And in this process of 
assim.ilation, labels may well disappear. When what we now 
roughly designate as science has been fully assimilated into 
our cultural stream, we shall perhaps no longer use the word 
as we do today. When this time arrives, as I have no doubt 
it will, the subject (understanding science) vdll be fused 
into the age-old problem of understanding man and his works: 
in short, secular education (.3J--p. 2). 
In tiraes past, subject matter was taught upon an 
authoritaria11 basis. In earlier ti1nes, the teacher was the 
point of focus, but la.ter the subject matter becar.ue the 
primary .focal point. Today, the student and the welfare of 
the student are taking the center of the stage. :Motivation 
has changed .froin placing emphasis upon extrinsic methods to 
emphasizi:ng intrinsic methods. As a case in point, until 
the twentieth century, chemistry w,iS taught for its 
disciplinary qualities. As a course of study, chemistry ,~·as 
for chemistry majors only and was taught t,o those other than 
majors as a curious study of natural phenomena only. Today, 
the view is apparently becoming that of Nash, who said: 
The objective of a science course ••• is to present science as 
a part of our civilization (not simply as a basis of 
technology) , as a rich part of our cultural heritage, and as 
one of the intensely creative aspects of human endeavo1 .... 
••• we do not teach scientific facts and theories for their 
£Jwn sake, but as a means toward the end of an understanding 
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of science; and ••• we must not hope to teach the persistent 
characteristics of the scientific enterprise in a pat, 
capulated form ••• (32--p. 97). 
McGrath summed up the general feeling of leaders in the 
field of science in general education by saying, ncourses in 
the physical sciences should ••• be pertinent to the 
student's life.'' (43--p. 22) 
Within the last decade, there probably have been more 
college level investigations and evaluation of the sciences 
for general educational purposes than at any time in 
history. There have been symposiums, workshops, and inves-
tigative reports on a national scale that are producing much 
thought and talk am.ong the leadera in science education. 
Newer theories of learning processes, psychological studies 
of' mental .functions, improved rnethods of testing, and 
changing of' the focal point from teacher and subject matter 
to student and student welfare have all contributed their 
share to the change.a being made. McGrath (43--p .. 4) pointed 
out the changes taking place by emphasizing the fact that 
many teachers still have the persistent idea that a thorough 
grounding in science gives the student a concept of the 
nature of science and that training in memorizing facts 
transfers to other fields. '!'his misconception has been dis-
proved completely by some of the leading educational 
psychologists of the present tirne.. Generalizations that are 
understood transfer more readily than merely .m.emorized 
facts .. A concept of the student as to the applicability of 
a generalization in several fields may help transfer of 
training by pointing out applications. Hovlever, as stated 
by McGrath: 
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,u1 almost essential lubricant for ·the proces.s of' generaliza-
tion is the emotional attach1nent the student develops--the 
extent to which he associates feelings of enjoyment,. 
interest, inspiration with his studies. The more he likes 
discussing its philosophy, the more likely he is to retain 
and generalize the te~ching (43---p. 6). 
The expressed concerns of such contemporary leaders in 
the .fiel<l of science in general education as McGrath, 
Conant, Alyea, and a host of others, the dissatisfactions 
ex.pressed both in words and actions by teachers in the field 
0£ elementary science at the college level, and the experi-
mentations "vd th various science courses for both cultural 
and utilitar-ian value d~signed to fill the needs of the 
student 11uajoring in fields other than professional science 
all indicate a need .for a study of science in the present 
educational program. 
Before an answer can be obtained as to what subject 
,matter should he presented in an initial course of college 
science designed for the non-science znajor, the.re must be 
specific aims and 9bjectives set forth for such a course of 
study. If such educational aims and objectives can be 
obtained. and if there can be a measure of agreement upon 
·these aii:ns and objectives, then the content that can be used 
best to attain these ends soug~1t may be .selected. 
Since the basic pri:,n.ciples 0£ chemistry are applicable 
to all the other natural sciences 11 the question arises as to 
whether or not an initial course of college chemistry can be 
designed and used to reach the desired educational aims and 
objectives f'or a specific group, i.e., those who are not 
science majors and those undecided as to a major field of 
study. 
Statement o.f the Problem 
The problem with which this study is concerned is: 
What should be the outcomes of an initial course of college 
chemistry designed for those desiring a cultural background 
in natural science? 
Meed for the Study 
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The development of the complicated social and economic 
life of today has forced the realization runong many educa-
tors that some comprehension 0£ science is a necessity fol" 
an active citizen who is to live and contribute to the tech-
nological age in which he lives. Out of' this realization 
has come the cor1viction that it is a duty of colleges and 
universities to make available to students a form of 
training in science that is adapted to the needs of all 
citizens. It should not be restricted to technical training 
for the specialists, although students endowed with natural 
aptitudes for scientific study must be identified and must 
be attracted ·to specialized study in the various fields: of 
science. On the other hand, there is almost universal 
agreement that all persons need some scientific concepts, 
and there is also agreement that not all should be 
specialized scientists. 
McGrath has this to say about the uncertainty of 
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leaders in higher educat.ion as to the best plan to pursue in 
offering the youth of today a curriculum that will best fit 
the needs of present and future citizens: 
Higher education is in a state of ferment. There is 
scarcely a college in the country that is not at present re-
examining its purposes and its program. Already a host of 
institutions have launched new programs intended to improve 
the preparation of youth for life in a highly complex and 
troubled world. Most of these new ventures have to do with 
gen~ral educatioi:i,.t~at whic:t_i prepar;s young peop~e for 
t.he1r common activities as citizens in a free society. 
Concerning the objectives {broad and general type) of 
general education• there seems to be an increasing agree-
ment. Wide divergence of opinion still exists. however, 
with regard to the means that should be employed to reach 
the desired goals ••• (43--p. ii). 
Dubos thinks that any program aimed at fostering a 
general interest in science among the public at large must 
recognize that individuals have no right to expect others to 
be interested in the tricks of their specialized trades 
(32--p. 5). To popularize science, a program must be worked 
out that 'Will present to the public those aspects of science 
-- ------·-----------·---------·~-- -
activities that possess broad human values. The public must 
be attracted by those scientific phases of work that affect 
their well-being and social advancement, or, as Conant 
expresses it, one should "relate development in natural 
science to those in the other fields of activitytt (35--
P• 4). 
A study by Schenberg shm~s that, in 1952 in all New 
York City high schools, only 17.4 per cent of junior and 
senior students were taking chemistry. Other studies in 
various areas of the nation show that the percentage of 
... 
fresrunen who have had chemistry before entering college 
range as low as 7.6 per cent to as high as JO per cent with 
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the figure in n1ost cases being toward the lower end of the 
range of these percentages (113). The above indications are 
that most students entering college have not taken, or had 
the opportunity to take, a course in chemistry. The per-
centages run somewhat higher for biology and lower for 
physics. Most students have little or no understanding of 
the opportunities science offers for widening their 
horizons. There are thousands of these students who doubt-
less1y have the ability to become specialists in one of the 
fields of science 1 but their experiences have not been such 
as to arouse their curiosity and desire to major in a field 
unkno't"m to them. 
There seems to be almost universal agreement that some-
thing needs to be done to encourage young people to investi-
gate .further the opportunities for vocational careers in the 
sciences. The general education prograi:n of the colleges and 
universities has fallen heir to this task. The responsibil-
ity has been placed upon the science divisions and adminis-
trators o:f colleges to provide a science progr~'l!l that has 
broader aii1m than merely making chemists or physicists or 
biologists. They must encourage student interest in these 
professions. 
This new responsibility entail.s a revision (11--p. 66) 
of' the philosophy or scientists in general, most or whom 
ceased trying to interpret sciences to the laymen in the 
nineteenth eentury when science broke up into highly 
specialized subdivisions. McGrath (44,--p. 11) describes the 
present orthodox, natural science courses in a single field 
as following a small. narrow stripe across the whole area or 
natural sciences and covering the subject matter in this 
narrow band or stripe as thoroughly as time and the 
students• preparation will permit. Usually. these courses 
have a single over-all aim of laying a foundation for later 
courses. A.11 of the supposedly important topics are 
treated, in turn, often with little time to show their 
consequences or their interrelations. These courses of 
study are generally well pa.eked with content, but they do 
little to help the student develop adequate understanding of' 
the nature of science. 
On the other hand., one type o:r the so-called survey 
course mentions so many topics from the whole realm of 
sciences,, with barely a thread of connection. that it is a 
•smorgasbord course." This type cf course is dangerous in 
that it does too little to show the structure of science and 
tends to glorify the wonders of' science. Glorification of 
science or scientists gives the wrong impress.ion to stu-
dents. "Teachers cf science should debunk the popular 
impression that the scientist is a wizard and that all 
science works miracles. 
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:Many plans for meeting the student's needs have been 
tl"ied within the last few years. One innovation has been 
the so-called survey course attempting to integrate all 
fields of natural science into a course or series of courses 
for the non-science major. However, a su.rve:y (130) of 2.34, 
members or the Southern Association of Colleges showed that 
only 50 per cent of senior colleges and 60 per cent of the 
junior colleges accept integrated 01 ... survey courses toward 
graduation, and some of these accept the survey course only 
under certain conditions. Only 34 per cent of: the senior 
colleges accepted survey courses as fulfilling the science 
requirement under any conditions. Fifteen of the colleges 
surveyed had discontinued integrated or survey courses after 
starting them. Various reasons have been given for this 
dissatisfaction with survey courses. Among these reasons 
are: 
1. All teachers try to drag in and stress their own 
pet subjects {78). 
2. There is failure to have the ends of the course in 
mind before designing the means, but the means 
a.vailable should be known before selecting the 
ends (116). 
J. Teachers trained to teach in the survey fields are 
scarce (44--p. 188). 
4. So many facts are to be .found in a survey course 
that real teaching for change in the behavior of 
the student is lost in the rush of presenting 
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facts... Often these facts are so isolated as to 
of'.f er very little in the v1ay of generalizations and 
principles (4L,--p. lJ). 
5.. 1I'ho courses are too nl1atered dos;;mn to be of real 
value .. 
The above reasons, along llit,h others, are offered so often 
for nc:rt, having survey courses that the pt•aises :for success-
ful courses of t;his type are outnumbered at times by the 
negative criticisms. Quite a few have the same opinion as 
ChaL11ers who said, '1Survey courses are superficial, trivial 
and unscientific ••• but (for general education) better than 
the specialized courses." {30--p. 1) 
Other plans than survey courses have been tried. For 
example, professors at Harvard and the University of Chicago 
have tried. teaching chemistry from original papers but have 
found that too often these papers have .fett present day 
applications, or they often are presen.ted in terms difficult 
to understand. 
The argurnent has been presented that the student 1'1110 
.knows basic phases of one science well is better equipped 
than one 'll.rho has been exposed to the whole field of science 
but has little understanding of any science (78). Pearson 
was one of the first to advocate what is now known as the 
nblock-and-gapn method of teaching (4$) • His argument was 
that the logical structure of any science or of science as a 
whole or of science's method of dispassionate investigation 
could be understood best by using all facets of one science. 
McGrath {44--p. 15) also appreciated the ffblock-and-
gaptt principle for general education. He described the 
method as follows: 
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'fhis may be a single science or ••• a :mixture. Its essen-
tial characteristic is that large quantities of material are 
omitted outright so that only some o.f the topics of an 
orthodox course ••• are dealt i.tith • • • • Those (topics) 
included are treated thoroughly a.s to subject matter. The 
blocks representing such topics are dense ••• and extend out 
toward other topics and other sciences •••• These blocks 
are clearly related to other blocks •••• the gaps are 
essential••• they reduce the content of the course so that 
there is time for discussion, time for ideas to sink in, and 
time for the student to look back and reconsider •••• 
Conant thinks a greater degree of understanding of 
science might be achieved by the close study of a relatively 
few historical examples of the development of science (33--
P• 16). Wendt believes that a broad {not deep) insight may 
he obtained by the student through surveying a relatively 
small nmnber of basic principles from one field of science 
which illuminate facts. He says that it is apparent that 
1,vi thin the coming decade an elementary understanding of 
chemistry will be as necessary as wood lore to the Indians 
(129). If this is true. then a chemistry course may be so 
organized and presented as to fill the need for factual 
material with which to define those principles and concepts 
necessary for twentieth century living in a free society. 
Sy said: 
Everybody ought to know some chemistry, some ought to know 
more. and some ought to know as much as they possibly can. 
This will follow when the subject is presented more attrac-
tively to the beginner. A genuine interest is 
necessary .,. • ( 24} • 
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The above facts and opinions and others of' like nature 
lead to the conclusion tllat the broad ah:1 of basic under-
standing of' science on the part or the student might be 
attained t1ore readily by studying a few reht.ed. phases 0£ 
science rather than either the e~'tensive study of profes-
sional techniques and tacts or of a ooper.fieial summary of 
all science. 
Chemists have a talking point f'or chemistry being 
selected as an excellent course of study for the non-science 
major since it is aew.ally a derived course talte.\'1 from and 
used in all other f'ields or na:tural science { .56). There are 
no sharp lines or demarcation between chemistry and any 
other natural a:eienee ( 56}. Hm-1ever • chemistry i,s the only 
course taker) by the great. majority o:r students in which they 
learn o:£ the structure and behavior of LJ.att.er of whieb t-heir 
enviroxmient is composed ( 64.}. 
tlewland (99} found a total ot 2,490 dif'.ferent allusions 
to science in 201 issue.s ot popular- magazines. There were 
21+.022 attendant. meanings ·or contexts. or these contexts, 
most \<1ere pertinent to hea.ltJ1,, food in relation to health, 
and house.hold appliances. lillost of the allusio-ns were made 
directly to ideas or e-0ncepts that are or eould be incorpo-
rated into an init.ial eourse of eollege chemistry. Taylor 
&1.1.ms up the situation a.sit now exists in this manner: 
Today a \'fide and early fllappreciation" 0£ .science is no less 
than a. matte1" o.f l,ife and dea.th for our civilization. ••. 
ever since the day of early general science and science 
survey courses, a. general feeling seems to have been abroad 
that scienti£ic appreeiation ean be attained only by 
lJ 
exposure to a pc>tpouri of at least several of tho basic 
sciences. There is no doubt a great deal to be said for 
this point of view. Certainly no om.~ of the sciences has a 
mom:rpoly 011 the 0 sc1enti.fic methodu and there could. con-
eeivably be so:ne notable advuntages in approaching that 
elusive concept from several angles ..... but standing in 
the way of general use of' a multiple-sciencQ approach is an 
almost complete lack of properly qualified teachers •.••• 
science teachers are at present almost exclusively single-
subject.specialists. ••• the typical teacher now in the 
profession is much better prepared ••• for ••• the single-
science type of scientific appreciation course. has at 
least the science-subject-matter foundation on which to 
build ·the historical, philosophical, and the educational 
superstructure of' appreciation. •••• the single-science 
eourse, ••• broadened to 1neet the currerrt. need, may not be 
the final solution 0£ the problem of inculcating a wide 
general appr<lciation of sc:tcmce. Erut as a short-rl;inge 
measure, it seexns to constitute a solution to the dilemw.a 
created by the urgency of tirne. This urgency puts a .heavy 
pre.i1iuri1 on the m.aximuni use of existing; channels of 
instruction ••• (44--p. lf~(!). 
ifitmadia:te at.tention by all interested educators to 
the existing p:roblem of a shortage of qualified teachers 
within 
chemistry designed for fulfilling the educa.-tional 11.eeds for 
all college students in the f'onuula:tion of' de:fin.itive state-
An obvious source of statements of aims and objectives 
for an initial course in college chemistry should be the 
general course in college chemistry. but such statements are 
lacking. Without unity of purpose, science education cannot 
be what it ought to be (69). Lack of unity of purposes 
among teachers has caused lack of uniformity in courses 
(62--p. 112). At the present time, there are numerous 
statements of aims and objectives, but they are too often of 
such a generalized nature that·they have little meaning 
within themselves. There is no clear definition of the aims 
and objectives of general educational chemistry (89). This 
has been a realized truth for almost two decades. In many 
of the national meetings for discussion of aims and objec-
tives of an initial course in chemistry. broad aims have 
been agreed upon generally, but a comprehensive and 
evaluated list of specific, workable aims, covering the 
various facets and aspects 0£ an initial course in college 
chemistry, has yet to make its appearance. Since differ-
ences in aims are likely to lead to differences of treatment 
{44.--p. 5), the first task that must be attempted is to 
determine a consensus as to tfhat these aims and objectives 
might be. McGrath reports that corninittees have succeeded in 
evolving statements of aims, but these sta.teI11ents are too 
impractical or too long (44--p. 4). As a result, all of the 
aims that are at this time agreed upon are·those broad and 
general aims that offer little as goals for definite and 
specific acc.omplishment. 
Since differences in aims are likely to lead to 
differences in treatment (l..,4--p. 4), the first task in the 
development of the kind of' chen1istry course that can .fill 
the needs of' a general education program is the clear-cut 
statement of its aim.s and objectives. An obvious and 
practicable source is a consensus of college teachers and 
workers in the field. 
Purpo.ses of the Study 
The study has the follqwing primary purposes: 
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1. 'l'o identify, by consensus, the outcomes that should 
be expected from an initial course in college 
chemistry. 
2. To ascertain the differences and similarities 
between a population of college teachers of educa-
tion and a population of college teachers of 
chemistry as to desirable aims and objectives for 
an initial course in college chemistry. 
J. To ascertain the differences and similarities 
between teachers of chemistry in large colleges arid 
those in srnall colleges as to the desirable aims 




This study is concerned with the aims and objectives of 
science in an educational program designed for all college 
students. It is concerned particularly about these aims and 
objectives as they may be applied to an initia.l course in 
chemistry. Each of the aims must apply to students and must 
be stated in terms of recognizable evidence for changes in 
th~ behavior of students. 
No attempt is made to make subject matter, methods, or 
tests of outcomes of a course in chemistry more than of 
incidental importance in this study. However, it is hoped 
that the results of the study may serve as criteria for an 
evaluation and selection or subject matter, methods,, and 
testing procedures. 
Assumptions 
The.re are at least two general propositions concerning 
science in a. background education or general education 
program upon ~hich there is general agreement ( 93 ) • First, 
science is a necessary part ot a general or secular educa-
tion and, secop.d, .for most non-science majors a different 
kind of course is needed. from the traditional $pecialize4 
courses provided in the va1:ious science departments. Other 
propositions (4,4.--p. 64) pertaining to course content that 
are agreed ti.p~m generally are that some emphasis on scien-
tific methods and attitudes is desirable, the block-and:..gap 
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intensive study of a few topics is more rewarding than 
either a superficial survey or a diluted orthodox course, 
and that physical sciences are better taught separately from 
the biological sciences. Assuming chemistry can fill the 
.felt needs for science in an educational program, there mu.st 
be a clear statement of outcornes desired before a different 
kind of course can be either organized and presented or 
evaluated, . .for the aims and objectives certainly will deter-
mine the outcomes. 
A brief summary of assumptions used in the study may be 
stated thus: 
1. A basic contribution to the education of any 
college student can be found in che;:nistry as a 
fundamental aspect of that phase of h.um:an culture 
kncrnm as natural science. 
2. An initial course in chemistry can be presented in 
such a manner as to fill the needs o:f a generalized 
background for non-science majors. 
Sources of Data 
The data for this study have been secured and compiled 
from the following sources: 
1. N'ineteenth century and current textbooks in college 
chemistry. 
2.. Reports from chem.i.stry workshop meetings of groups 
within the .American Chemical Society. 
J. Literature and studies related to the study. 
4. Evaluation and judgments of teachers .of an initial 
course in college chemistry and of college teachers 
in professional education. 
Definition of Terms 
1. Outcome: degree of attainn1ent or the stated aims 
and objeet.ives., Outco,.-nes inciude the attainraent of 
values, attitudes, con<iepts, techniques, and under-
standings. 
· 2.. Course ~ Studx:;:· an order, sequence, and scope of 
experiences in presented facts, activities, methods 
of procedure, principles, concepts, and apprecia-
tions to be offered in an integrated field. of work. 
3. Initial Experience in College Chemistry:: the 
student·s• f'irs.t eontact.s with a formal course of 
college chemistry. 
I.,.. Natural' Sciences: the collective branches o:f 
knowledge which deal with biol~gical fields and 
matter and. energy phenomena.. Natural sciences 
·1nclude i'ields of study designated as physics • 
. chemistry, biology, a.stronomy, geology., and other 
related fi'elds. 
5. General Educg.tio.n: that accuinulatio11 of knowledge 
and understandings which prepares young people for 
their common activities in a free society. 
Working Hypotheses 
1. There is a consensus as to the desired aims and 
objecti.ves of such a course. A properly planned 
,survey should reveal such a consensus. 
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2. In addition, the hypothesis was made that there are 
dif'terences of opinion as well as a community of 
interest in the various aims and objectives.that 
may be advaneed as an ideal. These differences and 
likenesses may be not only in the individual items, 
but also in the relative importance of such items. 
The variances and similarities exist between popu-
lations .from (l) different teaching fields and 
(2) the same teaching field when the colleges are 
grouped into large and small colleges. 
Outline of Procedure 
The procedure for thi.s study consisted of two phases .• 
The first phase was composed of two steps. The first step 
consisted of a collection of specific aims from the various 
available sources. In the second step, these were restated 
and were placed in four categories. This list 0£ aims was 
used as a starting point for the second phase of the study. 
The second phase was concerned primarily with obtaining 
a consensus as to what the educational aims and objectives 
of an initial course in chemlstry should be.. A question• 
naire 1rdth a rating scale constructed from the lists of ai.'ns 
and objectives obtained from various sources was reviewed, 
cr.itieized, modified, and corrected by three different 
groups of respondents before being sent to juries distrib ... 
uted throughout the United States. The judgments of the 
college teachers of chemistry and teachers of professional 
education were summarized statistically. Findings of fact 
were identified, and conclusions were drawn. 
Organization of the Study 
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Chapter I is an introduction to the study. In it the 
problem is stated.. The need for the study, basic as sump ... 
tions, purposes of the study, limitations or the study, 
definitions of terms, procedure of the study, and organiza-
tion of the study are given. In Chapter ·Ir the assumptions. 
(1) there is need for some scienee in a general education 
program, (2) a classical chemistry course fails to fill this 
need, and (3) an initial course in college chemistry can be 
designed to fill the present day need for science in general 
education, are defended. In Chapter III, procedure is 
described £or collecting a list o:t aims and objectives for 
an initial eours,e in college chemistry designed for general 
educational purposes. C1,apter IV is a continuation of 
procedure in which the method for development of a question-
naire £or final juries is described. The manner of' 
selecting the test population is given. 
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Chapter Vis a description of the treatment of data 
gathered from the respondents. Conclusions are reported in 
Chapt:er VI. 
CHAPTER II 
THE INITIAL COURSE IN COLLEGE CHD-USTRI AS A 
PART OF GENERAL EDUCATION 
The ahls &fld objectives of scientists of the past are 
to be found implied in the annals 01.' history. Contributions 
of scientists throughout recorded history ranged from the 
wholly practical to the completely philosophical viewpoint .... -
f'rom the utility of material applications to .mysticism and 
abstruse theories. Apparent aims varied as philosophies of 
people changed. The culture and prosperity of the people 
generally dictated the direction and magnitude of the early 
scientists' e.ffort.s. Endeavors of the alches.11ists. were 
directed primarily to~rd discovering and using seeret 
'formulae .for the benefit and enrichment of the few. The 
sixteenth century philosopher, doctor, and experimenter,. 
Paracelsus, has the honor of separating the mystical,. secret 
work of the alchemist from true chemical' experimentation. 
His efforts were, directed toward finding medicines and 
chemicals for, the diseased multitude of peasants that 
existed in his day. After Paracelsus, such devious paths 
opened up for exploration in chemistry that the chemists of' 
the seventeenth century became the f'irst real experimentere 
inter~sted in ehe.mical reactions. Their curiosity-inspired 
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seeking may be traced by a study of the history of such men 
as Stahl, Boyle, Bacon; Priestly, Lavoisier, Davy, 
Cavendish, Seheele, Berthollet, Proust, Berzelius, Liebig, 
Bunsen, Dalton, Wohler, Newlands, Mendeleef,, Kekule, 
Past$ur, and many others. 
Colleges and universities as late as the eighteenth 
century were slow in adopting as an aim the method of 
experimentally searching for truth. They were authoritarian 
and classic in nature. As a result, most of the real 
contributions to seience in that period were made by men who 
were trained as apprentices of other scienti,sts or who 
learned f1 .. om their own curious seeking of' nature 1 s secrets. 
Science As a Part of General' Educa:tion 
For centuries science has been c9nsidered a part or the 
education of.fl"'ee men, but only the noble and the rich.were 
considered free. The place .of science in the education of 
the masses has been realized only recently .. Since the 
beginning of the twentieth century there has been an ever 
increasing realization of the need, and ever increasing 
ef'f'orts have been made to fill the nead for some scientific 
understanding in the background education of' every person. 
The f'ramewol'.'k of ~odern science is based upon the nomi-
nalisms 0£ the middle ages that 
.... taught and partially proved that we know only individual 
things and that general concepts are the result of combining 
individual experiences according to similarities and by 
means o£ subjective notions (J9--p.a J}. 
However, these individual experiences must be integrated and 
correlated into a unity or whole. Today, the 111ass of 
subject .matter in the whole .field of natural science is so 
great that Bacon's concept of the whole of knowledge in the 
mind of any one individual is an absurdity. And:r·ea 
Lihavives (39--p. 1+8), who l,Tote what was probably the first 
che:mistry book about 1600 A.D., taught a unity of all 
nature, and Df.ascartes 09--p. !~9) taught that. men know space 
only through motion. If these seventeenth century philos-
ophers were right, associations between subject m.atter $ 
facts,. and actual life experiences must be made in the 
students' minds before facts have a rneani11.g to the students. 
'l'he consensus of twentieth century psychologists seems to be 
that learning takes place much more readily when observed 
phenomena are as.sociated with simple principles at the time 
the observation takes place. .By :making associations in the 
stud,3nt's mind between the physical phenomena and a stated 
principle, the principle comes to have meaning. Then and 
then only is there likely to be a transfer of learning or a 
noticeable change in the behavior o.f t.he student. 
What cannot be underst,ood cannot be :r::ianaged int.elli-
gently 07--p. 2). tvhere physical phenomena are not u .. nder-
stood,. there will be i'ound the superstitious belief' in magic 
and the political tyranny that comes when a population .is 
kept submissive through ignorance and fear of the unknovm. 
The present day democratic belief in an educated populace in 
y 
as (Ji--p. 2) .. 
naturally curious. but they are not 
superstitions and :fears tl1.c"lt were a dm1ina.nt feature of the 
lives and rJorals of thous,.u1ds of years ago. The present 
rathG:r t·ragile skeleton pairuitakingly pieced together frOiri 
scraps and bits of inforn1aticm and kno1r1ledgo collected~ 
preservation th~ present status of' any of the n,:ltural 
sciences and the advance to new and g:reat.er importance of 
the sciences derpend upon two things. First, there must be 
specialists--iao:n .interested in research and new .facts and 
new applicati.one of lo11g knolrm facts--and,: seeondt a popu-
sustains the first. 
second group, 
It has often been claimed. that the traditional snecialists• 
courses arv really the boat way of inculcating some appreci-
a:tion of nata.1ro of science. • •• At :po:tn:t tJ:ere is 
some risk of confusi.ng the nature of science with the 
. +- ., + .,,.. .. '1 •. .. I· ,. ;; "' . . ,.....~ k " '" .,.. "I . , ••. '" .... ·~ ••. '~""' • ~ t' 'A eon ... e,J . .., OJ: .sc ... e:nc.e • .. v ... ~ p0$,;i.,,;;.i..,~ ,.A) .Le~r~~ :.ill.Ch aDvUv .r~,~ 
e~nt~:1: .. ~~ scien':e . wi tho1;~ .... s~curin[; any_"'::e~~,.. ar preci~tion of 
tne Ha ,.-ill 10 science. Jtit. .1. t also see,~o FuosJ.bl.e si l'lmi 
infinite.ly :r::ore ,.raluable to the non-specialist. to ga.in some 
understanding of the nature 0£ sci.enc~ w!1ilc r:iaateri:ng only 
a relatively mnull proportion o.f the subject r,1atte1~ of' 
"'"'i""rv~.-. 'P:bot1t'"?1 1:-·..\ ,}'1._,1 v ,~uc""ee,s-"ul.· content ~'\~ -~.t- •. -v~• ..;,_·"" ,_ .. \GJJ:. .. ...,.£, . ..L,:;;;.,'?J.1, ""'" ~-i;: .. ¥.._..,. :i:j J.. -
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of a given science, the specialists' eourses are all too 
often completely unsuccessful in inculcating a conception or 
what science is about, how scientists work,. and what the 
real character of' scientific enterprise is •••• By and 
large, their (specialists' courses) subject matter is highly 
static and elaborately developed material th.at is r~'1lote 
from the scientific frontiers which are the only places 
· · where one might learn by seeing the supposed "raethod" in 
action... • · 
A course of science• which is designed for the n1ajority 
of people. needs to give some grasp of the ttvarieties of 
scientific experience (32--p •. 103). •t This particular need 
might possibly be met to a greater or lesser degree by any 
of the natural sciences. Che:mistry. however. would of£er 
probably the greatest opportunity 0£ any one science because 
of its relationship to all the sciences (64). 
Trends in Present Day Chemistry 
The changes that have taken place in the philosophy of 
teaching chemistry seem to have run a cycle. Originally. 
all phases of the natural sciences were offered and taught 
as liberalizing studies. The industrial revolution is 
associated with a gradual change in this to an emphasis upon 
only the technical and specialized aspect that reached its 
height im.media.tely following World War II. Since 1950, the 
trend is again turning to the liberalizing or cultural 
aspect of science. 
Obviously there are those who work upon the premise 
that the number one objective of an elementary course in 
chemistry is to teach facts and more facts. Others are 
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taking the view that the greatest value of an elanentary 
course in chemistry is the enlightenment of' the student and 
the cultural effect that it ti.as on his mind. Men of this 
latter school of thought would say that the aims a.:n.d objec-
tives for a course of study should reach beyond mechanical 
111emorization; i.e., the inental attitudes, concepts, and 
understandings that may be developed are worth .far more than 
encyclopedic facts mem.orized. Present day philosophies of 
learning see.ri1 to lean toward the psychologically proved fact 
tl1at data learned by rote memory without reason are soon 
for gotten ( 71). Cultural development implies contact 1,,11 th 
understanding the extractions from and additions to .the 
general body of history, invention,e • morals• knmi,rledges, and 
philosophies of envirow1Em.t that :make up cult,ure. To attain 
·these und~rstandings is definitely a student accomplishment 
and rr1ay be attained only by usi11g the ct',urse of study as a 
tool. 
There are two views as to how aims and objectives ma.y 
be d.efined. More often they are stated as course aims and 
objectives when actually they are accomplish:ment aims and 
objectives fra11 the student's viewpoint. In order to bring 
about student development. there must be clearly defined 
ai..ms, carei'ully selected subject matter, efficient presenta-
tion, and possibly a testing program devised whereby 
measurements :may be made in the development of the indi-
vidual. Of these four necessary ingredients, clearly 
defined aims must come first { 66}. Too often in the past 
without extensive 
the subject mattet• curriculu:;1;1 o:t libt~al art~e colleges by 
(70). 
the tenability of the prernise and 1nany others who quest.im1 
that the prt,ri2ise is b~i:ng ful!'illed. A.a an eY •.arnple, the 
prese11tatim1 of ch:ooi.ist17 has been guilty of trying to serve 
two masters: (1} t1·aining technicians and { 2) training in 
logical thinki.ng. Apparently (70) the latter has suffered. 
in deference to tho f on:1er. The acet~nulation of facts. 
of force feeding or so-called fum:iwnental facts, fonrmlae, 
sy111bols. and princi1)les into the absorbent Cr'd.rtial sponges 
of \rilling; students ( 70). See11I1inr;ly the t1"011d today :ls to 
make !'acts only incidental to tt"aining and understanding. 
There is an a:onarent l"es:tstance to this tr-end bv sci-* ·oll< ., 
ence teachers themselves. t;11atever the reasons, the 
inst1:-·uetor '.An1st develop a philosophy a.a to whether techni-
ealities n1ust take precedence tdth logical thinking becoming 
i.ncidental, or \Jhether logical thi:nkin5 must take fi.rst. 
place tdth technicalities incidental. Aims and objectives 
!er students ·will b0 influeneed by the instructors' 
philosophies. 
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Probably the greatest difficulty in agreexnent of 
philosophy lies in a confusion of purpose in the minds of 
the teachers of science. According to Buchanan (56), if 
chemistry has defaulted as a. liberal arts course, it is due 
to uncertainty and disagreemer1t concerning aims. 
Usually the undergraduate special courses in chem.istry 
represent resum.es of the important works in various fields. 
These the student is expected to copy into his notebook and 
reproduce on demand. Yet, if the desires of graduate 
schools and industry were exa1uined for preferences in 
students, they probably would show that there is a great 
need for students who are able to think. 'l'hese are the ones 
who have the ability to attack single-handedly and to master 
independently a phase of work which is new and strange to 
them. Then teachers who help train such me11 mutually must 
understand one another and must be able to communicate ~ci. th 
one another. This common ground for mutual understanding 
and corrmmnicatio:n. among teachers probably will be found in a 
list of the aims and objectives in teaching an initial 
course in college chemistry designed for everyone. With a 
meeting ot minds on these listed points, teachers tdll be 
enabled more readily to set goals and devise methods for the 
improvement of their teaching practices. There should be a 
eonsensus as to what these ain1s and objectives should be. 
It is the pi:i.rpose of this study to determine, in so far as 
possible, the consensus. 
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The trend today in natural science instruction places 
emphasis (40 .... -p. 31) upon .functional facts, functional 
concepts, and :functional principles which would seem to 
indicate that science instruction on all levels must be 
directed toward the learning of larger principles rather 
than the learning oi' isolated .facts. Larue (42--p. 189) 
says: 
The first challenge of the lesson for inforrnation is to get 
its meanings, i.e., to relate it to the map of images, 
symbols and feelings already in our heads; to interpret it. 
To perceive the outer world is to interpret situations; a 
moving light in the sky turns out not to be a meteor but an 
airplane; that red on Johnny's finger is not blood from a 
eut, but a splotch of ink; the tadpole's tail disappears--
what does that mean? 
In other words, the modern psychology of learning states 
that facts without understanding are useless. To follow 
these psychological findings would influence and change the 
aims and objectives of mos.t science courses from learning a 
fact that miglTt be used in the future to learning a 
principle that is used in the present. 
There is a multitude of statements from science 
teachers theinsel ves eoncern:l.ng the importance of teaching 
attitudes, 111anual skills,. applicability of scientific 
concepts, and beliefs fundamental to a democratic society • 
.Apparently, most teachers think that no study of a natural 
science course can be directed at only the lea.rning·or 
natural science. Probably. no program of natural science in 
an educational program can be evaluated fairly except in 
terms of the total curricular framework in ·which it is 
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placed. The liberal arts, as conce.ived in the eighteenth 
and ninet,eenth centuries, had too narrow a framework (114). 
Today the impact of voeational compul.sion, i.e.,. eeonomic 
necessity, is being .felt. Economic necessity leads to a 
desire by the many for a more flexible prograrn than that 0£ 
the past. A modified program must be worked out now within 
a new framework that will allow the flexibility necessary to 
fill the needs of an educated populace. This framework must 
be built on certain convictions concerning the nature or the 
educational process (4J--p. 281}. 
Re.searchers at Pennsylvania College for Women worked 
out the follot<rlng three generalized headings as a £ran1ework 
for goals in an educational program (4.3--p. 282): (1) abil-
ities, (2) attitudes, and (.3) beliefs whi.ch make for a 
wisdom, a deep understanding of life, and an effective means 
of adjustment to it. 
According to French (.32--p. 16), the teacher's motives 
cannot be merely a struggle to preserve science for 
science's sake. Too many teachers of the past apparently 
:b.,,ave done this by labeling students as not of college 
caliber because they apparent.ly cannot learn science. Yet 
many of these same students have made outstanding successes 
in other .fields of endeavor. Perhaps the fault has lain 
with the teachers -and scie:nee ta.aching rather than with the 
students. Perhaps in the past teachers have been expecting 
too :much in attempting to teach all science to all people. 
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The si·tuation at the :mid-century mark iras s11mmed up by 
French {33--p. 17} thus: 
There is no need to rehearse what has happened to the teach-
ing of science in the colleges during the past century. It 
parallels what has happened in other fields but the natm"al 
sciences, having a good head start over most o.f the social 
sciences., their teaching has gone its specialized ·way in 
considerably greater measure. Science is no longer the 
liberalizing study it once aspired to be. Here and there 
through the sheer force of a great personality it still 
retains vestiges of liberalism, but in the main, the teach-
ing of science has been subjugated to the training of 
specialists.. Without at the moment getting committed upon 
the question of whether the kind of introductory science we 
now teach is good training even for prospective scientists, 
we can probably agree at least that it is not good education 
for the non-scientist. 
By 1958 a clrunor had been set up by business and 
industry f o:t"' ·even the specialists to be trained in more than 
technology. Executives of many industries now say that the 
great need is for :men with a broad background of training in 
cultural subjects. Industry itself, in many cases. is 
training its own technicians. but i.nd.ustry has neither the 
time nor facilities .for instructing in those broad .fields o.f 
knowledge that must come only from a continuous and persis-
tent attempt by the schools'.: as a whole to work on an 
integrated program of educG\tion. from the primary grades 
·through college. The above emphasizes the present need .for 
an initial course in college chemistry that offers much more 
than scientific facts. 
Only by teaching for change can a college progran1 be 
wholly suceess.ful. 'fhis cannot be done with the traditional 
specialist's courses with their set patterns of thinking and 
procedures. The stated aims and objectives listed in 
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current literature are obvious attempts to change tradition 
to meet the needs of the times. However, indications are 
strong that there is general agreement upon this point: 
Some science is needed in a general education program 
designed to meet the needs of all college students. 
Since chemistry is a science derived from the other 
natural sciences, it by its nature covers materials, words,. 
concepts, and skills pertinent to all the others. Due to 
this factor, it has been more and more discussed as the one 
course of science offering most to general education. 
However, the problem of the role of chem:istry in general 
education is as yet far from solved (54). If' this problem 
can be solved .for chemistry, the solution will aid the other 
sciences in .finding their rightful places in the educational 
scheme. 
The ail11s of general or b.ackgTound education are still 
somewhat hazy and argumentative (64). This possibly may 
explain the haziness and apparent lack of agreement for the 
aims a:nd objective,s of an initial course in college 
chemistry as presented in the rnajority of American colleges 
and universities today. 
Chemistry in Today's Curriculum 
Chemistry, as it generally is taught today, usually 
stresses .facts more than principles. Dewey {38--p. 193), in 
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dealing with methods in science, stressed the application of 
learned facts by saying: 
Our present methods put the cart before the horse ••• 
1·1ha.t we need is to hitch the horse of concrete experience 
ldth daily occupations and surroundings to a cart loaded 
with scientific knowledge •••• 
By this he meant the initial course in chemistry was pri-
marily a job of hitching the horse--not filling the cart. 
If the student learns to translate facts learned into daily 
lifeN then he is equipped to translate the facts that may be 
acquired long after school days are over. vn1en this sort of 
program is ~dopted (JS--p. 194) 
••• we shall find that the crop of scientific specialists 
will increase and not diminish while in addition we shall 
have a citizenship of men and women really intelligent in 
judging the affairs of life. 
McGrath stated that a survey of present texts showed 
all to be amazingly alike (44--p. lOJ). It would appear 
that one author has been afraid to omit what another has 
included previously. It also seems th,.;.1.t the present preva-
lent theory held by 1nany is that physical chemistry is the 
basis of all chemistry and possibly all science. On the 
other hand, there is an ever increasing mxm.ber of instruc-
tors advocating radical changes in the offerings of a 
beginning or initial course in college chemistry. There j.s 
a persistent theory that a thorough grounding in the 
so-called fu..11darnental facts in science gives the student an 
understanding of the nature of science and that training in 
memorizing facts transfers to other fields. Such a theory 
has been disproved by many researchers such as Freud and 
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Cherovis (44--p. 104) who, in an extensive study of mental 
retention in a physical science course, found that retention 
depends upon reasoning rather than rote memory. According 
to their studies, the subject matter beat remembered or 
retained consisted of principles and theories when these 
1r,ere taught or presented in connection ·with applica.tions and 
related facts. If a fact were memorized without reason, the 
results shm,11ed very poor retention. 
According to McGrath (44--p. 105), the aims of any 
science course should be (1) understanding what science is 
about, (2) knoidng how scientists go about theil'" work rather 
than rnaterial alone, and O) learning to transfer cultural 
values. These rather general aims bring up several ques-
tions. One would be, 0 What is science?u Another would be, 
"~l1at is culture?" According to Conant, (59), the develop-
ment of the different fields of science came about in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries because of the union of 
three streams of thought. These were (1) speculative 
thinking, (2) deductive reasoning, and O) empirical experi-
r11entation. To de.fine science, he says: 
Science is a series of concepts and conceptual schemes 
arising out of experiment; or observation and leading to new 
experiment and observation. 'foday the test of a satisfac-
tory concept or conceptual scheme is i.n terms of (a) its 
ability to account, for all the knm·m phenomena with a 
minimum o.f comple>::ities, and (b) its fruitfulness in terms 
of new experiments and observations. 
The above statement would lead one to understand 
ffscienceu to re.fer more to method than to subject matter .. 
This seen1s to be the generally accepted thought of the 
present day leaders in the field of educational chemistry. 
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Cultural values of chemistry are rather difficult to 
define. This is not because they do not exist, but rather 
it is because o.f the general disagreement upon what makes up 
culture. In the first place, cultural value is not talk 
about chemistry but a comprehension of the underlying 
philosophy .of chemistry. The underlying philosophy (125) or 
chemistry is seldom helped by complicated problems with 
long, devious paths to mathematical solution. Probably such 
would throw the average student off the track 0£ comprehen-
sion rather than help his understanding. On the other hand, 
some £acts and some fundamental theories should be compre-
hended by the student. There must be soma half-way meeting 
place for those attempting to teach too many facts and those 
attempting to teach with too few. 
One reason (lJO) chemistry is not more popular today is 
that teachers of yesteryear taught an unnecessarily difficult 
content of subje,ct matter. Everybody ought to know some 
chemistry; some ought to know more; and some ought to know 
as much as they possibly can. However, it is not an example 
of clear thinking to attempt to teach all chemistry to all 
who sign up for a beginner•s course under the pretext that 
memorization of the periodic chart, various and sundry 
specif'ic gravities, boiling points, historical names and 
places, minute details about all individual elements, and 
other multitudinous encyclopedic type facts or supposed 
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f'acta iB necessal"Y to the en.joyment .or th1.1 contributions of 
chemistry to society. To do all this is equivalent to tell-
.ing a person that he nu1st understand the theories o:f alee-
tron:tcs. 
they will becoae inspired tc~ learn all that is po.ssible in 
formal school classes. 
liilholin Ostwald (Bl), in the preface of" hia book on 
nat1a"al }lhilcisophy, said: 
Iilatural sci~nce and natural philosophy are not t~ro 
great fields which oppose ea.eh. other, but they belong 
·toge·th{l.t.,. just as two paths whicb. lead to the sarne goal. 
That goal 1st '1'he mastery of nature by the hmnan being. 
will p.reve:n.t the tea.ehing of idolatry of seie,,'lce. Seienee 
td.thout human th.oui;t,ht and use in dead. It. is only an 
With idolatx·y or science I must confess I have little 
s:,;1r1r,tathy. Yet a better understanding o:l the ~1ethods of 
the natm"al scie11ees ~ong la.ymen is certainly to be 
desi1•i:d • • • • 
been accepted as a part of the gospel that must be imparted 
to an educated man. It is not necessarily knowledge about 
science as such that the layman needs, but it is more under-
standing o:f science (34--p. 116). The texture of modern 
science is the interweaving of fruitful concepts, that is, 
interaction and contributions of science to technological 
society. If a problem ism.et and understood, usually the 
£acts neces.sary £or solution can be round. Ordinarily the 
eventual ability to solve problems is more dependent upon 
understanding than upon memorized facts and figures that may 
be found in references (106). The student's need for under-
standing makes the teacher's primary task one of teaching 
concepts rather than statistical truths. Accenting concepts 
rather than memorized facts affects methods of class presen-
tation in that presentation leans .from lectures toward 
discussions and actual problem solving. By the use of the 
ti'ord "problera" it is certainly not the intention to limit 
problems to those of' a mathematical nature. 
Dr. Conant (59--p. 166) says: 
The present college courses in physics, chemistry, and 
biology by necessity are arranged primarily as a foundation 
for more advanced work. Therefore, they do not fulfill the 
function of providing for the non-scientific student an 
adequate introduction to the methods by which knowledge has 
been advanced in modern times. Such courses fail to meet 
the educational requirements for the non-scientific student 
both because they require too much detail as a basis for 
subsequent scientific courses, and also for another reason 
clos.ely related to the complexities of our modern industrial 
society. Those who give such courses, and I am referring in 
particular to physics and chemistry, £eel that they must 
cover those branches of the sciences which are concerned 
with every day applications and also must refer to the mo.st 
recent discoveries. As a result rather superficial treat-
ment of many phases of physics and chemistry cannot be 
avoided. 
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llf!eyer (45--p. 22.3) objected to survey courses on the 
grounds that (1) they tend to be superficial; (2) it is very 
difficult to get competent teachers; and (3) they tend to 
leave the false impression that the treatment of the subject 
dealt with is definitive. 
The stated aims of teachers of integrated science 
polled in Wilson's survey (126) show some interesting 
differences frorr1 stated aims of teachers of specific natural 
sciences. The integrated group generally agreed that the 
aims of a survey course did not include the development of 
laboratory skills, the ability to read technical literature, 
or the offering of a foundation for further work. On the 
other hand, almost all sample tests prepared and given by 
this same group of teachers were based almost entirely upon 
subject matter mastery and were objective in nature. 
Although there was an interest manifested in evaluation of 
aims, little had been done to develop means of such evalua-
tion. 
The instructors of sclence questioned in the survey 
indicated a general feeling that traditional courses were 
inadequate for all students, but the survey courses appar-
ently would not be voted as the final anmr.rer. Where the 
teachers of survey courses rated the lecture demonstration 
method as the most valuable method or teaching, the senior 
colleges other than teachers' colleges ranked the laboratory 
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method as the best method. Since the laboratory lends 
itself more completely understandable to the novice in a 
relatively limited field, indications are that a study 
limited in scope would give the student a more comprehensive 
picture than. disconnected bits and dashes from many fields. 
Gray(?$) thinks that the main trouble with traditional 
texts is that they have too much encyclopedic material and 
enable a teacher to drag in too much detailed matter on his 
own pet subject. He feel.s that the student who knows many 
basic phases well is better equipped than one who has been 
either exposed to the whole field or on.e who has had only a 
concentrated study of the teacher's pet subject matter. The 
student should have the broad--not specific--knowledge of 
orderliness, energy, and science interrelations that can 
come by study of one field of science such as chemistry. 
Due to the haziness of aims, the statement is made 
often that the same chemistry course taken from three 
different instructors will be three different courses. This 
:may have some element of truth. The so-called general 
chenlistry, up until the present time, often has been top-
heavy on the physical side with comparatively little stress 
on the organic, on the inorganic, or on bio-chemistry. Some 
teachers have put in pleas f.or fusing the various phases so 
that the structural pictures of' compounds and materials may 
be more complete .. 
Ther~ have been many misconceptions as to the nature of' 
chem.istry due possibly to outmoded thought as to the nature 
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of true learning. Rich (112) has listed some of these mis-
conceptions based upon the "mind faculties" idea. They 
include ''general training,,. a "discipline" training of 
general abilities, such as nto observe accurately, 0 or "draw 
correct or reasonable conclusions,n and to Hteach for trans-
fer of reasoning ability.'' Actually, there are many kinds 
of observations. Each has its own skills, group of habits, 
and mental attitudes. 
Another misconception that often has been a stated aim 
is that the initial course in chemistry covers cherni.stry as 
a whole. Chemistry as a whole field cannot be covered 
completely in dozens of courses. The idea of covering the 
whole field has been one possible reason for the enormous 
accunmlation of facts that too often has been incorporated 
in an elementary course in chemistry. To attempt to teach 
so many facts or so :much abstract n1ogical" reasoning 
involves omitting things from real life experiences. 'I'he 
average student generally is uninterested in and has seldom, 
if ever, come in contact with the detailed information 
necessary for the technologist. This does not mean that the 
technologists' inforrnation is not good; it simply means that 
it is out of the realm of a real life experience £or most 
students. The average student, if interested, will learn 
t11uch detailed subject matter to satisfy his rnrm curiosity, 
but the same subject :rnatter is dull and seldom well learned 
for the sake of learning. 
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It may seer.a peculiar to some to say that many chemistry 
teachers still attempt to teach subjects instead of pupils, 
but this is an attempted practice o.f many and is very diffi-
cult to eliminate. Since only that which the student learns 
ean ever benefit him. why cannot that which the student does 
not learn be deleted f'rom the course of study? This 
deletion is something that needs to be done., but due to 
disagreement as to what to eliminate., it is a rather diffi-
cult task. 
Many people think that chemistry is nothing more than a 
mass of facts. P.robably again the teachers are to blame for 
this erroneous concept •. Most of the testing programs 
including tests of ability are simple factual type 
questions .. These are not really tests of ability but are 
too often only tests of feats of rote memory. 
Another misconception is that which leads to the think-
ing that the first college course in chemistry is only a 
preparation £or more advanced study. Various estimates show 
that alraost 70 per cent of entering college freshmen in the 
southern or agrarian states have not had high school 
chemistry and only 6 per cent to 8 per cent have '.had both 
chemistry and physics. There is not only a possibility but 
a probability that in these freshmen there are literally 
thousands that are potentially excellent chemists,, or tech-
nicians, but they never have had the opportunity of a 
pleasant introduction to the fields of technological study 
needed for these various professions. Chemistry can be the 
means of interesting these students not in chemistry alone 
but in all natural sciences. A well organized course can 
and should give. some understanding of the nature of other 
fields of sc:i.ence. 
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lVfai.n.y have the idea that an Intelligence Quotient must 
be high before a student can understand chemistry. A five 
year study of freshmen in Colorado University showed no 
significant correlation between grades in fresh.man chemistry 
and Intelligence Quotient. Other studies (94) show that 
there is the practice in some colleges 0£ allo'TrJing only 
those in the upper quartile of mental ability., as sho,'ln by 
various tests, to take chemistry. It apparently would be a 
fruitless or at least undemocratic policy ~Go attempt to 
educate only 25 per cent of the populace. This does not 
mean that standards have to be lowered for the nhighern 
.intellects, but it does mean that the others cannot be 
forgotten. 
Obviously too much faith is placed sometimes in the 
intrinsic worth of new, curious, shining discoveries. 'l'hese 
discoveries are not chemistry, nor physics, nor biology; 
they are products of these various sciences. Mo science is 
of relatively great value per se, but they are all of 
inestimable value as tools and instruments for producing 
these discoveries. 
Science is not an end within itself. It lives and is 
useful only h1 so .far as it is applied by the minds and 
han.ds of men. Science is not just for the scientists; it is 
£or all men everywhere. The man with the most degrees is 
not the only one qualii'ied to think or invent. All men have 
creative abilities of one kind or another., and most men can 
use science or the products ot science in their creative 
thinking and building. 
The last misconception to be :mentioned here i.s that 
chemistry is a well..-defined. bounded body 01· knowledge. 
Chemistry., or the field of chemistry., is not made by nature. 
It is man-made. A.s a man-made course of study• it ean go 
just as far and cover just as much material as is within the 
man-ma.de definitions of its limits. It is far from an exact 
seienee and is in no way a static course or study.. It is a 
growing., changing conception of a phase of science that by 
its nature is a study of ehange ,and should be capable of 
being used a.s an instrument for the adaptation to change. 
A study (74,) made more than twenty-five yeaz:s ago 
showed that a large part of chemistry presented in high 
sehool did not function in the lives of' the students. There 
was not a close relationship between the subject matter used 
and the activities 0£ students' lives. There is little 
evidence that this error in teaching has been corrected at 
the present time. 
Many teachers stress kinetics at the expense of other 
phases or chemistry as a means or giving general knowledge-
A study (99) has shown that the most import.ant contexts of 
201 popular magazines were pertinent to health • .food1i house-
hold appliances~ and clothing. Very little attention is 
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paid to quantitative measurements or gas laws even in 
science 1nagazines {111). If courses in chemistry are to be 
valuable to the average student, they must be pertinent to 
the student's life (44--p. 281). In a review of Consurners' 
Guide (101), it was found that the copies studied used 349 
scientific terms. A count of these term.s, although they 
refer to all the natural sciences, shows that less than 75 
of the terms are not or normally would not appear in use in 
elementary chemistry. 'rhis would verify again the asstnnp-
tion that chernistry offers an excellent opportunity to teach 
a consumers' vocabulary. Since a usable vocabulary is the 
most important means o.f personal communication, chemistry 
may contribute a bit in this respect to liberal education. 
Cook (60) says that a liberal education must include 
those studies "precious to hurl'lan life, 11 train in the "inte-
gration of knowledge," train in the ''methods of thinking," 
and in the use of the "tools of thought, ir and prepare for 
further study or occupation after college. Attempts to 
attain these goals might be made a part of the general or 
broad aims of an initial course in chemistry. One barrier 
to obtaining educational goals other than actual knowledge 
is the fact that too often the nature o.f and content of 
science are confused ( 3 2--p. 3 7) • Content. can be memorized 
without the individual ever knowing or appreciating the 
natu:ce of the material memorized. The memor·i3ation of 
scientific encyclopedic .facts .may be highly beneficial in a 
specia.list 's course, but the specialist does not necessarily 
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have any conception as to what science is about, how scien-
tists have solved problems, or even the cha.ra.cter of 
scientific enterprise. 
Chemistry as it is offered presently does not fulfill 
the needs of general education, but chemistry is the most 
logical one of the natural sciences to redesigT1 so that it 
will fulfill the needs of general education (56}. Chemistry 
by its nature is applicable to ever:z field of natural 
science. Concepts of matter and energy and the interactions 
t)f matter and energy compose the very basis of the 
knowledges and uses of twentieth century technology. 
However, if a. new kind of course in chemistry is organized 
to fulfill the needs for science in general education, a 
comprehensive list of aims must be collected and must be 
agreed upon for such a course. This study is an attempt to 
find a consensus on aims for an initial course in cher!'.lis.try 
designed .for the non-science major 01" the student who is 
undecided as to a major field. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE: INVENTORY OF Airns AMD OBJECTIVES OF AN" 
INITIAL COURSE I:M COLLEGE CI{filJlISTRY 
If a list of aims for an initial course in college 
chemistry can be collected; if a qualified jury of teachers 
of education agree that these are good objectives for 
science in a general education program; and if a jury of 
teachers of chemistry agree with the teachers of education 
that this list of aims should be accepted for an initial 
course of chemistry, then a consensus will have been 
obtained. 
If the assumptions are made that a. general education 
should include some understandings of science and that an 
initial course in college che:mistry :may be used as a source 
of those understandings, then there should be a consensus of 
the desirable aims and objectives for an initial course in 
college chemistry designed for general educational 11eeds. 
This consensus should show dif.f erences as well as a. 
comrnuni ty of interest when obtained ( 1) from instructors 
within the field of chen1istry and instructors within the 
field of pro£essional education and (2) from the field of 
chemistry alone when the opinions of instructors from small 
colleges are compared tcd th the opinions of those from large 
colleges. 
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An initial course in college chemistry should contri·b-
ute to aspects of general education, but it cannot do so for 
all of general education. It :may and. should contribute to 
responsible citizenship, effective use of written and spoken 
language,. intellectual curiosity, creative imagination, and 
philosophy .of life (44--p. 149). 'l'hese are all good general 
aims, but they are of the type that the teacher should do 
more with than merely proclaim as laudable ideals. They may 
be stressed one way or another in almost any class period. 
It was not the purpose o:f this paper, however, to stress 
method. 'fhe purpose was to identify the aims of the course 
which may be associated with methods, subject matter, and 
materials involved. 
Aims from Literature 
Scor·es of artieles have been written within the last 
quarter of a century concerning aims .for sciences as a part 
of the background education that enables one to live 
intelligently ~rithi.n his environment. 
Many feel that no one course can be both "general" and 
"special"'' at the same time. However, an initial course in 
any subject seldom, i£ ever, is designed to make ex.perts or 
train professionals (44--p. 20). It only gives the basis of 
foundation for the later building of' pro.fessiona.l knowledge. 
What could be a better foundation upon which to build any 
professional training than a broad understanding of the. 
interrelations of' that field with other fields and the 
realization of' the need and importance of the .field of 
endeavor? 1,hen tr.wree primary a.ini.s (44-·P• 25) may be con-
sidered first as questions: (l} What is science about? 
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( 2) t:Jhat, is meant by scientific procedure? (J) What; are 
scient~ists like? ·ro accomplish these three aims, as well as 
other ainis, there must be time for student discussions, 
careful 1"eading, historical analysis, argmnent, expositions 
of the na.tm"'a of science, and tim.e .for ·the student to look 
back and try to understami what he has been over rathe.r• than 
merely to r;1en1orize Soon to be forgotten facts. 
· According to Wendt (l2J3) , sciencG has four aspects. 
1. Research: The creative use of our powers of 
inquiry, the expert method o.f exploring the unl'Jiown 
and oi~ solving the problems posed by nature and by 
life. 
2. Knowledge: The vast fund of facts, principles, 
na.:tural la1,.,s and generalizations that are the 
product of re.search and have been recorded in print 
and pictm:-e. 
3. Applications, of that knowledge in the product.ion of 
things and of power, in the improvement of om~ 
onvlro:ni:nent and the enrichment of life through the 
techniques 0£ agriculture, medicine, engineering 
and iildustry. 
4. The social .force that springs f'ron1 these applica-
tions and by transfonning time, space. matter, and 
life itself-,, inevitably transforms man and society, 
history and cult1.ires, philosophy and even religion. 
No one man can master all of the above. Education for 
citizens.hip, however, requires an awareness o.f the first 
three aspects in. Ol.'der to evaluate the fourth. The fourth 
aspect must be evaluated to a greater or leaser degree 
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be.fore one can partially know with what science is 
concerned. As .for research, it is good to say that research 
thinking under the' guise of scientific :method is an objec-
tive, and research ability, both past and fu'ture, should be 
respected. .However, no teacher k11owa the natur·e of years to 
co1ne, so he must teach t.o cope with constant and inexorable 
change (118). Ona who can adapt, to change, bring new 
interpret,ations to old facts, make different applications o.f 
tried principles,, and adapt old learnings to new· situations 
and.discovery of new facts is truly a scientist. 
~chemistry can make contribu"cions of facts to ·the 
building mater·ials ·or personal philosophy ( 6)) • ~ A 
knowledge of the structure and behavior of matter is of 
primary irnportance in the developn,ent of any realistic 
philosophy Ol"" understanding of na tu.re ( 62) • This fact; leads 
to the following statements of definite ah.is. Aft;er con1ple-
tion of an initial course in college chenistry, a student 
should have concepts of the (l) structure 0£ matter, (2) 
finiteness of nia.ttar, (J) kinds ot matter', (4) changes 
mat·~3r can undergo, and {5) an appreciation of the orderli-
ness of nature and the s.imple laws which govern the inf'ini t.e 
proliferation of her works. Day goes so fai." as to suggest 
that the initial course be called the HNature of iJ.IIa.tteru 
rather than "cherrlistry.ft 
Lea:r'ning by doing sometimes is given as a.n aim .f'or 
chemistry, but this does not tell what is learned or should. 
'be lear11ed. Weaver {126) suggests tha5:; the ideal chen1i.stry 
course should teach to (1) observe cause and effect, (2) 
discriminate significant from unimportant events, 0) make 
accurate reports, i.e., report things as they actually 
happa:ri Ol"" seem to happen, (4,) tea.ch practical safety, and 
(.5) make printed matter real. 1.rhese ailns do not apply to 
all of chemistry but only to a portiofl--tho laboratory. 
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Rogers (67) answered the question, "Wha't should be the 
aim.s and objectives of science in general educa:tion? ,ri thus: 
In general iiaducation w·e need not start the training of pro-
fessional students ••• we need not to try to equip everyone 
·with a lot of scientific knowledge••• but we do need to 
give an understandi11.g of science and its contribution.s to 
the intellectual, . spiritual and physical a.spects of our 
live.a. 
McGrath (44--p •. 12) summarized his findings on the aims 
or science in general education in these general terms: 
Though many institutions have a list of eight or ten 
objectives. they can be classified under a rcalatively few 
heads., the nwst eo1Tu11on of which is the cultivation of the 
scientific method and the ability to use it. • •• ih"lother 
com.mon objective has to do wi:th the facts of science. • •• 
The th.ird 1nost common objective is concerned wit,h the il:npac't 
of science on modern life. A few institutions, but an 
increasing nw:r1ber ,. have as a f ou:rt:;h objective acqua.inting 
the student with the historical development of science to 
reveal hO"lfl the eoope:t•ative efforts of sucee<;ding generations 
of scientists have been responsible .for our present 
iinowledg.e and to indicate the evolution of scientuic 
thought. 
President Trmnan's Com.mission on Higher Educati,cn-1 
(110--p. 2) reported that the real dif..ferenee between 
general and higher (specialized) education is not so m.uch 
materials a.s attitudes. How facts contribute to the solu-
tiou of a problem. is more important than merely more f'act,s. 
Then t.he importance of content is a direct function o.f .its 
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use in understanding a problera. If a course is to be 
counted as a part of general education_. it should provide 
profit and understanding to all students.in all major fields 
· (J2--p. 49). A Coalgate Committee (3 2·-P. ll l ~ras unable to 
set dol'm in black and white tlla objectives o.r ;a. chemistry 
course, but the committee members d.id agree on the following 
broad aims: (l) to give the student (ixperie1'lca in accurate 
and critical thinking and jolt him out' of authoritarian 
learning, {2) to give him an apprecia.tion and understa11ding 
of how natural science has .functioned and. does function to 
gain its results,. and J (,3 ) to provide him t:'d th a grasp of 
sotne of the more important. laws and principles o:f science. 
These aims \rould correspond to the fundamental general aim 
.of general edueation.-.;"better understanding and ways of 
thinking." However, objectives are·only good if realized 
(32-p. J90). Tho above aims are like so many of those 
previously 1nentioned in that they are not detined or limited 
and are too general to be used a.a speei£ic, :mea.surabl~ aims. 
French {:32--p. t!?) sugge.sted these two aims for a 
physical science:: (l) direct into college work the natural 
<:'°uriositr of the student and ·(2) motivate tho student, i.e •• 
a.rouse a desire to 1 learn more about the subject. These are 
tnodest statements. 'They possibly reduce the aims from the 
heroic to the merely human, but at let.uit they· are more de.fi-
nite and point toward. definite things. Hash (32-~p. 97) says 
that the dbjecti ve of any science course ,is to pr,eaent . 
science as a Part of eiviliza.tion--a rich·part of eultural 
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heritage and one of the intensely creative aspects oi human 
endeavor.. Scientif'ic facts and theories should be t;aught 
not fen."' their m·m sake, but as a means toward the end of 
understanding science. It cannot be hoped that the persis-
te11t.; eharacteristics of scientific enterpri.se can be taught 
:tn a pat, capstdated for.m under the name ttsc:ientific 
method •. '' In line with the above, a. stated aim might~ be to 
givia the student ,a concept of the centuries of interplay of 
influences that led to some partj_eular pronom1.eement or 
disc.o.,.,ery such as Boyle's statement that the volumes or 
gases vary inversely as pressu.re exerted upon then.1 or 
Lavoisier's theory.o:f oxygenation or the Curies' discovery 
of radi urn. 
It is possible that ffscientific methodn is so st,rossed 
because it gives a. meeting of 1:ninds on a high plaee of 
abstraction (4J--p. lOJ). Often better teaehlng can be done 
hy wcrrking .from empirical evidence rather than traditional 
dogma. Dalton arrived at his all :unportant and often quoted 
four points. of the atorntc theory not by any e:,cact seienti.fic 
methods but from .following erroneous reasoning. Yet these 
£our points, none of' i,rb.ich i.s e:r..actly true. are religiously 
stressed by today's chemistry teachers. 't'1l11y not then make 
one aim, of chemistry to give some grasp of the varieties o:f 
scientific exper:lence, the erroneous as 1'\l'Gll as the correct 
{43--p. 103) 1 
Science should be viewed from a number of relevant 
influenees--scientific, philosophical,. economic, and social. 
all fou:r· ant!les. •,.,,~ 
~irepond€~r~Jnt effect upon s,~ient.ific enterprise; show that 
gro1:1th of science has bee:n an ort~ru1ized social activity and 
endeavor; and en1Je,,hastza the integration and oame of the 
and r;cncepts. ti. select colleetion of tacts about. science 
anci. technology is necessary but oecondary to a. mastery of a 
through learniug but through an orientatio.n of raind and 
( . . ·"}·\ .. . ~.!I# 
prc,,coss of ooooit1ontns: io d:1 vided t!:iree tia:;ts 
folloi:s; {l) :i~uetiori ot aewiled oontent. 
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Air.ns from Textbooks in General Chemistry 
Most of the aims, goals, or objectives, as stated in 
the prefaces of the majority of present day chemistry texts, 
are very broad. This fault of stating aims in tern1s too 
general for definite evaluation is not uncommon. 
The aims of various authors of chemistry texts may be 
gathered from their statements concerning their various 
works. Their aims are not always stated plainly but are 
often only implied. Some representative examples of these 
are as follows: 
Text 1 (24}: 
1. Develop an appreciation of the scientific 
procedure. 
2. Teach how the results of research are 
published, abstracted, tabulated and brought 
together. 
J. Give a knowledge of the application of 
theories to development of natural resources, 
to the problems of industry, and to those of 
daily life o.f the individual. 
4. Treat the develop-ment of the theory .from a 
historical point of view as far as is consis-
tent with a presentation of the subject matter 
which is pedagogically sound. 
1'ext 2 (25): 
1. Bring the scientific method into proper 
perspective and provide a ha.sis for at least 
a reasonable amount of laboratory v\l'ork. 
2. Present a course terminal in nature leaving 
out much of the traditional facts and 
material • 
.3. Make the course prirnarily descriptive and 
terminal in nature. 
Text J {13): 
l. Instruct in scientific method. 
2. Instruct in the principles of chemistry. 
J. Instruct in the experimental methods of' 
chemistry. 
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'+• Present facts that are necessary to illustrate 
the princi.ples of the subject. These 
principles are the ones likely to be o:f value 
to the student in ·the :future. 
:text 4 (20): 
1. Teach principles and theories of chemistry. 
2 • .Show the applications of these principles and 
theories in industrial, agricultural, and 
medical fields. 
Text 5 (14): 
1. Ernphasize the practical and industrial aspects 
of the science with differences in laboratory 
and commercial techniques stressed. 
2. Teach how to solve problems. 
3 .• Teach how to reason. 
4. Give grounding for subsequent courses. 
5. Uni.fy laws and theories. 
6. Teach facts in the light o:f theory. 
Text 6 (7): 
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l. Tea.eh for continui.ty of chemistry leaving out 
(or allowing to be left out) terminal ideas. 
2. Teach principles rather than stressing indus-
trial applications. 
3. Arouse the interest of the student. 
Text 7 (2): 
l. Present the essential concepts on which 
chemistry rests,, unencumbered by a vast amount 
of collateral material. 
2. Teach behavior of matter by presenting atomic 
structure. configurations of the electrons, 
and periodic classification. 
Text $ (12): 
l. Teach fundamentals {basic principles) of 
chemistry for agriculture. home economics. 
engineering, pre-veterinarian, pre-medical, 
pharmacy, advanced s-cience, and the arts. 
2. Teach to attain new knowledge. i.e., acquire 
facts through observation and experimentation 
and £orm theories for explaining the relation-
.ships between observed f a.cts and the 
application of organized facts or reasoned 
principles to hurnan behavior. 
Text 9 (11): 
1. Give foundational course. 
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2. Enable students to apply a principle to a new 
situation. 
J. Teach to reason rrom a known fact to an 
analogous setting. 
4. Solve problems based on chemical principles. 
Text 10 (22): 
1. Arouse student interest (presumably in 
chemistry). 
2. Have a student to so master given exercises 
that ttone niay say he has ma.stered the course. n 
Text 11 (29): 
l. Ground the student thoroughly in the use of 
the basic principles in a manner that will 
enable him to continue in any specialized 
branches of the science. 
2. Furnish modern cultural background necessary 
for all college courses. 
J. Guide to reasoning by reasoning from detailed 
application and understanding of subject 
matter without overburdening the student with 
reference book data. 
4,. I6Iinimize the historical considerations. 
'!ext 12 ( 27): 
1. Direct toward understanding of environment. 
2. Teach the method of science. 
J. Apply chemistry to life situations of the 
average citizen. 
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4. Teach the im.porta11.ce of experirnental evidence 
rather than the(..>ry. Theory is only inci-
dental. 
5. Show the importance of chemistry in an inter-
national aspect .• 
6. Show interdependence of nations and indi-
viduals upon each other's discoveries in the 
development of modern technology. 
Text 13 (12): 
1. ftExpose" students to more tha11 they can 
assimilate. This stimulates (supposedly) the 
more brilliant student. 
2. Require less than the maximmn for the less 
brilliant students so 'that they may pass the 
COUl""Se. 
·rext 14 (3 ) : 
1. Afford an understanding of the scientific 
method of thought by coordinating the .facts, 
theories, and laws of chemistry in an orderly 
maru1er .. 
2. Develop a rational basis for an appreciation 
0£ the true significance of chemistry in the 
modern world. 
Text 15 (15): 
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1. Ground student in background of chemistry tor 
i'uture studies in chemistry and in other 
seienee fields. 
2. Teach: (a) scientific method, (b) fundamental 
laws and theories, (c) atomic structure, 
valences, and relationships •. 
J .. Place emphasis ·On the quantitative aspects of 
chemistry. 
Text 16 (8): 
1. Give knowledge of the evolutionary processes 
that have altered the organic and inorganic 
world over the eras of time. 
2. Give the student knowledge of the organic and 
physical world around him. 
J. Give the student an awareness of the impact of 
the new scientific development upon social, 
economic, and political problems. 
4. illow the student to gain e2,.."Perienee in the 
way science solves problems and training in 
the use of the scientific method. 
5. Give the student a perspective on what can be 
expected of science in the future. 
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6. Acquaint the student with some of the world's 
great scientific ideas. 
7. Teach not only the power but the limitations 
of science. 
' In addition to the above list, the author 
stated that outside reading is desirable and 
that an attempt is made to weave subject 
matter and method into a pattern of observa-
tion, classification, hypotheses, experimenta-
tion, and theory:. 
Text 17 (5): 
1. Teach "all the theories, laws, and discussions 
generally associated with the i'irst year 
course in chemistry."' 
2. Form habit o.f using previously stated 
principles. 
·, 
J. Emphasize the physical structure of molecules 
and complex ions. 
4. Stress the role played by the size of' the 
particles involved ·in reaction. 
5. 
6. 
Give nrecise def'initions of terms. ..-
Teach how to refer to tables giving ehemieal 
properties· of groups of elements fo.r easy 
refer.ence. 
7. Give concepts of acids and bases:. 
8. Teach the newer I.u.c. scientific terminology. 
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Text 18 (23): 
1. Offer a "fuller understanding and a keener 
appreciation or the :more recent developments 
in chemistry." 
2. Give "statistical, illustrative, and indus-
trial material used to add information, 
interest, and fullness." 
)-. Give facts first, and then draw generaliza-
tions and conclusions. 
4. Present the fundamental concepts of chemistry. 
Text 19 (21): 
1. Avoid historical approach because fundamentals 
usually were discovered after the facts. 
2. Give only essential infon,ation for the 
beginning chemist. and explain this informa-
tion as thoroughly as possible. 
J. Give those facts (necessarily memorized) that 
will aid understanding tor "true learning is 
both memorization and understanding 
Text 20 (6}; 
1. Gtve greater emphasis to fundam.ental 
principles. 
ff .... •· .. 
2. Establish a m.ore rigoro.us course of study with 
particular emphasis on quantitative aspects of 
the subject. 
Text 21 (2): 
l. Teach the chemistry of elements and their com-
pounds, chemical reactions and the equations 
expressing the mechanisn1S of' the changes, the 
qualitative relations between elements and 
compounds, and the explanati.on of the why and 
ho·w of chemical reactions. 
Text 22 {16): 
l. Present more organic chemistry than is 
normally offered in an elementary course. 
2. Present more exact and concrete material con-
cer:ning the fundamental ideas behind various 
theories. 
J. To present experimental facts including those 
of recent development. 
Ju:; ·will be noted, most; of the above aims are rather 
broad arid, if restricted, have m.ore meaning, but as specific 
objectives they have little. meaning. As an example of this 
vagueness, so:tne of the past statements of the characteriza-
ti01'1s of science xnay be quoted (4/+--p. 14}. 
Pearson: Classification of f'acts. 
Mill: Knowledge of antecedent--consequent rela-
tions. 
Bernard: Knowledge of sufficient; and necessary causes. 
Kelvin: Precise measurement. 
Ne~rton: Knowledge of forces as causes of phenomena .. 
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There are many other statements .found in literature 
just as vague as the above in both current and past publica-
tions. Each of the above is partially correct. just as each 
aim or objective stated by authors of various texts is 
partially correct. However, in both instances the state-
ments may be found to be incomplete or too general for 
evaluation.· Statements (44-•p. lJl) such as upresenting a 
course terminal in nature leaving out much of the tradition, 
facts, and materials,» or "instruction in scientific 
method," or tlunify laws and theories" are all too general in 
nature. nEncouragement of critical thinkingu is another 
_phrase that sometimes is used to imply that contact with a 
book is an automatic 1'open Sesame" for understanding. Many 
such statements as the.se. made by chemists and other scien-
tists seem to indicate that science is the- 011ly plac·e these 
objectives can be obtained. No one phase of any science is 
necessary to successful, creative living of all persons 
(44,--p. 132). Science can do no more than contribute to all 
of the above, working in and with the arts, humanities, and 
social sciences. 
Inventory of Aims and Objectives 
In listing specific aims and objectives of an initial 
college experience in chemistry, certain criteria must be 
set up. Apparently the two words, 11aim1' and "objective,"' 
are used synonymously in the literature with the word 
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"purpose. 6 The aims used for the formulation of the 
questionnaire for this study were taken from literature and 
books other than textbooks. M:ost of the aims had to be 
restated to meet the requirements oi the criteria. There 
are many general airas stated in the literature surveyed. 
This does not mean that these aim.s are not desirable, but it 
means only that they are not specific enough to be pinned 
do:wn to meet the criteria. For example, the statement,. "the 
object of a course in chemistry is to teach scientific 
method,tt is a perfectly legitimate objective, but it needs 
.clarification and limitation before it is of great use as a 
specific objective. 
·· Heiss (40--p. 47) says that a person who is sci.entific 
should have some attitudes that are not necessarily univer-
sal. He should (l) be curious about his environraent, (2) 
believe that every effect has a natural cause. (3) be open-
minded, (4,) be critical minded, (5) not believe in super-
'stitions, (6) be unwilling to accept as facts any statements 
not supported by eonvineing proof, f7) be willing to change 
his belief's upon the presentation of sufficient evidence, 
(8) respect another person•s point of view, and (9) maintain 
such ideals as honesty, patience, persistence, fairness, and 
thoroughness. These attitudes·mustbe possessed by all 
succ.essful scientists; however, before a definitive list of 
aims and objectives· can be formulated,, so.me criteria must be 
devised. 
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Hedo (40 ...... p. 25) sets up these critei·ia for objectives: 
{l) the statcement :must be practical and usable, leading fron1 
one step to the next., and should result in progress, (2) the 
sta:t~:m.ent of objectives should be psychologically sou...-,d, 
i.e. 1 based on psychological principle.a of learning, (3) the 
objectives should be possible of attair:u11ent under favorable 
circurnstances, (4) the objectives should be universal in a 
democratic society, and {5) the statemeni.;s should indicate 
directly or by clear ilJ1plication the :relationship of class-
room activity to desired changes in hurua.n behavior. In 
addition to these criteria, stated object.ives should (l) be 
directed toward the general purposes of education in a 
democracy. (2) consider the needs and the interests of the 
learner, (J) be attainable at a given level of instruction. 
U+) serve as guides to the organization of learning 
x;1a.terials, C5) serve as guides to the selection of learning 
:materials, (6) direct lea1,,.ning toward the modification of 
·ehe behavior of ·the learner• i.e.• they should be func-
tional, and (7) serve to suggest ways of evaluation of 
'I'he final criteria of the airus and object,i ves selected 
for t,his study were a.s follows: 
Dewey (38--p. 193) gi".res the ·follo1:lin.g three criteria 
for an educational aim. 
1. fm educational aim must be founded upon the 
intrinsic activities of' the individual to be 
educated. 
2 .. An 
of' 
must he capable of trS;.i-:i.slation into a method 
ting with the activity of those under-
tructiorh, 
3. An aim rnust suggest the kind of environtnent :needed 
to liber.atei and to organize their {students) 
capacities. 
:!'he .follo:wil:1:g criteria for a.i:m.s of an ninitillln experi-
ence in eollege ehem.istry were added to those given by 
interaction .. 
gai:n cc-nviction. 
'With ot.he.r fields o! learning .. 
.;;. i\:n aim Iilust be stated in terms of reeogniZQtble 
for any science .coursa d&signi£td tor e;~e1:1e1 .. al education irzay 
tall under one o! .four hea.d;tngst (l) teach scientific 
method ar1d develop ability to use it; (2) tea.eh the facts of 
seie:nce, (J) show the :L"'npacts of science on ri1odern lif~ of. 
both the individual and society, and (4) sho·hr the evolution 
literature other• t .. han textbooks th"lder the four headings 01.· 
eateg.orias given by J'ifoGra:th. Som.e of the ah1s possibly t~ight 
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come under two of the headings. Where used once, they are 
not repeated. Some of the a.ims show similarity but, due to 
dii'!'erent wording, they have different connotations. Most 
of the statements as listed are summ.aries of the· original 
statements~ 
Since the aims as stated in literature are from the 
writings o.f teachers, they are stated as teaching aims; 
however, as tdll be shotm in the final questionnaire, these 
aims have been reworded to indicate that they are aims for 
the student himself' and will .furni.sh goals for student 
progress and accomplishment •. 
I. Teach Scientific Method and Develop Ability to Use 
It. 
1. Teach int,errelations between theory and 
practice (119; 39--p.- 245; 61--p. 245). 
2. Show that we know only individual things~ but 
we can generalize from these individual 
knowledges (J9·-P· 245; 61--p. 21+5). 
J. Lay little stress on facts except as means or 
producing communica ti 011 concerning conc0pts 
{74). 
4. Stress principles as concepts (74). 
5. Teach students to recognize and identify.a 
problem. ( 90) • 
6.. f.liake accurate reports of observations taken or 
laboratory reactions (126). 
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7 .. Develop self reliance in experimenting {90 and 
64}. 
$. Teach hm-r to find and use some source material 
outside of textbook (1.32).. 
9.. Teach the value of inquiry in.to the ·whats, 
uhys, and ~irheres of observed happenings ( fiS, 
90 •. and ll9). 
10,, 1feach student t,o approach problems objectively 
:r:·em.oving self' from ·the situation (79 and 90) .. 
11. Teach :per·sonal frame or reference approach 
where t,he view of the individual involved is 
considered ( 90} • 
12. Use a shifting point of reference approach in 
which the student recogniz.es, chooses, and 
makes explicit his position in a situation and 
then varie.s tha·t position as changes in point 
of reference would make it seem advantageous 
(88 and 90). 
13. Instruct in how to set up and test a 
hypothesis (76, $6, 83, 90. and 118}. 
14. Instruct in dispassionate investigation as a 
general met.hod that may be used in other real 
life and community investigations (48). 
15. Facts simply verify supposed truths. Design 
experiments to discover probable truths (73). 
•· 
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le.ea ( 7) ) • 
at all and rela.tive 'truth as a starting point 
fr;il!." ap:p1~aciting absGl:ute t:r·uth {73). 
that there is no 011i scientific inethod 
t,, ........ p. 15}. 
scd,enti!ic .steps to 
(35 ....... p. 24) .• 
2J. Teach some steps to take irt fact finding {52).. 
24., Encourage *1tlu)ugltt!'ul.~ disagreell'1eut. 
25. EncfJUI'a.ge 'c.he prediction oi po.ooihlia new data 
using the .facts., th~orles• or- principles knCNm 
(116 .and 148). 
27. Stress need for correct observations before 
arriving at conclusions (56). 
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2t. Instruct in a.etion based. upon eritical think-
ing r-ather than that bas~d upon intolerances, 
prejudices, trad.itio.ns, superstitions, and 
misconceptions (79}. 
29. Observe cause a.nd ef!eet relationships (6.S and 
126). 
)0. Teach th.at it is scientific to accept tttest.ed" 
truth p1"0vided the thoroughness of:. the test is 
r.nown (119). 
Jl.. Develop the ability to suspend jud~ent when 
ti.at.a are inadequate:. Learn to judge when data 
are inadequate (119). 
32. Trai11 the ability to make sound inductions 
(ll9). 
33.. Develop ability to interpret data (119). 
34. Develop (by use) familiarity with dependable 
sources of data {119). 
35. Devel.op abilitie.s to make sound deductions or 
predict out.COl:!iea {119) • 
.)6. Teach h~'I to collect and organize tacts for 
study (ll9). 
37. Shmr that science is expe1~:uriental in nature 
(126). 
7) 
Instruct LY! some methods that r-Jay be used in 
making investigations of' phenomena or problems 
(;2) .• 
II. 'foo.eh th.e Facts et Science. 
l.. Show soote or the relationships beti,aen matt(;)r 
and life (39--p., 245). 
2. Give sane .familiarity with the language o£ the 
ehemi.st (39--p. 244 ). • 
J. Teach to give sor.iie idea or concept or the. 
trtructure or the aton. Keep this teaching by 
word and a.ction siit1plified, i.e., on the 
student's level or thinking (64). 
4,... Toa.ch that matter is finite (61,,.). 
5. Teach tho part tha.t energy plays in holding 
matter either together or apart (126}. 
6. By using a select portion o.f chemistry for 
intensive study. special attention should be 
paid to the logical structure of the ·theory or _ 
principle involved. This nay serve as an 
e~.mple ot the logical structure of acienee a.s 
a. whole and its ~pressed method of dispas-
sionate investigat.ion (126}. 
7. Teach s,ome. organic chemistry co~eept.s as to 
t..1'1e dif!eren.ees in structure of organic .and 
inorganic compounds (8.3). 
a. Aim to supplement. the textbook idth outside 
material. readings,, and projects (92). 
9. .$tress principles rather than faets (74.}., 
.10. Show unity and interdependence that various 
fi-elds of chemistry r;JtLy bave ( 55). 
ll~ Show hat'r :rae'Cs of chemistry interrelate with 
all othel" fields or natural scienc~ {62). 
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12. i'fuere and when theories .are taught. unify them 
ltd.th .faets (8/+). 
13. Teach a simplified theory concerning units of 
matter (106). 
J.4.. 1:'each a e:implified theory concerning atomic 
st;rueture (106) •. 
15. Tea.ch some ot 'th$ values of and bow to us-e at 
least <>ne periodic arrangement ct elements 
(106). 
16. Em11hasi.ze and. uae the kinetic theory of matter 
in explaining eotmi"lon and f:amiliar ·pnenc:.miena 
(106). 
l 7 * Explain reactions as means o! reaching energy 
equilibrium (lll}. 
16. Tea.ch e.he basic nature of· a chemical bend (57 
and lll). 
19. Give eo111prehensive ideas of the sizes of 
atoms. ions- and m.-olecules and the ·signifi-
cance or siaa {64). 
20. Teach oxidation states ot elements including 
~ansi'tion elemen~e (116). 
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21. Teach to balance equations and to make 
22. Teach the value of accur¢i.te rtHia.surements {62). 
2).. Teach facts only as they illw:dr;iate principles 
(119). 
21~. 'l'each SO!ne mech:anieal t~ch.niques (97). 
25. Stit:mlate interest in facts (52. 56, 61, and 
). 
III. Impacts of Science on Modern Life--Bo.th the Indi• 
vidu..a1 and Society. 
1. Show that knowledge 0£ chemistry per se is not 
so in1portant as the fact that it is a tool !or 
aecar,,plishm.ent (6J). 
2. Inspire investigative curiosity. Allow the 
stude:nt. to answer some of his own questions by 
literature or laboratory research (39--p. 24-5}. 
3. Teac11 £or skepticimi of too authoritarian 
statements by book or teacher C39--p. 245). 
1,,,. 'l'each for .respective eonsidera:tion of the 
ideas,. theories. and work of :tti:,hers OJ--
5. Tea.eh science (chemistry) as a tool for better 
living (59 and Si":)). 
6. Show the value of and teach. respect for 
theories (62). 
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accident,s likely to happen around the labora-
tory (126). 
a. Brin;z about a realization or the importance of" 
nan ts physical needs in t,hc seareh for innova-
tions a.nd inventions t1ade possible by science 
(85). 
9. Instruct in eormnunicati<m for cla1"if.ication 
{73). 
10. Teach by illustration that truth comes by 
seekin~~ not by attack upon others (73 and ) • 
11. Show the diff'e:t"ences in pure and appliod 
science (5'7). 
l ·'y . ...,.,. Erti.phasi2;c.i that science is incompat~ible vrlth a 
.static view of any theory (53),. 
13. Sell che:nistry by usi,,r1g words and p.hras,es and 
the student in introducing any new words, 
theories, phrases" or principles {121 and 
122}. 
the same pr·inciple. use the one 1;.,~it.h which the 
students are niore likely to come into contact 
in eve1"yday living; (121). 
15. All.ow student individ:uality to expro.ss itself. 
ttCharaeter cannot be taugJ:rt; it; must be 
acquired, caught., or developad .. £1 (82) 
16. Make student safety conscious (66). 
17. Encourage critical thinking in solving indi-
vidual problems {66). 
d i --" lo. Give student occupational and vocat O.tl.l!LL . 
per~pective {66 and 119). 
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19. Attempt to arouse recreational interests {66 
and 119). 
20. Give a partial picture 0£ the importance o! 
chemistry to the social world (66). 
21. · Giv:e a partial picture of the part t:hat 
cheiuistry plays in the eccn01n:ic world ( 66). 
22. Indicate the part that chemistry pl.ays in 
agriculture (soils. fertilizers. etc •. ) (62 and 
76). 
2J,. Indicate the part that chemistry plays in 
manufacturing and other industries (62 and 
?6). 
24,. Indicate the importance of chernistry in 
medicine (62 and 76). 
25. Bring about a realization of the pa1"t 
chemistry plays in preservativas and deeora .... 
tion (paints. varnishes., etc.} (76) • 
. 26. Arouse curiosity about chemistry and its. con-
cepts and pril1ciples ( f!a and 52) •. 
27. Instruct in evaluation 0£ consumer problems 
(evaluation of advertise?1ents, material.a., 
foods, and ot.her consurtLor goods) (50-... p. 
201) .. 
26. Awaken intellectual curiosity or the role of: 
science in modern living {54). 
29. Present sane of the limitations of chemistry 
(what it can and cannot do (70 and lJ2). 
30. Teach to attack problems individually • 
. Develop sel.£-eonfidenee (g2). 
)1.- .Develop habit or inquiry {62). 
)2. Develop babit of work (62). 
/ 
)J .. Develop habit of observation {62). 
34,. Develop system, order, and neatness in work 
(62). 
3:h Teach t.o keep methodieal .and accurate note-
books {62). 
)6,. Help student. to discover and evaluate his o"tm 
aptitudes and abi.lities {62). 
J7. Teach het.; some conditions under which onEl 
lives may be improved (2t). 
J8. T·each some of the contributions that science 
bas made to the religious aspects 0£ life 
(51). 
39.. As any principle is studied, make applicat.ion 
.and transfer the principle to some environ-




41.- Teach social concern for others ( ) • 
(122). 
to r;,rovide doi;;r2m to be taug:h:t but, questions to 
4lts• Develop ability hi student to work iritb others 
or· alone (123) .. 
thine:s not tmd.erstood ( ) • 
46. Bring about realization 0£ a need for facts 




IV. Evolution of Scienc0. 
l. Teach that proii:t .. esa itO but the stepping stone 
for further advar1ceE1ents. "What we do today 
may be obsolescer1t to:nor1"ow; neve1"theless, 
tod,ay•s work must be done (27) .'1 
2.. Show the m1ity of na:turo by teaching or inter-
dependence and interrelations 0£ the natural 
sciences (39--p.. 245). 
J., Teach that ell©!11istry is man-i1ad.e,- ·therefore 
limited by w.a.n and manta knowledge (85 and 
96). 
4• Design probler:1s for the prescnrt and illustrate 
from problems in the past that show that 
different ideas of the same thing can 0:0-n-
tribute to a more fully understood product 
(73) .• 
5. Show tha.t arguments stand or fall on tb.e 
strength of evidence--not t.he qualities of 
men--supporting then:1 ( 73 ) • 
6. ShQW how chemistry bas contributed to social 
pr-oblems in the past by helping .man make the 
most of his heritage ( 7J .) • 
7. Present eomp1 .. ehensi ve explanations about some 
o£ the under1ying philosophies about ehemistry 
(125),. 
s. Attempt to gi,ve an elem(h"'ltary knowl.edge of the 
his~orieal background for science (59). 
CHAPTER IV 
SELECTION OF TUE JURIES AND DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE QUESTIONfUlRE 
It is unrealistic to contuse the accumulation of 
opinion data by means of a questionnaire with scientific 
!act gathering, although an instrument or this sort 1.nay be 
used to collect quantitative facts directly or indirectly 
concerning such things as the health and morals of a. 
nation's people (49·-P• 28). The subsequent usefulness of 
sueh accumulated data depends upon how well the simple rules 
0£ common sense have been followed in assembling and 
presenting the results, as well as the selectioi1 and 
cooperation of the jurors. 
Selection of Sample Populations of' Respondents 
In the planning or a sample survey, a stage always is 
reached at which some decision must be made about the size 
of the sample (4.l--p. 50). Too large a sample implies a 
waste 0£ resources,, and too small a sample diminishes the 
utility of the results. tiith any sample population. it is 
irnpossible to guarantee absolute accuracy, but there can be 
calculations made that will show t.he level of confidence in 
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the results provided. there is some advanced approximate 
knowledge of the total population and its distribution. 
To determine the sample size. the following line o£ 
reasoning was chos~n. There are approximately 1,300 
accredited senior colleges listed in the Blue-Bogk of 
American Colleges 1nd Univer§i,ti{q~• If returns could be 
obtained .front sixty-ti ve of these• there would be a 5 per 
cent, or one-twentieth, 1 .. epresentation of all these 
colleges. 
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There is no safe general rule as to how large a sample 
population (n) must be for use of the normal approxk!S.tion 
in computing confidence liraits. However I an estiu1ate of 
sample size neces.sary for a 90 per cent level of confidence 
with a 10 per cent variation may be computed as follows 
(41--p. 52): 
Ir the percentage (p) or the sample population lies 
within a range or 10 per eent of the percentage (P) of the 
t<;>tal population, p will be distributed normally about P 
within! 1.64, p where 1.64 is the normal deviate eorre-
spondin.g to a 90 per cent confidence level. Standard 
Deviation ( c:; ) = ·~ where Q = 100 - P a:nd n = the sample 
,,. P"' .. pt, 
number. ~!ence. l.t,4 X ·: = 10, and n = 2.7 (,l~)2 • 
From the preliminary sample gl"oups. approximately 00 
per cent or the ant:Mers were 11yes.u Using the percentages 
P = 8o and Q = 20, 
This is lass. than ; per cent of the total eollegee. T'nere-
fore, no finite population correction need be used {41--
P• 55}. 'bro juri.es of 100 teaehers ea.ch selected for this 
study apparently o£i"ered. an adequate margin of safety. 
Sampling may be oi' two bas:ic varieties: (l) that based 
completely upon the laws or cl'law:e and (2) that in which tb.e 
U..C"'tits of the sample are determined by the personal judgment 
of tho enumerator. The latter method has several designa-
tions.. the most common -or ·which are purposive or non-random. 
methods. It may produce good results with a small sample, 
but it ii not amenable t() the development o!' a theory, 
because it contains no element 0£ random selection. 
The method used tor th.e present study ~1as non-random in 
that the POl'>ulations sampled had. the following restrictions. 
First, all persons chosen were employed by some recognised 
four-year college 011 university at the ti.mo the question-
naire was presented. Second, -the names or tha colleges or 
universities had to be listed in the BJ.iue-Dcok or &t1eris;a.n 
Colle&1s and Universities. Third,, the selection of the 
:pro£essor from each college was chosen £rom ~ college 
catalogue description or list of names 0£ pro!'essors working 
in the field of b.eginning oollege chemistry or professional 
education currieulura. Fourth., the nam.es of every third 
college and um.vei•sity listed in the Blue-Book .!?.! k!i.eTiegn 
Colletzes and Universities \IT-ere divided. into t\'m groups, 
those having; an enrollment 0£ 2,000 and under and those 
having an enrollment ot: over 2.000. 
was 
ing narnes of the institutions, and a list was made for th.e 
choosing of the jury of chemistry J}rofesso1:""s.. The numbers 
the process was TEW}';'iEUtted £or the selection of: the jux~y oi' 
educatioti professors. 
names were drawn was n1ade in t:.l1e libraries of Oklahoma State 
University in Stillwater, Oklahoma; East ·rans: Baptist 
Coll~r;e. l!aco-gdoehes, 'fax.as; and Centenary College, 
Shreveport• touisian:A.. m> eatalot"Ues were available .for six 
of names draJm, and alternates ~ere used. In the educa-
tion groUJ}• tlm naraes of five colleges v,a:re techru.i.eal 
There was a t,,otal of thirty-three states represented. in 
the total jury of chemists. and twenty-nine states were 
represented in the total jury of' education protessors. 
Critique o:f the (lue,sti.onnaire 
i11e questionna.il--.e bas IDany disadvantages. In the .first 
place, t.he inethod is of'ta-."l unreli.able (41-P• .3) in that 
questions may he 'too su,ggcst.ive 0£ a certain anm-.rer and lead 
to a bias. In the second place,. sarapline; techniques often 
1nay not give an accurate picture of t..i.e entire population 
(Jl--p. JI+; 47-p. 34). Even 1£ the sample 0£ the populati.on 
is adequate and representative, there are still c.hanees 
(ll--p .• 292) of errors. These are (l) non-respondents r:,,ay 
disturb or bias the representative group; (2) statements 
td:t.'hin tile ins·trument may be ambiguous; tH respondents may 
be biased or bave itiaceurate information; and (4.) errors 
could be rnade in editine; and tabula.ting results. In the 
thir-d placo. questio.nnaire.s are q~ te t.ine consULting for the 
responde11ta ( 41-p ., I+) • 
An opinion survey, hov1ever,. is a source of data often 
unavailable by any other method. The oral questionnaire is 
preferable to the written questionnaire (41--p. 17) ·• but. 
again, circumstances are £requen.tly such as to prohibit the 
oral method. Th@ lNTitten questionnaire has been used exten-
sively in administrative and eurrioulum studies, with vary-
ing de,tTees of' sueeees, and generally i.s considered as an 
acceptable method (41-~P· .);). It is one of the very few 
n1et.hods that adapts itse1i' ·to an analysis of a course out-
line or. text• although the qu.est.ionna.ire i tselt is funda-
mentally a source of data rather than a u1ethod or treating 
data. 
secut"e opinions in regard to suggested objectives for an 
tific background, and for those m1decided as to a i,1iajor 
the chosen test population. was satisfactory since all jurors 
were experienced and active college proi'esGors. The 
11illingness of the respondents ma;t be judged by the .number 
) .. There is nomally little ef'i'ort made to 
Develop:ne:nt of the Questionnaire 
Since. the results or a questionnaire poll are so \1er-y 
dependent upon the instrument it;aelf ~ there are certain 
fundarne.ntal rules to be followed in its preparation (49--
P• 51) • 
l. The interest of the recipients of the questionnaire 
iiiust be aroused or cooperation obtained by some 
tiean~. 
J. '111(:: varit)Us items and st.at.ements o:f.' the question .... 
mire should be free of' ar:1biguity. 
4,. Individual questions should be arranged so that 
replies may be brief. Preferably, the respondent 
should be able to answer tl1e question with a simple 
check rnark. 
5. The letter ot transmittal should be brief but 
should -U,sell fj the idea to the inf orfttants. 
6. After a questionrtaire has bee."l prepared~ it. should 
be tried on some questionnaire reeipientts. 
7. A sel.f~ddressed, stamped. return envelope should 
always be included. 
To deten!line the present day aims aml obje.ctive,s. a 
study wa.a ti:iade o.f some t.wenty~five 0£ the accepted textbooks 
used in eoll\\iges today, and an atter.:1pt was made to arrive at 
t:he o~J'er-all outcomes desired. by ·the authors. In addition, 
a seax~ch was made of literatU!"e--scient.ific journals, 
current popular magazines. educational and t~eaehal"as' period-
icals, cor«lf.ai:ttee report-a., 'bulletins, , scio11ce wo:t"kshop 
results. and opinion polls--in :order to obtain a list o.f 
desired outc.erae.s to,- au initial course in college chemistry 
designed espeeial.J.y :tor tbose who are eithe2~ non-science 
majors. or are undecided as ·to a major acaderu.ic prograru. In 
all,. nearly three hundred sources wertJ used. These aims and 
objectives than were broken down and reworded to elilninate 
ambiguities and clarify the sta:tement.s. There were 119 
different aiuis end object,1 ves used in the £ir$t question-
nairo prepared"' Each of the 119 individual statements was 
grouped Wlder one of foUl"" general headings as sugr.:;ested by 
l~ath (41+-•P• 12}. 
3aeh item had five possible ,fl.nswers with values ranging 
from +2 through zero to -2. w'lth the +2 indicating :strongest 
approval 
tiooal 1,,ms provided . .for c«ri!nents, critiei&'fl1S, a.."l.d 
corrections.. A sample fr0t11 the first questionnair<e :follows. 
For tho coo11:>lete questionnaire, see Appendix IV. 
Qt1estionna:tre: rlurnber l 
Using a check mark ( ), please indicate in the proper 
blank your opinion of each itein. ·n1e greatest plus ( -,.) 
value indiea:tes strongest approval, and the &reateat minus 
(-2) indicates strongest distavoi~, witli the zero (OJ blank 
represa11ting no opinion. l'Xark through., change, or add to 
a11y or all items if you &o desire. I0Iark iterus that are 
a11tbiguous 01'" not e.lear to you with an X. 
I. After a year of college chernistry, a student should be 
able to demonstrate his undereitandil1g of seienti.fic 
r1othod and show his ability to u.se it by ho1;,1 well he can 
rueet the folloidng oute.ort1es. A student should or should 
have: 
l. Corn.prehend that £acts are use-
ful in illustrating principles 
and aidi115 eoou:'lunication.. 
+2 +l 0 -l -2 
The questionnaire then Vias presented. for study and 
sco1"'i11g to twenty-five graduate students e:nrolled in 
naccept accepted truth. n In Questionnaire Ilumber 2. t.h.is 
i'tei,1 is n.umber ;,o and reads: 0Accept tested truth aecording 
to stl"'ingoncy of the test. 0 Other cl".1.aUr:;.es L11ay be noted 
by comparing the Iiumber l and Rumber 2 questionnaires as 
i'ound i.n the Appendices. 
The fir·st .revision ot the quest,ionna.1.re was tried out 
with a heterogeneous group or thirty-one college instructors 
in a laboratory workshop held in Baylor-Belton College. 
Belton., Texas, in tho fall 0£ 1955. o;r this t;roup, twenty-
seven were returned completed,, and three were partially 
arumered. Again a tabulation or the anS\1ers wa.s made. 
A study of the results and comments showed a need for 
shortening the questionnaire, which was revised completely 
by combining stateme:i:its and rewording to give a grea tar 
clarification. The items this time were placed under these 
categories: (l) skills, attitudes, and understandings, 
(2) concepts and fa.ets, and (J} history. The revised 
instrument contained fifty-seven items .. The response 
patterns were changed to read so trhat check marks could be 
plaeed und.er ffye.s 8 i£ the juror thought the stated aL11 or 
objec'tive a desirable outcome that. should be consciously 
striven f'er; "no" if no eonscious effort should be made by 
the teacher to see that the stud.en~ reaebed the stated 
outeooe; 1l1nd1£ferent• if' the juror ,1as undecided or did not 
lt.nw; and ttdo n.ot unde.rstandn it the statement was not clear 
to the individual juror. Again a request for eomm.ent.s and 
suggestions iss made, and space was provided in which these 
could be ~Titten. 
This third draft was presented t.o a group 0£ nineteen 
teachers o! high school chemistry in a Mational Science 
Foundation Sebool held in Ste·phen F. Austin College, 
r.Jagcoc!oche~. tJ.'exas, in the surM1er of 1957. 0£ tl"iese ni11.e-
tean, f'i.fteen returned completed copies,. 
Some or the :suggestions ·to change Questionnaire l'fun1ber 
3 ·were: (1) Item 12: "Scientist.s are only hum.an" should be 
emitted; ( 2) Item 14 : coro.bining o£ the t.hree sentences into 
one rrJ.ight simplify the statement; and (J) Item 15: not 
clear as stated. I,:inor cl1anges may be r om1d by co-mparison 
ot qu..estic:nnaires num.ber J and nmber J+ as found in t.he 
Appendices .• 
'fhe f'inal revision contained .fifty-eight separate items 
1isted under these two categories:: {l) skills. attitudes, 
aud understand.inga and ( 2) coneeJ>'ts and facts. The response 
patterns 1ier~e revised to include 'the f'ollowil1g choices: 
'i,e-s,. n "not" and ••uncte-eided.u 
The fourth revision was approved to be sent out with a 
letter of transmittal to the final juries in r1ay, 1958. 
A sample ot the heading and first iten1 of the final 
revised questionnaire and a saruple letter of transmittal 
foll0ii1t 
I. An initial course in col1"ege. chemistry should develop 
tlithil'l a student certain skills, attitudes, and 
midel'standi:n,gs.. A...tt.er coE1pl,tcion or th$ cours.3,. 
stude:nt should : 
l. !:!ave learned. that principles. 
the-cries. and facts a1"e most 
us:e.fw. to the la~xw.tn 1vhen 
applied as an aid to 
u.ru;l~rstanding ~nd 
cmm11\Utication. -
Dr. John Doe 
Professor of' Cherdstry 
University of----
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ll.hat is a pro£essor tc do? Through the yea1·s \re professors 
of a beginning course in eolleite chemistry bave been so 
b0mbarded with 8do1 .s and. don•t•sn that tlaUY or us are in 
doubt as to where the emphasis should be placed in our 
teae11ing methods .and materials. The professional edueatiOl'l 
.group tells us that. teaching should be. eon.earned with . 
brining about desirable changes in student behavior• t1hile 
many of cur chemistry group tell us tha.t the ideal goal is 
·to get over t.he £acts--period? Now,, i-;hat are we t.o do to 
get the ~wst desirable results i.n, to. or .f'r«:.t our students? 
Here is how you ean help .irm.."'leasurably. Enclosed is a list 
of so-called desirable aims and objee.tives ror mi initial 
course in college chemistry designed for 'the non-raajors and 
t-hoso who are uncertain of their future course of study, as 
well as .tor those who think they migl'rt major in one of the 
natural sciences. This list was gleaned from over JOO 
sources and seems to be relatively complete. There are 
thre,e choico .... opinior1 answers to each stat.ement.. It• as a 
preJ:essional ehemistry professor·. you think the ehemistry 
teacher ehould consciousl.y and eonseientiously attempt to 
bring about the stated goal o:r aim, an.swer ttyes. 0 If the 
aim or goal is to you far-tetehed or irrelevant• an.S111er 
'"no." U the aim is one about 't.rhich you have misgivings, 
answer by tnark"'J.ng nundeeided." · 
Your allB'Wers wili be included with. those of: a representative 
group ot professors, 0£ chemistry. and an a:tte:apt will. 'be 
made to ascertain wh:ether or not a consensus exist.,s ar;1ong 
you. If you so desire, the results or this study will be 
sent to you ae soon as it is comp.lated. 
Sinc,erely :,our&t 
Frank Stinson 
Protesaor or Ch:~i.stry 
RESULTS OF TRI STUDY 
On June 25:, 1958., a ;questionnaire (Appendix IV, 
Questionnaire 4-) 1 with a .letter or transmitta1 (Appendix 
III) and a sel.£-addressed return. envelope:, was sent to each 
juror oi: two different juries (Cha,pter IV,, page 81). The 
first jury consisted or one hundred college teachers of 
educatien, aml the seeond. jury eonsistad or one hundred 
teacher,s 0£ ·eoll.ege chemistry at the freshman 1evel. This 
latter j~J itas divided evenly into two sub:, ... ~juries. One of 
the sub-juries, consisted of til'ty teachers o£ chemistry from 
small colleges, and the other co11s.isted. ot fifty teachers or 
chemistry frflfil large colleges. 
A .follow-up letter (Appendix III) was sent to each of 
twenty-.five non-respondents within each of the t .. ro lar,eer 
juries on August l, 1958. The returns immediat~y following 
these letters were almost negligible and wa1"'e considered in 
the r1na1 totals of returns as b$!ng answers to the 
correspondence ot June 25 .. The failure to obtain appreci-
able respcnse tot.his second letter may be explained by· the 
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fact t!Uit. .most e.ollege teachers take vacations during the 
:non th of AufJUSt .. 
In September a second. ,follow-up letter (Appmidix III) 
aud a questionnaire w02"e sent to each of' i·itty non-
resp.ondents ~rl:t-h twenty-ti ve going to Ele.-"'lbers of each of the 
'111ere 'i.tas a total of' twenty-eight retur11s from the sub ... 
jury of che!i1ist1 ... y teachers in small colleges, a t.crtal of 
thirty-three returns from; the sub-jury of chemist:ry teach~rs 
£roxt1 large colleges,. and a. tcrtal of fifty-three ret-urns from 
education teachers. A grand total of one hundred and 
fourteen returns was received. Of this number. one was too 
late to use in the results of the study, and £our were 
it1con1:plete. ,.~ sun11:ru:1ey of the returns used in the study is 
shob"l'l in ·rabla I. 
O.f.' the forty-nine returns £1 .. om the jury of aducation 
from jurot'"s representing fifteen states weGt of the 
chemistry teachers, twenty-three were from jurors repre-
..... l ,t...,,t. ,!;. 4J' t1· ,H• ·i •. 4 'I,'.'/' .,..) ,sen~1n.g a even s~ .... e~ east o·.1. tie Ic<n.ss. ssipp,t. .... 1 ver, anu 
·west of the T'iiss:i.ssippi. River. 
TABLE I 
RISPONSU TO QUESTIO?UiAIRE 
&iii.ill ·collige · · · · tii-ge College· lft!uoatlon · - . 
, , , , m .. -, . , ,, . , .. Cb•~~tra T11shar.1 ·. . , . !Ui•tam TtftCR!ti . , . , 1 Tggh&rfA, , , . , . 1~11¥1• . . . - . 
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procedures were used in this s:tud:y to obtain an 
over-all picture of the instrument investigated. The first 
nroeedure was to use the 'tabulated totals of all answers 
"' 
from ~ach jury pc.lled ( Table II ) and caleu.lat;e a iieighte.d 
score (Appendix tables Band E3 ) .for each it.em listed. 
Scores were weighted with a value of two for each 0 yes" 
11m)n anstiler. Tbe total.a obtained by this ~;;reighting process 
then ·trere converted to a base 111a...xir:Jum. of ona hundl-"ecl (Table 
B3 ). For exrunple., using ite:m number 1 of Table II, there 
were ti:exrty *'yes0 a:nm,,rers. m1e "rm'' answer, and Sil, 0 unde-
cidedn answers. 'fhe total .score was calculated thus: 
base ot: 100 by the method described in Appendix V, rrable • 
V, Table B) 11:tll stH,tcif that 'the juries vot~d a ?·elativoly 
.high value f'or 1:;1ost of the items listed. '!*his was to be 
expected beci'.iUSe or the method of' seo1"ing. The ttnon answers 
were giv~n a :zero value; therefore, they did not detract 
the poll was taken. 
comparison by statistical analysis as some other methods. 
but they were revealing as a iueans for 1naking quick and 
simple eanparisons be~ween t.be opinions of the vartous 
juries. 
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The accumulated scores ( Table B) show t11at 1;dt.b the 
exception of itQms J9,- 41,. 42,. and 49. the jury of education 
t.eacbers ra. t.ad ~very 1 tat higher th.an the jm.7 of' chei'.itistry 
tu.eh.ors tro:m large eoll.eges.. Iten1 )9 st.at.es that a student. 
having .finish.ea an initial course in college cheinistry 
should ~ve learned that. all seiences are related; tlmt 
there are no sharp lines of der;ia.rca.tion. u Item 49 states 
tr&at the student should have ngained. some mathematical 
(arithmetical} efficiency." The othor two items {4,l @d 4-2) 
differed by only two "undecided .. votes for the former ~'1.d. 
one "undecidedH vote !:or the latter. Mo v-ariance between 
juries en any one of' these tour ia signif'ieant by the Chi-
Square te.st (Table D). 
A eompar-lson of score values (Table B) between. the 
chemistry teachers in small colleges and the education 
teachers shows tbat the scores of tb.e maall eollege jury 
were above those of the education jury en twenty-eight items 
or appr~tel:y one-l1i:U.i or the total instrument. Three ot 
the it.e."'ml l1ave Chi-SqUQ.re values indicating significant 
variance (Appendix v. Table D). 
The ehem.istry teachers in small colleges scored only 
one item. i.tem 44-,, lower than the chemistr.1 teachers in 
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large colleges. On this lone it~Ii there wa.a ~ difference of' 
less than thl"EH~ p@L"lt.s. 
Co1r1paring the opini.ons of: t.he various juries by me:,,an 
scores ( Appendix V • Table C) shows that the 1;1ea:n score of 
the teachers of chemistry in large colleges was 72.2, uhilo 
'that ol the teachers of cherrd.stry in small colleges 1,:a.s 
83 .~. frhat of teachers of education was 8;3 .6. 
The second procedure of' group comparison resulted in a 
Iftear1 rru1.k value tor each item. (Appendix V, Table A) usint~ 
the 1°,eighted scores as a basis for each rank detemi..'1..tltion. 
Spearinan coef''f'ieients of rank correlations (!?tho) were 
detemined using the r~ean rank values of each item (Tables A 
values or O.tl5 between the jury of small college 
ch,emi.stry t.ciachera and the jury of: large college chemistry 
teacllers;. 0.67 between th$ chemistry teachers in Shiall 
colleges an.d the jury· of education teachers; O.l!O between 
ehanistry teachers in large colleges and education teachers; 
aud 0-.77 between the combined jurie:a of ehe11tistry teachers 
and the jury of ed:ucation teachers indicated an aJ>preciable 
the aima and obJecti ves aa listeti in the questionnaire. 
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other han,d, these sarae two items Ittere ranked as 1.5 and 3.5. 
respectively, by the chet1ist2"y teachers in llir~e colleges, 
and they were seared t:!ith values o!' 100 and 95.5. A dilfer-
poin:ts .• 
ltem Classification and Comparison 
.An aid was needed in jud{cµng whieh of the itei,is voted 
on by arty gi ve1:1 jury were to b@ classified as acceptable, 
doubtful, or .rejected. The tiethod chosen to obtain this aid 
tras c0;.upared \'iith the total of ''yean arU.l\Jers. The null 
hypothesis 1~as assumed (lippendix. V • '!'able E~), i.e.• the 
;} 
would indicate agreement or disagreement, the C.hi-Square 
value 0£ J,..$4,. i.e., the value at the 95 per cent level of 
conf'ideru::e, tra.s used to calculate the lim,its of the nun1b0rs 
jury's tot.al answers trable II) as a.ceeptable1 .rejected• or 
dou.bti'ul. 11or example, the results of th~ above ,oalculatien 
10) 
gave the following lh11i ts for t.he jury of teachers from 
small coll-eges. Und.er thirteen ''yesn answers for an item 
placed it in the "rejected,, categorrJ-; from thirteen to 
seventeen nyes"' answers placed the i tern in the ndoubtf'ul n 
category; and seventeen or more "yesn ,u1swers plaeed the 
item in the 11aceepted" ca:tegory. All it.ems in thi.s last 
group w<!lre considered as the aims that the particular jury 
agreed upon as being acceptable for an initial course in 
college chemistry designed £or the non-sc.ience L1ajor. For 
details of calculations er the above limits and the limits 
set tor the other juries, se~ Appemiix v. Ta.blQ mg. 
,I 
To determine whether or not there were significant 
disagreements between the opinions or any two juries upon 
any item, Chi-Square again was used. Using the null 
hypothesis for each test1 i.e •• using t.he hypothesis that 
there was no difference ot opinion bet,ween ti10 juries upon a 
given item,, the Chi-Square val.ue was ealcw.ated (Appendix V., 
Table ~6>• A table (Appendix IV. Table D) of the res-ult& of 
the Chi ... Square tests indicates the agreement beween. various 
juries. The tab1e shows Chi-Square values bat.ween the 
teachers of chemistry in small colleges and the t.eaehers of 
ehemistr-f in l1itrga colleges; between the teachers ot 
ehemistry in small collages and the teachers of education; 
and between the teachers of chemistry in large col1eges and 
t.he teachers of education. 
In the followini tables, the iter,11s from the qu.estion-
nair~ (Appendix IV) sent to the juries are sepa1 .. ated into 
the various categories of a.greemerrt and di&1greement as 
shown, using the Chi-Square determination as an aid to 
separation and interpretation • 
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. Although Chi-Square values {Appendix Table D) indicate 
that t.be null. hypothesis may bee rejected upon these items 
(Ta.ble III}. the nla'thod of elass.ification allowed it.ems 27 
and 29 to. be placed. \ti thin the same category. There was a 
high degree o£ agreement, between these two juries., 
TABLE 11·1 
ITii!MS IlilDICA:TED BY CHI-SQUARE VALUES TO HAVE LITTLE 
SIGlllJ!ICAI\JT AGRE!lJ1EfiT BETWEEM JURIES OF CHEMISTRY 
TEACHERS IIJ S!o!Att COLLEGES (A) AND 
iDUCATIOM TEACHERS (C) 
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I. . d &,, - Jyry ·. 
After completion of an init.ial course in 
college chemist.ry designed f:or the non-
science niajor,. a student. should: 
* 2.1. Have developed occupational. perspective. 
Gained some ma:thematical {aritJ;,Jnetical) 
ef.ficiency. 
d 
SJ. Have a11 awareness and knowledge or the 
evolutionary processes that have 
alte.red the organic and inorg,anic 
world in ages past. r 
* Numbers repre,sent item numb~rs (Ap.pendix IV, Question-
naire 4.). 
A represents teachers ot chemistry in small eolleges. 
C represents tea.chars of education •. 
a. represents acceptable. 
d represents doubtful. 
r represents rejectect. 
d 
a. 
Table IV illustrates the variance between the indicated 
juries. Thia iaethod. 0£ accepting., ?"ejecting, or classifying 
eacl1 iter.1 aa doubtful allowed items 52 and 58 t.o be placed 
in the same category. 
BY CHI .... SQU.ltfu; ·to HA VE LITTLE 
SlGN!FIC1lliIT 11.GREi'i{~~Ifli 13JJ}Tl'.!~E!i Jtm.IES OF 
CHENtIS'l:RY 'l'EACHERS Il:l LARGE COLLEGES 
AIU> EDUCATIOi:i TIS:1'\.(mEviS 
::r:1 _a: ·==-=tr-_,eed_EzC·_ m•:::·F--: ; :: :; -:a.: 2 : : :e-:r· .:. . j · .. & .· · .. ~urx: 
After caa;pletiou of' an initial course iii 
college clH:mis·try designed for the :non-
scienee major,. a student should: 
10'.~.* ~~ l -~ • · 11· . l . 1 • .eve ope" sit:1 • · in ·. oea t:i:ng, ova . u-
13 .. 
:,6. 
~1.lting I and usin5 source material and 
data· iii predicting nai11 data or 
developi:n,g net; hypotheses. 
able to substitute result.a or CI"itical 
thinking for intolerances, prejudie~s, 
t1..,adi tions, supe1:~stitions., and. 
taisconceptions. 
de.veloped recreational iuterests .. 
llespect the ha.bit or research and have 






Ap.ply .seienti£1c pr•inciple.s to hmr'/Q:n 
b0l1avior. lf' d 
liave1 developed eoneepts of the 'V'alue of 
eoopera:ti.on and soei.al concern for 
corJmuni ty conservation, sanitation, 
and health. 
* zJwbers rep1:"'ese:nt iteL"l numb01~s (1\ppend:i,;c. IV, Que1Jrtion-
naire 4). 
IV--Co:ntinued 
52. Be able to illue:trate the seie:nti:f'i.c 
attitude by citi:ug som~ case 
histories. 
;; • Have awareness and knot1ledge of the 
c.6·· ;; .. 
e,1olutiona1"y processes that have 
altered the organic and ino:r~ganic 
world in a;Jes past. 
Be able to design probl~11s £or the present 
and. illustrate fr.or;1 probl.~,s in. t.ha pa.st 
.so as to show that d.i£ferent~ idoos or 
the o:a1::1e thing can contribute to a 
more ca11plete tmdersta11d.ing. 
able to give a c~prehenai ve explarLa ... 
tio11 about some er tho underlying 
philosophiea o:E' chemistry. 
Table V shov:m the items itith Chi-Squar~ "value.a t"l·eat.01 .. 
than t,hat in the .05 colw1m of a Chi-Square table. There-
fore,. the null hypothesis may be reject.ad on these items., 
1&1~thod of classification did not place at1y item irlthin 
the same category by beth jt1x·ies. 
tut.er corn:pletion of an i11i tial course in. 
eollege cbeuiia:tey designed fQI> the non-
:fS.cie:n(:e m~jor, a student shoulcU 
28. Coneeiv~ or progress as gene.rally 
depending upon direeted effort 
ratbet"' then genius. 
J2. HavQ learned i11ter1:•elations between 
t.haories and practices. 
J.'7. Have developed self-reliance, the 
ability to learn f*or sel.t, a,nd 
the &bil.1ty t{) work with 
oth~ra ~~. iilrell a,s alone. 
54-. leat'ned how chem.istry has eon-
trihut~d to the solution of social 
econa.nic 1Yrobl~n1s in t;he i,a.st • 
l~,:re an a1"Iareneza of its 
prospeetive roll in. the 
i~'Uture. 




5S. abl~ to give a cor,1prehens:i.va expla-
1iation about so1ne of the underlyint~ 
philosophies of chemistry. 
.. J. 
!:!!:I' . )_' ; :Si 
r d 
Table VI st1ot1s t:hose items rejected by the ri1ethed used 
( Append:t..~ V "'. Table E5) by either the combined jury of 
ehmi&try t~a.cllars or by t,he jury of ed:uoat.ion teachers. 
Education t.ear:hera did not. eempletel:y reject. any itern; 
hotiever1 of the seven 1$ejeeted by th(! oom,bined jux*'"y of 
ch~ii.s.try te;aQhers,. all but i 1,em 53 \t'k.U"'e classed. 4tS doubtful 
Afte1 ... completion or an initial course in 
college chemistry designed r or the r1011-
seience inajor, a student should: 
JJ. Have lea1"ned that sensory stimulation 
usually comec before reasoning i,1ental 
processeth, 
36. Be able 1.;o ~PP;Y scie11tific 1,ri:r1ciples 
to bonav:tor. 
.Have developed co:neep,ts .of the valt.10 of 
cooperation and social. eoncen-1 £or 
cornnrunity conservation., oanit,a-
tion, ai'.ld health. 
53. Have an awa.reness and imo~i[;ledge of the 
evl)lUtionary proces.ses that have: 
altered the ori;ani c and 
incrri7in.ic itorld in 
ages 
r 
r l" ?"> .~ 
·¥+ :t' l:"" -if:~ 
d r r 
l;Jur1tha:r~ represent, i·t0ir1 11umhar.s (ii.ppendix IV, G,.iuestion-
nai2: .. e 4 ) ~ · 





t;a-. ,- . ,; #t I : ; . 
liL 'ii jjl _ J• .I 
Be. a.ble to de.si:y1 p.robleras: £err the 
'OI'G$e11t and illustrate :fr·or.i prcib-, 
lems il1 the past so as to show 
th.at different, ideas of the 
same thing can contribute 
to a more e0t1plete under-
stand,ing~-
able to g;i ve a comprehanai ve 
explanatior1 about some of the 
uudsrlying philosophies of' 
chemistry .• 
111 
:r. :r::: =-- -= @! _- "SP 
Jurie.$ 
r .r :r d 
r d r 
or jury C 
jury 
.it 
g_" -~ . 11 : r r r =r,: w · _; 
After completion of: an initial course in 
college ehe~1istry designed .for the ru:m-
seienco rnajo:r, a student should.: 
: l == 
l. · o .. ·. -. * 11 1 ~ k · 11 · 1 · · 1 • (ieve opeo. s 1. • :1.n oeatl.ng., eva u-
ating, and using source rnaterial a:mi 
data in pred.ieting n<!w data or 
ll .. · ,,., Is, 
Jur:ies 
A ·.B ·~:a C • :Ji- - .• 
develo}'dng new hypotheses. d. r d a 
ll. :Se 1:>roticient in con11am1ioation,. i.e., 
21. 
skillful in reacting. \Jri ting, 
s11eaki~;, and l.is'toning;. 
Com:ei ve .of science as a word refe1Ting 
"""J:'.l ... + h. ,::."!(" tl ... ,,., ... ,,., . .,,. .. ~. ~ "'.· ;!:!r>+' lcC1"'. ""'i' ,,,.,, .. ,. ·~ 
.. ~ ~'\e.J>4-6'~4>. · ,.;..,~4.!- ·O\..ltif..A.J,·-~l,1 a~~~ !JI~·• J; 
i.e., the seientifie rMJthod is anv 
·logically organized procedtU"'e .~ 
using the i11strmne:nts a:nd 
f'aet~ors a ,;raililbl,e. 
learn£d t!is d:tff'erenc~ bett:~en pt:ir0 
and a;J,1J)l.ied. research ( 1 •. e .. , .s~eking 
kncr~,Jl.edg;e ror the sake of k.nowledgia 
. . .. . s .. eeki .. 11.g ~en .. · .1ow;e«.·,e .. wi·t·l·1. a .par ... 
t:i..c11Jlar end 1n ·Jiew J; between 
seie-nee a11d t.ech:t·iolo;!!£Y• 
liurr1bers represent iter;:1 ntt'llbers (Appendi.x. IV, Question-
.::1air® 4 ) • · 
Feel. that authenticaterl p.ri11t:ed matter 
is significant, i.,~ •• recorded pheno111-
e!lf:l l1'4Y he ~;q,ericnc~d by anyo11e~ and 
expla11atiallS oi: these phenoa1ena 
n~y be :i:ri.ade by an:-1011e. 
27. Have .a.eveloped oecu,pa:iional 
perapec'tiV~h 
2t5. Co11eeive of progress as g;euer:ally 
de.pe11ding upoti directed ecffort 
rather thar1 genius. 
29.. l~ned te evaluate adv~rtising .. 
32il' Hav® learned interrelatio:us betl.reen 
th~ories ~mi practices .• 
)l&-• Have l~a1 .. ned that we can know only 
i:ridi vid'Ual things, but tte can 
gei1ez•ali~e trom th0,s.e indi ... 
vidual. lmot1ledgea. 
35. l~esi)t:et the h~bit .of :research and have 
developed ability to er~nne1 
euriQm:ity into aetiGn. 
52. Be able to illustra:te the scientific 
attitude by eitinr; so:t1e ease 
hi~toriea. 
llJ 
d d d d 
a d. cl ,£o>, d 
d d d 
a d d a 
d d d 
VIII lists thirt.v-nino 
" 
that both the 
majot'• JJ.raoat all of these aims imply those s1'"..ills .• atti-
&dvocates of certai11 background or general education courses 
desig1'led for all college students. 
A brier s-umma1~y 0£ all the suggested airo:.,s ( Appendix IV• 
QuestionrAair~ /.;) sho\11S that tho jt'try of teachers of 
ehe1l'l:istry from small colleges rejactad six aizns * placed six 
aim,s, placed nineteen air1s in the doubtful 
jury o! teachers ot education placed t,J'elve a.imo within the 
VIII 
A.ND OBJECTIVJJ:S ACCEPTABLk'~ TO THE CO:i1Bl:r~ED 
JURir'19 Oli"' CHl!:i"ff!S'I'!l! TEA.CIIERS !JU) 
EllUCATIOH 'i~EACI{ll:l'LS 
1. Have learll0-(1 that principles, theories, and .facts are 
i1ost usaful to tht.l layraan when applied as an a.id to 
u.;"lde1~standin£~ and communication. 
2.. Be able t~o recognize tJhat constitutes a proble1:i1 and to 
a·~ oaeh a solution to the problems objectively from a 
a ftin~ point of reference. 
J. De able to use both deduct,i tre and induct.i ve rea.soning 
processes in planning po.ssible steps of procedure i:n 
problem solving. 
4. Be able to arrive at and state hypotheses which rn:ay 
t~ested by planned expe:rutient.s and problerJs. 
5. Be able to an.alyz.e and interpret data i'rora correct 
observations so as to reci .. eh tentative, Sll!1ple, and 
re.asor..able conclusions., 
6. ?Jnderstand. that knowledges of interrelated facts may be 
arranged and combined to n1ake .new knowledge. 
?. Have learned t.o employ critical thinking and judgm.ent in 
distinguishing between .fact,s and interl)l~etation of 
fact.a. 
!. Have loarned that chel'fiistry is not isolated f:t"o:11 lite, 
but is a t(lOl which can ~nd should contribute to 
personal, social, i'L'ld. political aspects of society. 
9. Und.erstand that principles are eonc.epts to be applied to 
new situations in solving daily proble1ns and that the 
facts ai:mply do£1ne the 1,rinciples. 
10. Iia"ire developed an i11terest in chemi,stry as a r1,.an-nade 
and man-liraited. field. 
ll. Have developed J:"·~speet and apprecistitm f'or methods, 
aspirations• and lim.itatio:ns oi' studies of science,. 
.12 •. 





Ha'Ve formed ha.bit. of observing cause and effect and of 
inquir.ing as to the what., how, and o.f observed 
l'1appe11ing:s. 
Have d{rviel.o:r)ed cut>iosity about and in:terest in faetual 
kno·wledge. 
13e able to substitute l"esuJ. ts of cri't,ieal thinking for 
int:ol~rances, .. l?rajudieeih traditions, su;perstitions, 
anti &;tl.,;S:COUCept.'.'.LOllS. 
Ha·ve attained a background of kl:1o~iladf~e.s that will 1na.ke 
possible .further study e.rter .f onruil schooling is 
!:inished. 
Hecogitlse th12: f'act that '.the chemist aces not believe in 
the unalterable truth of any oi: his hypotheses 'but that 
h·$ 111a.kea use of the:n just the same; i.e •• that the 
scientil"ic ;r,.lnd values relative truth as better than t10 
truth. 
Develop proper lahoratet·y techtdquos :t.h.1""ougl1 ,:practical 
aceuracyn in -making and using ¥fteasureroienta ru1d 11prac-
t..iea1 S1afat:y•l iu laboz~atocy p:rocedur,3s~ 
Have develope.d ru1 appree.iation of the o:rderl.iness of 
11ature. 
Ha vo discovered thaJ; doing is one o:f the beat 'i'la}'t:S .of' 
leaz·ning. 
Have fo:i:·med habits of order and neat,ness in Kiiaking 
reports, thinking, and observing. 
lq,:ply $Cientif:i.c principles to ht11Eian bel~vior .. 
Have developed self-reliance, the ability to learn !"or 
self, arid the ability to t1ork W'it .. h othex·s as 1;,i;ell as 
alone. 
iia.v~ develoned the h.abit of sustH~ndecd jud;@JM?ll't until 
sufi'lci.eu;t data have been aecumul.ated, but racogniz,e 
the 'tent.ative value oi consistent l"'esults. 
ll7 
26. Gained sor.1e idea of kinds (classes and state)» struc-
ture,, nature,. and finit~ness 0£ matter. 
27., Gaiiaed SOVJG idea of the chemical and physical ehang0e 
ruatt.er can undergo and learned to express the more 
simple reactions o:f matter in symbol and word form. 
2ft. Learned sane of the 1nte:n:-elattons between £acts. 
theories •. and teehniquea pertaining to the forces o£ 
nature •. 
29. Acquired concepts of theoretical at.ot1ic structure. 
a:t-omic sizes, a."ld iraportance of' size. 
30. Acquired concepts 0£ tile nature or energy and the 
importance of energy in holding matter tegother or 
apart. 
Jl. Developed an understand.tng 0£ the nature of' ionic and 
o:xid.atiofl-reduction reactions as being attenipts. 'to 
reach energy equili.brium. 
J2. Developed an und.erstanding of .some industrial and some 
practical aspect.s o£ chemistry sueh a.s certain common 
industrial processes .and tbe use& of' synthetics. 
detergents • .f'ertilizers,,, dyes, etc •• around the h0111e .• 
) :; • Acqui.l .. ed .a usable scientific vocabulary. 
34. .. Gained some matheinatical (aritbmetieal) efficiency. 
35. Learned how t,o read charts, graphs, and tables. 
J6. Kna1,; hC1W scientists work and become acquain.ted with 
some of the t1orld"s great scientific ideas. 
J7. P.ave learned h0t1 cheJ!listry has contributed to the solu-
tion of social and eeona:,ic problems in the past, and 
hcVG an awareness or its prospe.ct.ive roll in the 
tutm."e .. 
JS. Have conceived of progress ~de up to the present, time 
a3 but a stepping stone· for further tadvaneement.s of 
science in the future. 
)9. f!ave learned tl:1at the valid.1.ty of arguments depends on 
the strength of the evidence and not on the qualities 
ot the raen · suppo:rting them. · 
CHAPTER VI 
corictUSIONS Ali!D EDUCA'fIONAL Ilk:!PL!CATIONS 
This study was concerned with the problem or identify-
ing the aims and objectives tor an initial course in college 
chemistry designed .for the non-science major. It lftas pro-
posed as hypotheses that a eonsen,sus ot the desired aims and 
objectives could be identified; that there would be ditf"er-
en~es a$ well as similarities 0£ opinion about the aim.a o! 
an initial course in college chemistry be·tween populations 
or teachers of education and teachers of eheniistry; and that. 
there would be likenesses and di:f'.ferences beti-reen teachers 
0£ chemistry·in small c:olleges1and teachers of chemistry in 
large coll~lSS• 
The procedure for proving these hypotheses included an 
item inventory 0£ aims and objectives in natural science and 
chemi.stry in a first year college course; the development or 
an instrument~ o! inquiry; the selection of' juries from t'.he 
fields of education a.nd chemistry; and comparisons ot 
opinions received. £rcm1 the respondents. 
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Conclusions 
The f ollo\'ting eoncl11sions t•1ere drawn: 
1. '!'here is a consensus between teachers o.f chemistry 
and teache1"'s of education th~J.t certain student 
behavior-centered ains for an initial course in 
college chemistry should be taken into considera-
tion when designing a course !or the non-science 
major. In this study onl:r ,$even items of a compi-
lation .of fifty-eight student-centered aims were 
rejected by a jury of sixty teachers of chemistry 
from a wide geographical distribution of colleges. 
Of these seven :i.te:ms, six were classified as 
doubtful by a jury of forty-nine education 
teaeher·s. 
2. There are some differences of opinion bet.ween the 
teachers of' ehar.1istry in small colleges. and the 
teachers o.f chen1istry in large colleges. Within 
t,he J'lc,pul.ation limits of the findings of' this 
study, the former jury significantly favo1·ed so.me 
behavior-centered aims for an initial course of 
ch.e:ulistry more than the lat;ter jury.. The jury of 
teachers frorn. snall eo11eges rejected six of the 
compiled ai:~1s and placed six in the doubtful 
ca t.egory, whereas tho jury of tea1::;hers rri->m lat""ge 
colleges rejected six ai:_ns bu:t placed n:tneteen in 
doubt.ful ea tegory. 
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Educati011al I:nplicatio:ns 
conclusioris dra1.m frozn the fi:ndiUf;s of fa.ct in this 
study lead to certain educational implications. They are: 
l. Teachers of chemistry in &4l:tall colleges appear to 
ri-ave more personal interest in the student's devel-
op:tiient than do teachers of chemistry in large 
inst.itat.ions. '11'u.s implicatio:n r,1ay help to explain 
previous stu.dies wh:teh showed that over sL"r·ty per 
cant of the cher.1istry students taJ.dng graduate work 
in universities can1:ie from siaall colleges,. while 
only forty per c:ent of the total undergraduate 
u1ajors in chen1istry came fro:r.1 the srJall colleges. 
It may be that teachers in the larger colleges are 
t:U'Hi do not reco,gni.ze or accept their responsibili-
ties in a science trainintt program for all 
students. 
2. The teachers of ehemistry in the larger colleges. 
o.ften seer1 to think that to stress the fact:;;ual 
content or a course is the sole responsibility or 
the eheraistry teacher rather than the stressing of 
social and hm,1anistic aims. 
3. A course in ehernistry ean be used to fulfill -the 
needs for natural science in a general educa.tion 
ent basis .f'rom th.e present classical course. This 
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new course should be organized and should be 
presented around the consensus identified in this 
study. 
4. An initial course in college chemistry must not be 
used solely in an attempt to teach all of the facts 
necessary to teehnologists in the field of 
chen1istry. 
5. Textbook writers should make a eri tical survey o£ 
the present material, organization, a.11d presenta-
tions of their texts used in the present initial 
courties of college ehem.istry. 
1:ieaknesses 0£ tho Study 
1. A possible t1eakness of this study is the selection 
ot itenis. ln the multitude of' aims which have been 
prop-osed, there must have been some which were 
overlooked. • 
.2. Another '!F;ea.kness is in the statements o.f objec-
tives. These objectives were restatements and 
SlJfamtl.rie s 0£ original i,n:itings as interpreted by 
the author of this study. 
J. The weighted scale of the study wa.s one a.rbi trarily 
chosen for convenience o£ handling. There m,ay be a 
better met.hod of weighting the item. 
4. tcro attempt was made w test. the reliability or this 
study by the retest method upon the same or differ-
ent. juries. 
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5. ·written questiormaire has S€rt11.Jral inherent 
weaknesses since it depends upon the willing;ness, 
trai:n.ing, and i:ntorpretations of the respondents • 
.Recoli1raendations for Further Study 
Tha recorl'.l!Jlenda tions g1 ven here are offered in the hope 
that they rnay contribute t,o the eliniuation of the presont 
day dilarnrna as t.o what to of fer in fU1 initial course in 
college chemistry designed £Or the non-chemistry rzajor. 
Addlt,ional p:roblern.s that need investi,gation are: 
1. Which of the aims and objectives classified as 
doubtful or omitted in this study should be 
accepted or rejected? 
2. kind of testing instrurnents should 'be 
developed tC'> deterrnine whether or not the a:Lms and 
objectives classified as acceptable in this study 
ha:va been reached for an initial eom .... se in college 
chem1istry? 
3. If the ait1s and objectives classified as acceptable 
in this study are striven for and re.ached to a 
greater or less deg,;ree, will their attainment help· 
b:ring an increase or decrease in well trained and 
qualltied chemistry majors? 
4. Can t.he o-ther basic nattn"al sciences serve as back-
g.roru1.d courses of science and fulfill the :need for 
12} 
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FIRST LETTEH OF TRANSr.'I!T'l' AL 
TO EDUCATIOtl PROFESSORS 
Dr,. John Doe 
Pro£esso1~ 0£ Education 
University or ----
Dear Sir: 
\1'nat is a professor to do? Through the years we professors 
0£ a beginning cour$e in college chemistry have bean so 
bombarded "rd.th ndo' s and don "'t 's O that. 1nany o! us are in 
doubt as to where the eaphaais should be placed in our 
teaching methods and materials. The profess.ional education 
group tells us that teaching should be concerned ilith 
bringing about desirable changes in student behavior• while 
m.any of our che:miotry group tell us that the ideal goal is 
to get over the faets--poriod! Wow, what are we to do to 
get the :ri1ost. desirable :results in. to. 01 ... .from our students? 
Here is how you can help immeasurably* Enelosed is a list 
or so-called desirable airns and objectives for an initial 
eoursa in college chemistry designed for the non-'.najors and 
tho$e who are uncertain of their .future course of' study. as 
well. as tor those who think they might major in one of the 
natural sciences.. This list t-.ras gle,aned £rom over JOO 
sources and seem,s to be relatively complete.. rrhore are 
three choice-opinion answers to each statement. If. as a 
professional education professor, you think the chemistry 
teacher should consciously and consciantiousl.y attempt to 
bring about the stated goal or a.ir.1, answer "yes.u I£ the 
aim or goal is to you far-fetched or irrelevant, answer 
"no.n If the ain is one about which you have misgivings. 
answer by marking "undecided. 11 
Your ans'l.'f-GrS will be included with those or .a repre.sentative 
group of pt'"Of'essors of education, and an att.empt will be 
made to ascertain whet.her or not a consensus exists among 
you. I£ you so desire, the results of this study will be 
sent to you as soon as it is completed. 
Sincerely yours,. 
Frank Stinson 




Dear • " 
P.HOFESSORS 
lmat is a 1"),ro!essor to do? 1\'hrou;;h t.11~ ycari:~ we professor~ 
of a beginn:1..ne~ eou.rae in cc·lla,:;e che::ni:.rtry ha,1'e been so 
bo1-1oordt.:1d with ndo's and don't' that 1:vany or us al'.~e in 
doubt . a.s to , whore the: emphasis s.hould he . pl.aced. . cur• 
:teachin.l<~ niethods and materials. The professi.onal eduea.tion 
6rroup tells us that teaching shmlld be co11cerned 
brin,r;;ing about d~sirable changes in student. behavior, iffhile 
rr.an.y 0£ our ehemietry g;roup ttJll .. us that. the ideal goal is 
to i;et QVe1~ 'the facts--poriod! r,Jow, 'i!th.at are tie to do to 
get t;he rr1.ost desirab.le re.sults in, to, or fro.~ ottr students? 
He1"e is you ciin helt) :il:rii.:neasm~ably. I~n.closed is a 11$1:'. 
ot so-called d.eS'irable aiiiis and objectives £01" an initial 
.course college cher:1isti,,..y desir~ned .fo.:r non-majors and 
t.hoso a1"'t! w1eertain of their future com·ae of study, as 
well as i'ot'" those who think th($y might major in one of the 
na:tural .sciences. 1:hi.s list, was gleaned from, ovei" JOO 
soure~:e and . se~1s to be relatively eom;plete.. T!1.ere are 
three ehoice-01,inion W:lm1ers to each sta:tement. It. as a 
prof'°ssional che!Ilistry pro£e$sor, you thir.tk t~he ehe:;;:iistt·y 
teacher should. co:naeiously and eo:nscientiously attempt to 
bring a.bout the stated . goal or aim, ~nzwer 0 yeJ;. u L! tha 
aim or goal is to you :far-fetched, or irrelevaut • w:1swo:~ 
•'n.0. 1' I.f the aim is one about whieh you h.dl.Vu 111:isgivings,. 
answo1" by r:narkini~ ntmdecided. n 
Your answers will ba included with those of a representative 
~,.roup of p1"of'esso1·$ of che::;1ist:t·y, and an t1'ill be 
l:'t1ade to ;ascertain whether ox• not a consensus exists among 
you.. If you .ao desi? .. (~ • the 1:·esul ts or this study trill be 
sent to you .ae soon as it is eonpleted. 
1~.T'!TErt or TFttJl!st:ITrr1iL 
TO EDUOfli'ION PR0F1t:SS0RS 
Dr. John .Doe 
P:rof essor oi' Edu.cation 
University or 
I.£ y-ou arc like the rest. of us. the daya seem all too short 
to takfJ e&:r'{; of all t,he odds and ends that seam to stack up 
at this t.ime of' year. In. some of tha,t stacked UJ) rnail, you 
will possibly find a questiomw.iro that. I sent to you about 
July 1st. i'o have been sent, out at this tirae of the year, 
the nun1ber of responses to 'the questiotuuiire has been very 
6ratifying, but I would still like ··1ery E1uch to have your 
opinions to incorporate in an October rc11ort. 
It, niight interest you to k:no1I that patt.0rn. of' responses 
has taken sor;1e quirks that I was not exactly anticipating, 
but this will only make the results :more irrteresting. 
If the i11.stru.men.t has been n1is1.;ilaced, I vrll.1 send anotho:r· 
within. the riext, t1:o or three weeks. 
Sincerely yours, 
Frank Stinson 
Professor of Chemistry 
Dr. Joh11 Doe 
Professor of Che111i~try 
University of' 
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If you are like the rest of us, the days see;,n all too short 
to take care 0£ a.11 the . odds and ends that aemi1 to stack up 
at this tir21e of'. year. In some of that stacked up mail. you 
will possibly find a. queat.io11nai1~e that I sent to you about 
July lat. To have been sent out at this ti1ne 0£ the year, 
the nttt:1ber of' response.a to the questionnaire has been very 
~ati.fying, but ! would still like very rm1ch to have your 
opinions to incorporate in an October report. 
It ri1ight; interest you to know that the pattern of responses 
has tak(Hl some quit"ks that I vra.s not exactly anticipat.ing. 
but this ·.:ill only 1;;1ake the results m.ore interesting. 
It th(? :tnstrW\1Entt has been misplac.ed. 1 I will send. another 
,,:ithin the n.ext t110 or t}n'"*ee weeks. 
Frank Stinson 
Professor of' Chemistry 
THIRD LETTER OF TRA.IfSllITTAL 
TO EDtlCATl0!1l PROFESSORS 
Dl"". John Doe 
Professor of Education 
University of ----
Dear Sir: 
A few weeks ago you received a questionnaire relating to the 
various attitudes. aptitudes~ skills, ete. •• that various 
professors have li,sted as being of prime importance as ideal 
goal.s for an initial course il1 college chemistry. Probably 
this was miaplaced during the mmm1er vacation. Hoiiever, I 
would still lik<; ver-rJ much t.o have yout" opinions to 
incorporate in an early spring report as to tthat a chemistry 
teacher $hould conscioualy and conscientiously strive for as 
,1orthy aitls. 
You. will be interested to knot1 that the responses to this 
instrui1tent have been very gratifying. llesponclents have been 
divided about equally between profe.ssional teaehe1~s of' 
educa,ti:an and tEtaehers o£ chemistry. The silYlilarities and 
differences of opinions are proving rather interesting. 
Enel.osed. you will find. an extra copy o! the questionnaire 
with a return enve1ope in case yours was lost .. 
Sincerely yours. 
Frank Stinson,, Chairman 
iJlath-Science .Di vision 
Dr. John Doe 
mt~T'r""t> n-· "f ,1>1'.!'t>r'J;f;'lb -oF· ffr!j; ll "_·'' ,i::tl'\ 1rmm_ 1t_-_ L .L.,d • .L.tt '. ~st .i.Jt.tl.l. _ -_ J..J.\J-iol:tv.t--·~ - J.. ..LA·-_ 
TO CHEMISTRY PROFESSORS 
Professor of Chetaist1:7 
Universi:ty of----
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il fei1 ueek$ ago you received a que$tionnaire relating to tbe 
v,arious attitudes. aptitudes,- skills, etc., that various 
· profeGsors have listed as being _of __ prime ir;1portance as_ ideal 
go.ale for an initial cc.n.wse in college chemistry. Probably 
tb:ia was misplaced during the su'1lme:r 1/acatio.n. However. I 
would still.like verymueb to have your opinions to 
incorporate in an early spi-ing report as to what a ehemistry 
teacher should conseiouslyand conseientieusly strive £or.as 
,+-t - • t1or l#ny a:u-:as,. 
You_ w·ill be interested to know that the_ responses to this 
instrument have beer1 very gratifying. Respondents have been 
divided about equally between professional teachers of 
e,dueation a.n.d teachers or chemistry. The sii:1ilarities and 
d.it!erences -of opinions a.re proving rather interesting •. 
Enclosed you will £ind an extra eopy of t.be que-stio:nnaire 
with a retui'"n envelope in ease yours was lo.st. 
Sincerely yours, 
Frank Stinson, Chalnaan 
:f.la th-.Seienee Div.:lsion. 
APPE!lDIX III 
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EXCEMP!J.'S FROt(I NO'fES AMD LETTEllS RECEIVED 
JURY OF 
u ••• lei~ 
the task 
:iJli;; state hmJ pleaSt'Jd I an-1 to 
or bringing the prof'essional 
proft;1;ssor closer together. u 
soe someone ·u.:mie:t.""take 
educator and the 
l'{(ichi:~ar1 State Univ;~r~i.ty; 
u .... I doubt that anyone could answer the question:uaire with 
any considerable oo:nfid~nce in the an.swe.r.... .. ,~ 
"l'io single cours.e will develop skill, et~c .. , except as are 
peculiar to a certain fii;)ld., The ability of a student at 
this level o.f training ~s the JHJrspect:us fr01:1 t!ldeh I .am 
checking the questions. tf 
JJnive,rsity. of l'..laJxt1;~ 
~Goals and objectives of this sort do not represent some 
kind of .finish line which some studeuta rea.ch whlla others 
do not.. llather, they· represent directions or vectors along 
lihieh we attern:pt to move students, and some students 
proigi"'es.s farther in these dire.cti.ons tha:.n dQ others.'' 
11\Vith the exception of items 4., 12, 23, the first J9 
questions apply to any well taught subject.H 
.Florida . State . Unive;r:sit:,;£ 
*'Every course which he (the student} takes f1 ... ori1 chemistry to 
poetry ah.ould :make a eo:n:tributi.on to 1;1<)s·c of these ends • 
•• • if you elain1 these as unique values for the .first course 
in college eh.emistry am:1 can prove that the cou:rse achieves 
the va.lues, 1 tzould ar0u0 that tTc just as well elLi1-i ... 
nate all work previous to this course except perr1aps the 
f'irst or .four grades in school.. l!ter all., the one 
course in chemistry w:tll prowid~ all the student needs in 
general education. '1 
I.,oui$ia~ St.f..~Et Univerai tz 
n... I would like to sttggest that you send copies o.i' this to 
follc.rw:ing; 0£ my colleagues ...... n 
Butler . Ulu. ve1 .. ,;sitX 
u1 t ·t:oulci ba worth,thile if you could do all 0£ thesa in a 
chemistry course." 
§puther11 Illin,o,ia Urdver$Ji't,Jl 
nThis ls an excellent list for such a questionnaire.JJ 
n.... cf thi& objectives are developmenti?.1. In many 
eases I placed filY mark 'D' under the 'yes' check to indicate 
in opinion that they should :receive special atte..71.tion. n 
''•·•• I would 
DW. .. :POSGS Of ,4,. . ,l 
accompanying; 
1c;-1ake a distinction ,of so:t .. ts but the central 
courses (factors ot."' chen1istry) and the 
purposes (skills, attitudes, etc.) •••• tt 
.. .. • wou.ld like to see the results on th.ii:i study. All are 
signifiea11t in my opinion, but sor,10 are more significant 
others.'' 
Eastern Illinois State Colle:0:e :., t_. . - 1 · _ · _ .... . - . £it ' 
iii••• ::-:1ost of' the aims that you llst are highly desirable but 
could be obtained in courses other· than c.he:uis.try. • .. • the 
eom·ses { in chemistry) for r1on-majors should be less 
detailed t.r1w1 a course for majors • 11 
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Duke Universit.I 
. I . l I 
tt ••• those questions cheeked (as 'yes') are those for which 
chemistry is only partially x-osponsibla.u 
~as ~ta,t~. Ieaehers.Collefm 
11!.f you succeed in accorJplishing them (the objectives) all 
in one beginning course of chemistry, or in a ehemistry 
major £or that matter• please advise me. ! am not too old 
tc pro£it from sueh a courseftt» 
Ohi9. tJesle;Ja!l U11i versi tt 
u,·r11e essence of things hoped £or' •• .. • Any of t.hese are 
most desirable things 'Which. took ,me more than one ehemistry 
course to appreciate. In fa.et,. hall' a lifet.ime of experi-
ence.11 
~orgig ~tgte ,Colle&! i'or \rJ9r1en 
n •• ,. i.f y.ou do the above well (stated aims)• I imagine tI'-le 
student will learn SOlile che.<t1i,J'try .. " 
B._ri.dgew1.te:r Coll.e5e 
..... I was extremely pleased that you sent me one of your 
questionnaires... • .• • • thank you for l~tt.ing me know that 
this study is going on." 
S3:antord University; 
"... I am not able or qualif.ied to respond to the question-
naire ••• " 
Univet:sili;I ,ot Id~lt<t. 
"Most of these may well be answered yes. Ce1"'tainly they are 
desirabl.e. Tne only question is can they reasonably be 
expected t.o be re.al.ized." 
University; of C;,liforn,iij 
flJ:t is hard to disagree uith very many of these objectives, 
but it would take the '11orld's best course' to accomplish 
all of them to any great extent tli thin the aniount of tirae 
available for the average Cham I! course. I, would very much 
like having a eopy. of this questionnaire. I believe it 
would be vGry helpful to all teachers of chemistry.u 
Uni;y:ES:si tx 0£ Colo1"ago 
"'Some of the objectives cheeked must be brought in as 
secondary objectives. , These objeet.ive.s coul.d be checked as 
primary or secondary." 
los. S:ti~~ Tychers Colle~e 
"I regard these items (18. l9fi J6. JB,, 1+7, 51, 54, and 57) as 
0£' the foremost importance." 
UQiverqitx of Akron. (Oh~oJ 
"I would be interested to know the results of your st.udy." 
Universitz of G~orgi§ 
"I •·•• I have not studied Cheuiist~J. It is my opinion that 
the tirse objective of Chemistry I is to ·teach Chemistry w . . 
•••• 
Univer:s,itz of Wisconsin 
i,These stat.oraents cannot be denied as to value •••• 0 
C,entral ~t}t College . {Oklah.oma l 
"I should say to STPiF..SS the subject matter in your general 
Cll~stcy--1.lethods should be inciden~al. in 
EXOERPTS FROM MOTES Atffi LETTERS RECEIVED 
Fa.OH THE JUI?Y OF CH~'.,l!STS 
3outhprp. !1&th:0dist Uni'}£ersitl 
nnost 0£ thesa items could be deb..ilt,~d. •• • n 
,Ari12!Yl . S:!fit.e Collef'e 
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"••• on so.me (ot the items) I entered qualified entries 
which may be of interest to you ..... I w.-;;,uld be pleased to 
ree:eive the :results •••• n 
Uni versi,t:y: ~g: Mi2sour:~ 
n1 bavo read with interest tlie questionrulire ,ii.th r·ogard to 
a beg~nning course in Chemistry. This .relle.ets what. seems 
to me a].nost an hysterical a;tstitude on ·the part of much ot 
the publi.c with regard to what can be aecomplished in a 
cowr.ae of Chemistry... • n 
Uniy~~!f;-I of .,Gilif'orp~fi 
fff4any (of these items) refer to aecompli&hing which in our 
opinion {£om" pro.fessors quoted) lay QU'tside •·•• this 
chemistry course. n 
Chix§k60 ,T.eachers CoJ.lege, 
''I·'ianY of these outeoo1es seem t..o be too much to ask of a 
single. eom"se. I believe we would do better in chaaistry to 
limit our objective.a. and do a few of theB well.n 
'Qni ~§rsitx ot 'Wf:u~hi11/~t.en. 
ll.AlJ. are noble objectives but applicable to a Ph.D. course 
rather than an introductory course... • r.r 
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§t1te Cqlle,11:e or 'W§i§hit1g1t,q1J; 
l'iffhe brilliant student will do all of: these to a greater or 
lesser degree. The.duller will do none. The hope that the 
average student will attain a sig,nif"ieant confidence along 
these lines is ~ utopian dream.'' 
Iowa St:iite College 
1. . . ' f • 
11 ••• only on item 1'7 do I .find the old curios,i.ty which is 
the key to success or f'a.ilure.n 
Southwest . T~s . State . Ts5lCf.\$i£s Cqlle~e 
ilI $l :not convinced that the above (questionnaire) covers 
what should be accompliehed in a f''irst yeax- chemistry 
course.fl · 
Univers,it;I ,of l'iissouri 
**... all • • • are goals or hopes to achieve in 311y chemistry 
eourse. •·• ., Vie differ ,. ... only with respect to the relative 
emphasi.s placed. on each and the combined abilities of ••• 
student.s to .achieve the goal$.u 
i~&,hall f.1S?11e~. (~f4st. Vir~inia} 
0 ., •• these objectives are quite good ••• most of these would 
apply to our students after two years ,of: chemistry. 1• 
Ari~ona Sta:tE! . Col!er;.e, 
*'I only wisl1 these were possible •. '" 
£)~"1ta l)atps£i ,pglJ&,i?;O 
11I irou.ld like another eopy ,o:t the questionnaire £01" it lists 
all of the things one should get r-rom college ebemistry.u 
&!!las ,S:!:flte Teaehe:eg Co:Y,ege 
nwe cannot hope to attain all goals in. a beginning eoursslu 
°℈Ő℉Certaix1ly :J.!t';J f7eat increase 
should be expected fr.om a i'irat 
che,..11istry .• u · 
all of th.ese '~biliti@s' 
year cout·ae in college 
Southe:astet"'n 1."'°.· uisi,J!la . Sta. to Colleg.(\l +· · P _ ·s -• ·:· __ Ill' -. 1 1 ---=. l!F . · wr1 . .. · .. rir± 
:;1 ... , .•. 
u .. i. I feel that the teacher eotdd airn tO}iS.l"'d these goals 
. least develop them to sOine degree. ".. concepts 
m1der #2 should ba first while the others should be 
secondary. 
,... • • ri'his appears to b~ merely a typical 1..-esooreh projeet 
.fro111 .soael'...1ne working toward a hitther d.egr.~e in education 
rathe1 .. than going to th~ trouble of research of basic scien-
tific knowledge and value. In the end it i.s of little value 
lthen fini.shed.. 'fhe fact that a sir.iilar questionnaire was 
nent to om" education. de1:iarunent lends weight to this 
t11eory.n 
Coker Colle:::re I.South Caroliil&l 
• J .. ... t. . _- "Pi;ii a Iii! • . . .. - . _· . ·1:· '' a 
rt... an. w1usually i11tellige:nt student Gliil]r bo able 1~0 :t"each 




Using a check mark ( ), please indicate in the proper 
blank your opinion of each item. The greatest plus(+) 
valuo indicates stror1t;est approval, and the greatest. minus 
(-2) indicates strongest disfavor, with the zero (0) blank 
repr·esenting no opinion. l~ark through, change, or add to 
any or all items ii~ you so desire. r:.iark items that are 
ambiguous or not clear to you with an x. 
I. /Lfter a year of college chemistry, a student should be 
able to demonstrate his understanding of scientific 
.method and show !'>..is ability to use it by how well he can 




Comprehend that .facts are useful 
in illustrating principles a.nd 
aiding cor.miunication. 
Understand that- knowledges may 
be .int.errelated that they may 
be combined to make new 
knowledges. 
Be able to recognize and state 
problm;1s. 
4. Approach problems objectively 
\'dt.hcut bias. 
6 • 
Be able to use pe1•sonal frame of 
reference approach to problems 
tmere individual involved is 
considered, i.e., person•s 
own abilities an.d limita--· - -
tions are recognized .. 
.Be able to use a shifting point 
of reference approach to prob-
lems in w'nich choice and 
recognition deter~ine 
the method 0£ attack. 
+2 +l O -1 -2 
7. Learned some possible step of 
procedure in f)roblern solvi~. 
There is no pat series of 
steps. 
a. Leam0d how to arrive at 
hypotheses. 
9. Learned that experiments may 
test hypotheses. 
10. Learned that data are taken to 
be: analysed and interpreted. 
11. Learned t.o classify and evalu-
ate statenents of others, 
i,.e. 1 have eri.tical 
jUdWilent. 
12. Learned tha.t chemistry is a 
ntool 0 tor better living, 




Learned how to apply principles 
to new situations in the 
solving 0£ daily · 
problems. 
Learned ~o predi.et new data. 
Learned to judgo the differ-
ences between facts and tbe, 
interprQtation of faets. 
Learned the importance of 
making correct observa-
tions before arriving 
at coneluaions. 
Formed habits of system. order, 
and neatness in making r,eports.. 
thinking. and observing. 
Learn the leaning of "practica.l 
aeeuraJ:y'* in making and using 
n1easurem:ents. 
Gained concept or "scientific 
methodn as any logical organ-
ized procedure using the 
instrum.ents and tacts 
available. 
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20 .. Critical thinking is scien-
tific. Substitute critical 
tl1in!:ing for intolerances, 
prejudices. traditions, 
superstitions, and mis ... 
concept.ions. 
21.. Re.eog,-nize the n.eed of objec-
ti vi t7 in ir1tarpreting · 
phe11.or.:iena. 
22. Learned interrelations beti.tee-11 
operat.io:ns. and theories. 
2J. Learned interr·alatio-ns between 
facts and word.s. 
Learni:ad that sense stirnulat$ion 
comes bei"ore ra~1tal proeasses. 
Ace~pt tested truth. 
Da.velOJled ability to plan 
~=;q>eriments and problens. 
n.ea.lize sorrie of' the limita-
tions of science. 
Laarnoo that principles, 
theories, and .facts are 





30. able to locate ro1d usG 
source material. 
Jl. ablo to reach tentati·ve 
air,1ple eonclus:i.011:s rr«u 
facts avaiuible. 
J2. Loa1'11ed that ue know individ-
ual. things, hut we can 
~en~~~ize trorn these 
u1d1viaual.'. ..• knowlod.ves. •,:l 




34,. Untle::t·sta11d that eve11 i.tsci-
antific J;:1ethod'1 cannot be 
defined,. it r;u.,y st:i.11 
used. 
JS. Conceive of seience as 
exrJ0rir:1e:ntal .in nature • 
.:;6.. Concei,,e of science as 
r1ethod not subjeet •. 
37. :Oevelo;) manual skills in 
oltta.ining data. 




11.- Irapact.s that an i?1itial course in cheiriistry m,ay hav11 
upon an indi vidnal. :.ind society. 'Ehe stude:ut should 
or should 11.ave: 
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Fereei ve tJia.t ehemistrv - - . . V 
:f'ur,etions in later life. 
40. Learned tha.t pr.Ls.cip.les ura 
of geueral use and are 
~;;;plained by f'aeta. 
4,l .• Learned that chemist:ry can.. 
and should contribute to 
per.son.al philosophy. 
J ... :z. Developed an appreeiation of 
orderliness t)f na.ture. 
45. Pitactice uraetieal satety and 
beeome sal"ety conscious. 





Pre-pare for further study in 
ehemist.17. 
Developed a desirable attitude 
to\'Iard science. 
Cultivated app:reciatiion of' the 
t1llethods of science. 
Developed appreciation of tlie 
aspirations of science. 
51. Ae.qn.ired an appreciation of 
ti'le lin11 tations o! science. 
60. 
Learned to draw reasonable 
conclusions. 
Respect value of inquiry and 
use inquiry as to what, hO"it, 
and. why or· observed 
happenings. 
teamed to evaluats and use 
source material. 
Become proficient in eorn.t'1uni-
ea tion for clarifieation--
1.anguage development. 
Learned that truth eomG's by 
seeking, not by .attack upon 
others. 
Discovered meaning or truth. 
Fae ts siiaply verify truth. 
Increased ability in 
communicatioxi,. · 
Coneeive of progress as 
depending upon directed 
efi"ort rather than 
genius. 
Recognize the £act that the 
chemist does not believe in 
the lh"'l&lterable truth ot 
any or his hypotheses• 
but he t1orks them just. 
the ~e. 
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61.. ~;J.1aliac tJ:w..t relat,i ve truth 
bett1c;:r rw 
62 .. Gained an appreciation of 
role of .chemistry in our 
rmtio:r1al economy ... 
63. Gained . ap11rt1eiat1on of the 
role of"' chei·nistry in our 
social and po1itic&l 
life .. 
64. Developed &'1 inter~st in 
er.1erJ1istry •. 
65. Learned the difference in 
r~ure and applied research .. 
66"' Li:.~rned the diff'er•enee .:h:1 
science and technology .. 
DiGeovored. that 0 doi nj(r-~u ifl 
one 0£ t.he best wayi cf 
n.ioarning;. n 
Developed ability to observe 
cause and effect relations. 
70. Gaiuect occupational 
perspect:lve. 
71. Developed recreational. 
i.:n:ti!rests .. 
Conc.ej, ve of cherrd.st1"y as 
r;ia.11-r,:tade .. 
Developed curiosity about a,,Wicl 
interest facts" 






Lea.:rr,ed the value of coopera-
tio11 and socit.:il concern. 
Apply principles to tn.mian 
behavior. 
80. Developed reading sk.ill. 
Hl. Learned that chemistry is not 
isolated :from life but that 
its processes are goir.1g on 
around us at all ti:mea. 
82. Reached conclusion that sci-
entists are only hmaan. 
SJ. Conceive of science as 
ethical. 
84. Conceive of science ua 
reverent. 
!Jeveloped. ability to channel 
curiosity. 
De,reloy,ed ability to work with 
others or alone. 
Developed ability to learn .for 
self; self-reliance. 
Developed a faelir1g of res:pon-
.sibili t y f'or community con ... 
aerva tion, sani tat :to.n,, 
and health. 
Lea.r:n.ed that all sciences are 
related; there are no sharp 
lines of demarcnt,ion. 
90. Developed habit ot i:ntellee-
tw.11 honesty. 
91. Developed habit of open-
:mindedness. 
92. Developed habit of susvended 
judg;mant until suf'ficient 
data have been accurr1u-








93. able t:.o cont.inue to atlu.cate 
self after forriml schooling; 
is fi:nished. -
Ill. Generalized facts t~hat an init.ial course in. chamistcy 
should give after cooipletion or th0 eout .. ae. The 
student should or should. have: 
Gained some id.ea or struet.w~e 
of mattfir. 
95. Gained son-1e idea ot fini t.e-
ness of :matt.er. 
96. Gained scr.ae idea of classes, 
states, and kinds 0£ r1atte1°. 
97 .. Gained some ideal of chemical 
ohvsical changes matter 
can under·g.o .. 
• Learned · soma of· the inter·rela-
tions between facts~ th.eo-
r:tes. and techniques. 
99. Acquired concepts of theoret-
.ieal d.tomic st.ructlut'o. 
100. .1\cquired conce1,ts o! atomic 
sizes and. the importan<:e 
of size.. 
101. Acquired concepts of the 
natu:re of energy. 
102. Acquired concepts of the 
importance of eneri:.;y in 
hold:i.ng raat ter together 
or apart (kinetics) .. 
lOJ • Know scrtnething of the n.a.ture 
of i·eaetioru;; as being 
a;t te1;1pts t~ ~ea.ch 
ener6;1 eq_u1llJJ-
rium. 







104. De.!veloped couceptG cf 
J)rac.tical and industrial 
~spects of chemistry by 
studying some indus-
trial practices. 
105. Acquired inf'arma.tion of use 
home and dai.ly lite such 
as: nature of $ynthetics. 
detergents, f'art;ilizars:, 
dyes~ bactericides, etc. 
106. Acquired a select usable 
scientific vocabulary. 




Learned hm.r to read charts, 
graphs, and tables. 
able to ox.pres$ the more 
simple types reactions 
of matt~r in S)'1nbol and. 
uord form. 
111. Enough histor"J of the evolution of science should be 
included i.i1 an initial course in chem.istry that upon. 
cor:aplotion student should: 
110.. Know 110w .s.eientists work. 
111. BecorG.e acquainted with son1e 
of the world1 e great 
scientific ideas. 
112. able to illustrate scien-
tific attitude by citing 
sovae . case histories. 
113.. Have an ;.nrrareness and kncw1l-
~dge. of the evolutionary 
processes that have 
altered the or~anie 
i!lUd inorga:nic wo1 .. ld 
,rver the eras .of 
time. 
-1 -2 
114. :Have an awareness of tho 
prospectitfe role 0£ 
science in the 
:future. 
·· 115. Have learned how chemistry 
has contributed to social 
arid economieal problenis 
in the past. 
116. Have conceived o£ pro{~ess as 
but a. stepping stone f 01"" 
..further advancements. 
118. 
Be able to design probleins for 
the present. and illustrate 
from probl.ems in the past 
to shew that dit . ferent 
ideas of' the same 
thing can con-
tribute to a 
more fully . 
understood 
product. 
Have learned that argum~nt.s 
have stood or fallen on t.he 
strength or evidence--not 
on .the quali~ies or the 
men--support1.ng them. 
Be abl.e to give a. compre-
hensive explanation about 
some. of the und,erlying 
philosophies about 
chemistry. 







Using a chock mark ( ). please indi.cat0 in tho proper 
blank your opinion oi eaeh item. 'l'he £;reatest plus ( +) 
value indica:tes st.rongest approval, a.nd the g1 .. eateot minus 
{-~) indica:tes stronge13t disfavor, w1:th the zero (O} blank 
representing no opinion. Nark throt1,e;h,, change, or add to 
any or all items if you so desire. t~k i tans that are 
runbiguous t;r not clea.r to you with .:u1 x. 
I. ,,~tor a year of college chooiistry, a student should be 
able t;o dert10:nstra,te hia understanding of seientif'it~ 
1riethod und. show his ability to use it by hi1w v,all can 
Eteet the following outcomes. lt .s:tudent should or should 
have: 
1. Coni..p:.r·e:hend. t~t facts are more 
useful in illustrating pri:nei-
J)les and aiding cor:lli1unication. 
2. Learned that prir1eiples, 
theories, and fact.s are 
:?~.:!Y .. '",. ~~eful when 
..... pli"liea. 
J. Understand that kno•,1ledges uuay 
be so interrelated that they 
be caJibined to !i~ake new 
la1owledges. 
4. able to reco1;1ize and state 
problems. 
;. Approach problems objectivoly 
1,;·itliout bias. 
able to use a personal frame 
of reference approach to prob-
le11is t;here individual involved 
is considered, i.e •• person's 
own abilities and li!Jitations 
are recognized. 
+2 +l 0 
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Be ab1e to use a sl1ifting poi..n.t 
of reference approach to prob-
1eiu in which eh.oice ot data 
and recognition of validity 
of' data determine the 
method or attack. 
8. teamed some possible steps of 
procedure in problem solving. 
There is no pat serie,s of 
steps. 
9. Understand ded1.tct.ive-induetive 
rea.soning processes. 
10. Learned how to arrive at, and 
stata hypot-hese:;. 
11. Learned that experiments may 
test hypotheses. 
12 .. Developed ability to plan 
experiments and ma.ke 
problen1s. 
l). Learned that data are taken to 
be analyz.ed and interpr~ted. 
14. Learned. to judge the dif£er-
ences bet.ween facts and thG 
interpret.at.ion o:r facts. 
15. Learned interrelatio.ns beti1een 
tacts a.nd ·w·ords .. 
16. Be able to reach tentative 
simple conclusions from 
racta available .. 
Learned to classify and evalu-
ate statements o:f others, 
i.e •• have .critical judg• 
ment.0£ logical validity 
of sta:te-inents. 
teamed that ehemistl'.'Y is fl 
utool 0 for better livintb 
rtet a religion. 
Learned hoi,; to apply principles 
to new situations in the 
solving of daily 
problems. 
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Learned to judg!'o tthe dif'fer-
enees between faets and the 
interpretation of facts. 
Formed ha.bits or system, order:t 
.Qlld neatness in making reports.,. 
thinld.ng, and. observing. 
Learn the meaning ot 11praetieal 
aceu.raeytt in making and using 
measurer.1ents. 
Gained concept o.f' Hseientitic 
1nethodn as any logical 
or9an:i.s. ed pro. c.· edure 
tu:11ng the iMtru-
m.~nts ai~d £acts 
available. 
Be able t.o substitute critical 




lleeog:rlise the need o:r objec-
tivity in interpreting 
phenomena. 
Learned interrelations between 
operations and theories. 
Learned tbat sense stimulation 
eor.1.es be£ore nient.al processes. 
JO. Accep't teated t.ruth according 
to the stringency of the 
tes.t • 
. 31. ReQJ.ize some ,o£ the limitations 
of Jtcience. 
)2. Be able to locate and use 
sou.ree material. 
JJ. Learned that we kn~1 only indi-
vidual things, but we can 
generaliee frortt these 
individual know1edges. 
Understand that even 1r· flsci-
ent-ific · nu~tllod 1t cannot b.e 
defined,. it fmllY still be 
tUled. 
Conceive of seienee as experi-
nient.al in nature •. 
Coneei.ve of scienc;e a& method 
not subject. 
Devel.crp manual skills in 
obtaining data. 
Be able to eorranunicat.e 
definitions clearly 
and exactly. 
II. Impact.a that an initial course in ehem.istry may have 
upon an individual and soci.ety. The student- should 
or should ha.vet 
40. 
Perceive an understandir1g of' 
how chemistry may function 
1n later lite. 
Learned that principles are 0£ 
general use and tliat facts 
define principles. 
teemed that clust,is.tey can and 
should c.ontribute to persov..al 
philO$Qphy. 
Developed m1 appreciation 1>!: 
o:rderlinesa of nature. 
Pormed habit of observing cause 
and effect. 
Be able to di.scriminate signif-
icant fr011 uni1":Jporta11t ovants. 
46. 
4}). 
K'l ,,., . 
.. 54. 
57. 
Px~etiee r;t"aetical C3fety Qn(l 
beca:,1.e safety conscious. 
Feel that printed matter is 
1 ... eal; i .. e. • roeorc:ied phe.nom-
o:na and the explanations 
~Y actually happen to 
01• be needed by anyone. 
Prepare for further study, 
self-directed or under 
guiclanee. 
Developed a desirable attitude. 
toward science,. i.e.,. respect 
and appreciat:tons to:~ science. 
Cult1 vated Qpp.reeiation of th~ 
methods of'.scienee. 
Developed appreciation of: the 
aspirations 0£ s.cience. 
Acquired an appreciation o~ 
the lil11itations of science. 
Learned to draw reasonable 
conelus:iona. 
Respect value of inquiry and 
us~ inqUiry as to what. hm1 • 
and why of: observed 
happenings. 
Learned to evaluate and use 
source r~aterial. 
Become · pref'ieient in comrauniea-
tion .tor claritication--
lan1uage developr:1ent. 
Learned that truth eomes by 
seeking, not by attack upon 
otl1ers. 
Discovered meaning or truth. 
Facts simply verify truth. 
Increased ability in coo1muni,ea-
tion. 
Conceive o.£ prof,;res.s as 
dependinti upou. directed 
effort ratber t~ll 
g-enius .• 
Recognize the faet th~t. tha 
chemist docs not believe in 
tho unalterable truth of 
any of his.hypotheses. 
but. he l'rorks thG1J1 
just t.he sai1ui.. · 
61. Itealize that relative truth is 
bet.ter than no truth. 
62. Gained a.r1 appreciation or the 




· nationttal. econo.,,~y. 
Gained appreciation of .the ro~e 
of ehe.:nstry in our social ane1 
· political life •. 
Developed an inter,est in 
cherrl.stry. 
teamed th~ difference in plll"'e 
and applied research. 
Learned. the difference in 
sa1amee and technology. 
Learned to evaluate adver .... 
tiSL'11g• 
Diseeve1.,ed that -doin.q;•• is one. 
ot the best "V"4Y'S o£ "learning. •1 
Developed ability to observe 





Conceive of chemistry as 
man-made. 
Developed curiosity about. aud 






74. Rea;~ect tho hmbit of research~ 
75. !level.Qped an interest in fa.ets . ., 
76 .. Developed sel.£ ... relianae. 
~,1.. 11!liminated sup-erstit:l.one. 
Learned thil ~ue or coopera-
tion and social. concern. 
79. Apply prine.ip1es to human 
behavior. 
"1·. iv • Learned that chemistry is not 
isolated from life, butt-hat 
its processes are going on 
:u"Qmld. u.s at all t,imes. 
82. Reached conclusion. that scien-
tists are only human. 
S.14'• Conceive of science a-s 
reverent+ 
65. Developed a.bility to channel 
curiosity. 
f}6. .Developed ability to work ·with 
others or alone. 
87. Dov-eloped sel.£-relian~e. 
Developed a £eeling o! respon-
sibility for CetrJrJJ.mity eon• 
servatio.n,: sanitation, and 
health. 
Learned that all sciences are 
related; there are no sharp 
lines o£ der&U"eation. 
Developed habit of intsel.lectual 
honesty. 
91. Developed hablt of open-
mindedneas .. 
- ·- -

















:92. Dovaloped habit. oi" sui:;pendot1 
judgment uritil sufficient 
data have bean accumu-
lated. but recognize 
a.ut.hority oi' con-
oi:otent. resul:ts. 
93. Be able to continue to educate 
selt after Comal schooling 
is finished. 
1$6 
III. Generalized tacts th.at an :i.nitial course in ehen1istry 
should give. After con1})1et.ion 0£ the cour:aa, the 
etud.ent should or should. hava: 
96. 
100. 
Gained so."tle tdea · or stru.et,ure 
and rtature 0£ ma:tter. 
Gained some idea o'£ finiteness 
or matter. 
Gained saae idea or kinds 
{ classes and st.tat ea) of 
matter. 
Gained. some idea or the 
eh$EJ1eal and physieal 
cbangea matter can 
undergo. 
I.earned so.111e of the int~rrela-
tions between £acts, theories. 
and teelmiques eoneerning the 
forces of nature • 
. Acquired eoneept.s of theoret-
ical. atomie structuril. 
Acquired concepts of atomic 
sii'Ses and tho importance of 
s:t~. 
101. Acquired concepts of the 
nature of energy .• 
102. Acq:uir~ concepts o:£ the 
irAoortaneo of energy in 
ho~ mat~er together 
or apart (kinet.ies). 




Kn0t1 som.ethir1g of the na.ture of 
ionic and oxidation reduction 
reactions as beiX!i! atterapts 
t,o reach energy equil.ibritu1i. 
Developed concepts ot the 
practical and industrial 
aspects of ehai.--dstcy by 
studying s0111e indus-
trial practices. 
Acquired intomation of' use in 
home and daily .life weh aa: 
nature of synthetics, deto.r._ 
gents • .ter~il1zers1 dy~s. 
bactericides, etc.. · 
licquired a select u~ble sei• 
entific voeab~f• 
Gained·. some mat.hema:t-ical 
(aritl:m1etiool) e.ffi-
eiancy. 
Le,i,I"J;ied how t.o read charts~ 
graphs, and tables. 
B~ al,li9 to exp1:"e:ss the 1nore . 
. simple types of reactions 
or· r~at.tor in symbol .and 
word ro:nn. 
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IV. Enough history or the evolution of science should be 
inelu1ed. in an initial course in ehami.stry that ttpon 
complotion the student should.: 
no. ItnO'lrl how seienti.st.s work. 
lll. Deeo..-ne ae7uainted with scm! of 
the wor1d s great scientific 
ideas. · 
ll2. & able to ill.ustrate scien-
'tilie attitude by citing 
some case historioa. 
+2 +l O -1 -2 
113. 
114, ... 
Have a.n awareness .:ind ltn:owlecd.ftu 
ef the evolut,ior~ti·y orocesses 
t}1at, have al tared the orS"anie 
inorg~nie i10'.tld ov~r·~· 
erar; or 'tuiHJ .. 
an. awareness oi.. the 
prospective· l"olc t)f 
sciancq:.i in 
ft1t.ure. 
Have learne(i ho,1 cheidst:J.~Y has 
cont1~ibu.ted to soeial and .. 
economical problems in 
1iast. 
coneeivod 0£ progress as 
a sten1,in,;; stone for 
further ad. ~1:111cer1ient.s. 
117,.. ab·,•···le ·. tQ··· . ·d·e··~.s.· . . ign.· · p.· ·•. r.·.· .ob.f'l,l. em.,·s· 
pres~ .. nt, and illustrate 
11" '' ic)-· 
119,,, 
fro;'.Th p1"oble1s in the pa:lt 
to show th.at diff'erent. 
or.: t.he S(,utH-: 
thin;?: can c.ontrih-
u:te t,o a iaore 
:fullv u.nder-
stood · nroduc't.- .. - - . -.'i.i. 
.1:.r,i..s,,r~""'~ t-h«..- ,.,.,,,rn,v··,,::·"".' ,,..;..,,, .. w~· ;&;i~v. ~-~_\,, q,4 qt.at1)-~ii,v~".1 
stood or fallen 011 t.he 
atrerigth of evidence--not 






DI'W--do not understand 
I. An initial courss in college chemistry ehculd develop 
tdthin the student certain skills., attitudes. and 
undars:a.ndings! After completion of the course. the 
studen .... should .. 
l. H.ave learned t1m't principles, 
theories, and fac·ts are mo.re · 
usei"ul to the layma,"'l iJhen 
applied as an aid to 
und~standing and 
COli'lmunication. 
2. Bo able to roeogniza what eon-
s"titutes a problem and 
approach a·so1ution to 
the problem objective-
ly ft'Om a ehil'tin.g 
.. point of re.f eronce-. 
J.. Be able tu us~ both deductive 
and induet.ive reasoning 
proee.sses in planning 
poosible steps of pro-
cedure in problem · 
solving. · 
4. Be able to arri.ve at atld state 
f'i}"PQthflSGS '\1111<:b fMY be tested 
by e:;J.a.n11ed experiments and 
p~ti,ems. 
Be able to make eorx•ec:t observa-
tions; then aiuuz-z:e and intar-
pret data f'ron O..JSel"lrations 
to reach t~:tative. nirr!!)lo~ 
w1d roosonahle conc1us:i-ona .• 
6. Understand that knottledges ot 
interrelated faets tiay be re-




n1ake .new knm:1led.ges. 
Have learned to employ critical 
thinking and judgm.ent in evalu-
ating statements of others and. 
i11 distinguishing between 
facts and interr,retation 
o£ facts. 
Have learned tbat chemi.stry is 
not isolated from life, but is 
a tool which can and sbould 
contribute to personal,. 
social, and political 
phases of society. 
Understand principles as con-
cept,s to be applied. t.o new 
situations in s-olving 
daily proh1ems and 
that tacts define 
prin:c:iples. 
Have developed skill in locat-
ing_. evaluating, and usin~ 
source iuaterial and data 
in predicting new data 
or deve:loping new 
bJrpotheses. 
Be pro:i:ieient in eomm.unicating 
clearly and exactly and 
develop skills in read-
.ingt. writing. speakin,g, 
and listening. 
Rave deve1oped an interest in 
chend.stry with the concept 
that eben1istry is man-utade 
and that scientists are 
only human. 
Have developed. retsp.ect and 
appreciationa for methods~ 
aspirations.Ii and limita-
tions of' science. 
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llh Coneei ve of seie.nee as e::q,er:t-
11:ien:t:;:11 in nature. As a tJord 
it refers to r:iethod. rather· 
subject '!l:atter. Set-
errtific r1ethod it; any 
logically or ·zed 




15 • Realize trur.h C{JtiH:lS bJr 
seeki11g; :t"'aet s verify; a1:1cl 
tcstit1g tru.th may be 
accept,ed aecordi,1ir, 
t.o the s.tringeney 
test. 
16. torzned habit ot observin,;,· 
If~ 
cause axltl. effect arid inquirine 
as to what, , a:ml why ~" 
of observed h.a;t)pe."'lings •. 
17. Ha,re. dt~ve.loped curiosity· about 
interest, ir:t facts. 
1e.. able to substitute critical 
thinking for int.oler-anees, 
J)rejudices.,. traditions, 
a:1};:i,er·sti t.i~ns, and 
i11sc.oncept3.;.ons .• 
19. :f'lecognize ~he need for objee ... 
t.ivity tind open-mindedness i11 




20. attained a bac}r.;r~1~ouud of: 
lmol1ledges th~ t will 
11osr:Jible further· study 
a.fter f onnal .schooli1xg 
is finished.. · 
21. Have learned the difference 
bat·t,1-aen pur,s and a:p11lied 
~f."""1•P,.,f'h"' 1:,,:.-f.•·ta.·t:.>c'·"' ·S· "".·.·i.-
.i. .,.....,.""~ <.;;, . .I.•· . """' ..... ~ ...... """~ . t,, 
e11ce .and toehnolo{;;w. 
JO. 
Recognize the fact that the 
ehem.ist. does not believe in 
the unalterable truth of 
any o.f his hypotheses, 
but he i102"ks them. just 
the sar:Lui; i.e., the 
scient.i£1c rlind 
valuea relative 
truth as better 
than no truth. 
Develop tJl"oper lab technique 
through 1'praetioal aee:uraey" 
in rtl6lkinZ and using measure-
ments and ttpraetieal safety" 
in laboratory procedures. 
Hav~ developed an appreciation 
of orderliness .0£ nature. 
Feel that printed matter is 
real; i.e •• reeorded_phenom-
ona and tbe explar,.a.tions or 
these phenomena. m-ay actually 
happen to or be needed by 
anyone. 
P.ave devel.oped recreational 
interests, oe.cupational 
p~spective. 
Conceive of progress as 
d~ending upon directed 
e£f'ort ra:ther than 
iemus. 
Have learned to evaluate 
advertising. 
[IQ.ve diaeov01"'ed that udoing11· is 
one of the best ways of 
"l"""'rl'line'.. tt ~ ...;Sr 
Have forfied habits of order and 
ne~tness in making reports. 
'tlrl.nking, and observing .. 
Have learned interrelations 
betrv1een theories and 
pra.ct.iees. 
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· .32. Have learned that sensory 
stimulation comes before 
mental proeeases. 
3.3. fI&va lenrned th.at we know only 
individual things, but 'ftJe can. 
geueralize .fron1 these im\i-
vidual knowledge$. 
J4. Rcspec·t the habit of research 
and have developed ability 
to channel curiosity., 
35,. Apply principl.es to hu:ua.n 
behavior. 
)6. Develop self-reliance, the 
abilit,y to learu for self" 
and the ability -to 'trork 
with others as well as 
alone. 
37. Develop the value of coopera-
tion and soeial eoncerr1 £or 
CO!JI!lmli ty oonservation,. 
aanitation. and. hilalth. 
)t. Learn that. all sei~nees a.re 
related; there are no sharp 
l~"'les of der;:iarcation. . 
39. Conceive 0£ science as 
ethic.al. 
40. Have developed habit ot ws-
pauded judgr;1cnt, unt.11 sufii-
eient data have been 
a·cewmllated but 
l"\~cognize aut.hor-
i ty o~ consistent 
x•esultn. 
193 
Il'.. Conc.epts: At t1H) eoi1,clusion oi" an initial course in 
chem:iEltl"y, the studertc should have :r,1;ained certain. 
generalized facts. 'l,o some extent he should or should 
ha'!J'e: 
Gained some idea. of kinds 




42. Gain.ad some id,e& of the che~1i-
cal and physical changes 
Fu::ttte1" can under;go ~nd 
be ahle to eXPres.s 
• 1· .. more s1n1p . a reac-
tions of n1a.tter 
in syrabol and 
word :f orr.1 • 
. ·Y(( F.>,!'J;'l'>l"laA l"'••·w,~~. ""i~ th.-,, '1""f'.;Q;""''r~1$i-.1.!t,,,;.."'"",-,t.,t/'lo,,.,~h..l. O··V_,i,Ml:;. V,-, · <'.';.-11<\:;;;. __ t,.J.,,.,,'<M,,,i..., ·v _ '<il-'... 
tiot'.ls be.tt1l'een facts. theories, 
a.'111 techniques concernin;2: the 
forces of na.:t·ure. ,_ 
,Acquired concepts of th~.voret,-
ical atoir..ic structure, atomic 
si~es, ~nit im.po:rtanee or size. 
Acquired concepts of the nature 
of iJi16ll'I!l;Y arid t.he in1portanc e of 
energy in holding rta.tte'r 
together or a:tJa:rt, 
(kinetics). -
Understand tha nr1ture of :tonic 
and oxidati.or1.-1""eduction reac-
tion.a as be.ing atteri1pt.s tn 
reach en,}rg:;r equilihriu1,,. 
Understand industrial and prac-
tical. aspects of ehemistr!r; 
i.e., studying se;ri.a indus-· 
trial praeti.ce.s as irell 
a.~ uses in h.cmo and 
daily lite such as: 





Aequirod a usable scientific 
vocabulary and gained s01~e 
mat.hezr.11atical (arithmetical) 
eff'ieiency. 
Learned how to read eha.rts, 
graphs.·and tables. 
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llI. Enough history of the evolution of science should be 
inc1uded tn an initial eom•se in . ehendstry t.1'.at upon 
c,ompletion tha student should: 
50. Know how seient.is:ts work and 
beecrJe aequa.int.ed tdth some 
ot the world's.great scien-
tific ideas. 
Be able to illustrate the sci-
entif'ic attitude by citing 
some ease histories. 
Have an awareness and 1rnowledge 
of the evoJ.utionary processes 
that have altered the organic 
and inorganic world in ages 
past. 
Have learned how chemistry has 
contributed to social and eco-
n.omieal problems in ·the pa.at 
and have an awareness or its 
prospective role in tho 
.f'u.t,we. 
54. Have conceived of progres.s as 
but a stepping stone for 
further advance."nents or 
science :ln .tlle future. 
55-. Be able to design proble.."Tis for 
the present and illustrate 
.froxn problems in the past 
to show that dif.farent 
ideas of th,e sarte thing 
can ccntribute to a 
1nore fully under-
etood produ¢t. 
Yes l{o Ind DNU 
Ha:ve learned that the validity 
oi" art.ruments depends on the 
strength or the evidence 
and. not on the qualities 
0£ the men supporting 
the1u.' · · · 
Be able. to give a ecinprehensive 
explanation about some of the 




is the final for1r1 of 'the questionnaire as sent to 
iuries •.. <l 
cation'' are the final decisicms of' each ,jury as deter.nined 
hy the Chi-Square lit1dts of confidence ('fable E5 a:nd Table 
!II• Chapter 11., 
The follow::tng S)'!nbols are used: 
A jury of' srna.11 college chert1istry teachers 
B - jury o:t large college ehemistr:r teachers 
AB - both large and sniall eollege chemistry teachers 
C - educat:io11 teaehef•s 
a ... accepted 
tJUESTIOlilliAIRE liffiirBER li,. ..!\MD THE RESPOimEs OF ALL JlJRIES 
I. lu1 initial course in college cheu1istry should 
develop within a student certain skills, 
attitudes, f4'1d understandings. After com1,le-
tion of the course the student should: 
l. H;;;.vc learned that principles, theories. and 
facts are most useful to the layman when 
applied as an aid to understanding and 
ccmruun:tca tion. 
2. able to recognize t1·hat constitutes a prob-
Unde-
YfJS Mo cided 
5 20 
lem and to approach a solution to the 
p:roblen1s objectively from a shifting 
point of reference. $2 i 20 
J. Bo able to ti.Se both deduc:t,i ve and inductive 
reaaonin£~ processes in planning possible 
steps of procedure in proble1n solving. 
4. able to arrive at and state hypotheses 
which may be tes·ted by planned experi-
~aents and problerns. 
5. B~ able to analyze. and interpret data frc,m 
cor:t."ect observations so as to reach 





























6. Understar1d that knowledges of int,errelsted 
facts. may be rearranged and combined to 
make new knowledge. 
7. Have lear•nad. to employ eritioal thinking and 
judgment in dist.inguishine; betlteen :facts 
and interpretation of facts. 
rt o. Have learned that chemistry :is not isolated 
fron1 life but :i.s a tool iJh:tch cv.n and 
should contribute to personal, 
social, and political aspects 
of society. 
9. Unde:rsta:nd that principles are concepts to 
be applied to .new oituations in solving 
daily probler,1$ and that. the facts 
simply define the principles. 
10 .. Have developed skill in loca"t,in.g, evalua-
ting. antl using source material and data 
in predictini;:; nevJ data or developing 
new hypotheses. 
11. p :r· .. t . . .. t' . ' ~:ie pro· 1c1en ~ in ecr11Inm11ca .1on, 1.e., 
skillful i:n :rea,ding, vn-itingJ 
SfH:Jaking, and l:Lstenir1g. 
12. Have developed an intere.:.:H; in cheL"listr·y as 
a 211.s.n-r,lade and n1an-lilnited .fielc.t. 
Un.de-
Yes Mo aided 
!,i; 19 
7 16 
102 2 5 
76 11 22 
58 27 24 
68 17 21+ 
,•i3 {)' 12 11+ 
Jury 
Clsssificat,ion 
L~ B AB C 
a. a a a 
a. a ®. a 
a a a a 
~\ a a a 
d r d a 
a d a. d 
./l a a. a 
l.). Have developed respect and apprec.iation for 
methods, asp1rations 1 and lin1itations or 
studies of aeienee. · 
14. Conceive of science as a word referring to 
method rather than subject mattEar, i .• e •• 
the seient1£ie method is any .logically· 
organized procedure using the instru-
nienta axi:d .factors a.va.ilable. 
1;. Realize that truth eo.'n-es by seeking, facts 
verity a hypothesis 1 and tested truth may 
be accepted according to the stringency 
of the test. 
16. Have £01"med habit or observing cause and 
effect and of inquiring.as to the what, 
how, and why of observed happenings., 
17. Have developed curiosity about and 
interest in £actual knowledge. 
18. Be able to substitute results ot critical 
thinking for intoleranees,. prejudices; 
traditions:• superstitions, and 
misconceptions. 
19. Recogniae the need £or objectivity and 
open-mil1dedr_iese in . interpreting 
pheuoi11ena, 1.e. 1 exhibit 
:1.ntellectual honesty. 
Unde-
Yes Mo eided 
99 3 7 
67 19 23 
76 lO 23 
95 J 11 
91 3 9 
78 1.) 18 
97 2 10 
Jury 
Clg§si£;ca;t?ion 
A B. AB. C 
a a a a 
a d d u 
a. d d .a 
a a. a a 
a a a a 
a d a a 
~ a a a 
i'V g 
20. Have attained a background of knowledges 
'that will make possible further study 
after fonnal schooling; is finished. 
21. Have learned the di£f'erence bet1r1een pure 
and applied research .(1 •. e., seer.:ing 
knowledge for the sake or knowledge 
and seeki. ng knowl.edge with a par-
ticular end in viel1 J ; between 
science and technology. 
22. Recognize the fact the.t the ehemist docs 
not believe in the unalterable truth of 
any of his hypotheses but that he rriakes 
use of them just the sarn.e; i.e., that 
the scientific :mind values relative 
truth as better than no truth. 
23. Develop ~roper laboratory t.ecI:niques 
through. 'practi.cal accuracy" 1n 
nlaking a.nd. using m.easurements 
and 0 practical safety" in 
laboratory procedures. 
24. Ha.ve developed an appreciation of the 
!Ol'derlir1ess of nature. 
25,. Feel t!1at authenticated pr111ted ~latter is 
significant, i.e. • recorded pheru.>Iaena may 
be explained by anyone I and the 
explanations or these phenomena 
may be made by anyone. 
Unde .... 
Yes ?fo cided 
91 6 12 
67 21., 18 
87 5 17 
95 2 12 
t19 5 15 
60 23 26 
Jury 
. Cl1ssif'i cation. 
A ! AB C 
a a a a 
a d d ia 
a a a. a 
a a a a 
a a a a 
d d d d -~ 
~ 
26. Have devel.oped recreational interests. 
27. ·. Have developed occupational perspective. 
2$. Coneei ve of progress as generally 
depending upon directed e.fi'ort · 
rather than genius. 
29. Ha,va learned to evaluate ad:vertising. 
JO. Have. discovered that doing ie one of the 
bast 1Ways o,.f learning. 
Jl. Have £omed .ha.bits ot order and neatness 
in malting reports, thinking, and 
observing. 
32. Have learned interrelations between 
theories and practices. 
J.}. Have learned that sensory stimulation 
usually t.:Mes before reasoning 
mental processes. 
J4,. ff.ave learned that we can kn0\!'1 only indi-
vidual things, but we can generalize 
fror.11 these individual knowledges. 
J5. Respect. the habit of research and have 
deve_ loped ability to ehannel 
curiosity,. 
Unde-
Yes Jlo cided 
)4 4,6 29 
;6 2.3 JO 
64, ll · .34 
1+6 .34 29 
gg g lJ 
91 5 13 
72 6 31 
35 37 31 
59 17 JJ 
70 1.) 26 
Jury 
ClaSjifijAt8on A 'B .. 
r r !" d 
d d d d 
a d d d 
a d d d 
a a a a 
a a a a 
a d d a 
r r r d 
a d d d. 





.;;,O• I3e able to arH;1ly scierrtific p1·•incir,;les to 
hum.an behavior. ~ 
J"'/. Have developed self-reliance. the ability 
to learn for self, and the ability to 
1Jork ,1ith othors as well as alone. 
JS. Have developed concepts of the value of 
cooperation and social concerti for 
• . . . . t· • . • t com.rnunity conserva ion, aan:t a-





J9. Have learned that all .sciences are 
related; there are no sharp lines 
of doraarcation. i~1 CJ ;;,' 
l+O• Have developed ·the habit of suspended judg; ... 
raent until suffici.ent data ha".re been 
aecttmulated but 1"0¢ogni~e the tenta-
tive value of consistent results .• 
Il:. Cor1.cepts: At tht:ii cora:lusiot1 of au :i.nitial course 
in cherJ.istry, the student should have gair1ed 
certain gen1:;1:ralized. tacts. To so.rile extent 
he should hav-et 
41. Gained some :idea of kinds ( classes tu1d 
stat~s), st:r'Uctu:r."'e, ni:rtu:re 8 and 












f''l- _"".! "··1 ·ej+-1 "'·"'"' .v · f;!~·~~.""k,.J., J:,.-: ~.V.J...v~,a. 
AB ABC .. 
r x~ r d 
a a a a 
cl r :t:' a. 
a. {l a & 
a a a a 





Yes Mo eided 
Jury 
, Clg.ss;l;{&Biti2n , 
A . B A C 
42. Gained sor;ie idea of the chemical and 
physical cbanges matter ean undergo 
and learned to express the more 
sill1ble t"~etions. o.f matter in 
106 0 l ay~ · ol and word form. a a .a a 
4.3. Le.;;u."nt;;d sema of the interrelatione betlfe<m 
facts, the·orios, and techniques pertaining 
l U,. to th.a forces of' t'lature. 91+ a a a. a 
'+'•• Acquired conoepts ot theoretical ato._"flie structure, at.o.r11ie Si$eS,. and importance 
l 1) or size. 9i:: & a a a ';;) 
45. Acquired ooneepts of the nature ot energy 
and the importance of energy in holdin._~ 
96 11 r1atte1"" together or apart.. 2 a a a a 
46. Developed an understanding 0£ the nature of 
ionic and oxiclation-r~d.uction reaqtions a.s 
bf!ing attempts to t··aach energy 
BJ 7 19 equilibrium. a a a a 
47, Developed an understanding ot some industrial 
!\ltd aor~o practieal. aspects ot chet';istry eu,ch 
at: certcain common indtu1trial pl"ocessea and 
the uses of synthetics, detergents, 
fertilizers, dyes., etc., arcn.1nd 











Acqui:r·ed a usable scientific vocabulary. 
Gained Gano ·~thE:matieal (arithmetical) 
ctf:'.ficio:m:;y. 
Learned hw to read charts,. CI"aphs, and 
tablas. 
Kn~t how scient:ists work a11d become 
acquainted wi·th sor.1e of the world• a 
groat scientific ideas, 
De able to illustr~-. t0 the sa:ier1tific 
3.ttitu.de by citing some case 
hist,ox•ies. 
i1..ave an awareness and kn-01-irledge cf the 
ovolutiowi1ey 1:;roeesses that havo 
al·iered the Ql·gAnic and · in.m"'•· 
r;anic world in o.geo past. 
Have lea1 .. ned how ~he?i1istry has contributed 
to the solution of socal and econo111ic 
problens in tht; past and have an 
a.warane~n of its prospeotivo 
:role in: the fu:t.ure .. 
It-ave eoncei ved 0£ p.roa:r·e:&o made ·up to the 
freae:nt t.ime as but a stepping stt'>lie. £or 
.turther adva.nceLientis ot S¢.ienee in thQ 
fi1tur.e. 
Utlda• 



























a a a a 
a a a a 
a a a a 
a a a a 
d d <l d 
r d ?" a 
a d • Q 
~ a a a 
~ 
'V1 
;6. abl$ to desiip1. ~)r(;1b~·ezns,.:or. th0 preaent 
J;t'~n proble.tr,;::i. 
ao aa to show that diffe'l?ent ideas 
.SanJJJ ea.11 eontribut~ 
COZJ}llete, 
S7, l.ear:n.ed tJ.'l1;t valio.itl"' or 
de;H;;;:I1da on th~ str~ne;th 0£ tbe evi<!etu::e 
w1d not on the qual.itie~ of t;'.be men 
surJporting; · · 
able tQ t;ive a oot:1prelM!n$i:v~ explanati.ora. 
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·= • ;I ; =r ·==! ii i I . I.:. == 1= I = I I Item B AB C 
31 •. 6.5 24.0 17.5 22.; 
J2. 27.5 40.0 J6.0 36.0 
J). 57.0 56.5 57.0 57.0 
34,. 46.0 37.0 42.0 ;2.5 
35. 39.5 45.5 44.0 J6.o 
J6. 53~5 55.0 54.5 55.0 
J7. 10.0 35.0 30.0 1+4.; 
JS. 52.0 57.0 ;4.; 42.0 
39. 16.5 16.5 16.0 39.0 
40. 16.5 24.0 Zl.O 29.0 
41. 2.5 1.5 1.5 2.5 
4-2. 2.5 1 • .5 1.5 1.0 
4.3. 16.5 lJ.O 14.5 10.0 
44. 23.5 3.5 6.o 16.; 
45. 16.5 7.0 9 .• 5 7.0 
46. 30.; 24.0 26.0. 33.5 
47. 36.5 20.5 27.0 .10.0 
48. 2.5 9.5 6.o 10.0 
49. 6.; 9.5 a.o 49.0 
50. 10.0 lJ.O 12.0 26.0 
51. 2J.5 16 • .5 17.; 22.5 
52. 4-7.; 49.0 49.5 50.0 
53. 55.0 50.0 52.0 31.5 
54. )6.5 52.0 ~8.0 26.0 ;;. 16.5 28.0 24-.5 16.5 
;6. ;;.o ;3 •. 0 5i.5 52.,5 ;1. 23.; 31.0 2' .5 40.0 ;s. 53.; 55.0 54.5 4,7.5 
TABLE B 
Iffl;i SCORES OF THE JURY RESPOMSES 
!tem A- IJ 
l. 8;.2 77.J 
2. a5.2 74.; 
). gs.9 8.3.J 
4, .• 11.a 69.7 
;. 100.0 9.5.5 
6. S7.o 80.) 
1. 90.8 74.3 s .• 9i·' 94.0 9. 1 .a 15.8 
10. 64.8 42.4, 
ll. 8?.0 60.1 
12. 79.6 75.8 
1.3. 91+•5 s9.o 
14,. 77.g 50.0 
15. tkl.O 69.7 
16. 91.4 86.1+ 
17. 9a.2 92 r. •;;ii 1s. 94,.5 65.2 
19. 94 .• 5 89.5 
20. 90.$ s;.o 
21. 66.5 63.7 
22. 92.6 t1.9 
23. 9s.2 87.9 
24. w.e 86.4 
25 •. 64.8 63.7 
26. ;s.9 25.8 
27. 76.0 59.2 
28. s1.5 68.2 
29. 6).0 5).1 
)0. · 94.5 81.9 
A• chemistry teachers in small colleges 



























































AB= ,chemistry teachers in both small and large colleges 
C == education 'teachers 
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TABLE B--Continued 
item A B l AB u C 
Jl. 98.2 81.9 89.1. 69.a 
32. 90.8 66.7 77.5 8J.6 
JJ. 44,.4 39.9 40.8 · 59.2 
.34. 74.2 69.7 71.6 66.) 
J;. a1.; 60.6 70.0 8.3.7 
J6. 59.J 37.9 4s.o 61.2 
37. 96 .• 4 71.) 82.; 1i.5 ;6. 61.2 }6.6 47.5 7 .5 
.39. 94.5 !5.9 90.0 so.6 
40. 94.; 81..9 87.; 87.g 
4-1. 100.0 100 .• 0 100.0 9et.o 
42. 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.0 
4.3. 94.5 87.9 90.a 94,.8 
44 •. 92.6 95.5 94-.1 91.8 
45. 94.5 6$.0 92.5 05 8 7 •·' 
46. 88.9 s1.9 8;.o 84-.7 
47. 65.2 8).j 84,.l 91,..,9 
4t. 100.0 s9.5 91+.l 94.9 
49. 98.2 69.5 93.4 72.1,. ;o. 96.1+ 87.9 91.6 ee.t 
51. 92.6 a1.9 aa.2 !9.S 
52 •. 68., 4-8.; s1.s 71.5 
53. 51.8 47.0 i9.2 $5.7 
54. ,,.2 i.0.9 o.e 88.8 ;;. 94.5 78.8 $5.8 91.S 
56. 57 •. 4, 39.4 47.; 66.J 
57. 92.6 75.e 83.3 79.5 
S8. ;9.3 37 .• 9 47.5 13.s 
:MISCELLAitEOUS VALUES 
(l) Coefficients of' rank correlatio.ns (Rho) 
Juries A and i3: 
Juries A and C: Rho= 0.67 
Juries 13 and c~ ..
(2) Standard deviations (s) of scores 
Jury B; s = lis.6 
Jm .. y AB: s = 16.4 
Jury C: s ~ ll.J 
0) Hean (ti) of jury scores 
Jury 'A • Ji." = BJ.a 
J'ury B: = 72 .. 2 
Jury AB: = 77.6 
Jm~y c: == f}J ·" o .t) 
(l;.) IJ!ean deviations (ct) of jury scores 
Jury 
" 
Ji• .. d = 11.9 
Jury ,B: d = 15.4, 
Jury AB: d = lJ.J 
































r - _; 
TABLED 
CHI-SQUARE cx2) VALUES BETWEEN THE 
INDICATED JURIES 
. !f =: · .. I .2 "J . 2 t :::: l 
.x A-ll X A-.C ,u. 
1.06 2.15 
1.70 1.32 




; .• 55 2.06 
•. 99· .05 
1.e1 1 •. 37 
;.33 4.22 











2.94 .79 4.oi 1.55 
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METHODS OF CALCULATIONS 
1. Gr·ouped rank deterrllination using Table B .. 
All iten1s with the s.au1e score are grouped together, 
and the mean rank or all is given to each item within 
the group. 
Example: l?ro.m Jury J\ 
It§!! Score ~ lli?!Q Rank . 
5 100 l 2.5 
4.1 100 2 2.5 
42 100 ·:.. ;;; 2.5 
4,g 100 4 2.5 
Ra_ n_k ·y•lues_. , Mean rank = ·-·---;i,_iliijiij .......... :.:=._~......,.--. -
Mo-. of i terms in group 
2. Rank correlations by rank difference using rank values 
in Table B. 
Step 1.. List all ita:s num.bers with 1 .. a11k values or 'the 
two jm~ies to be compared. 
Obtain differences in rank values. 
-~ltep J. 
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Ex.a"filI}l e : 
Rank Rank 
Item Jw;:x A Jµry; B d.' d2 
1. 36.5 29 7.5 56.2; 
2. J6.5 33.,; ,.o 9.00 
J .. )0.5 20.5 10.0 100.00 
Caleulate and tabulate like values fer all fifty-eight 
items. 
Lett,ing P represent Rho; coef':fiei.ent of correlation, 
substitute the sum or d2 in. the £01""mula and solve. 
J. The score for each i.tem as given in Table B w-as found 
thus: A ityesU answer was valued as 2s and an undecided 
was valued as 1. 
lio. of nyea" answers x 2 + rlt;;,. of undecided answers x 1 
x 100 divided by total lo •. o£ answers x 2 ° Score with 
base 100 
4. ?-ilaans and deviations. 
The tollowi.ng formulas were used for determining 
the mean score and the standard deviation or scores 
within each jury. 
5,. !J1ethod of determini11g the limits of "yesn answers for 
elassifieation or the aims. 
(1). .Assume ther,e is no significance between the 
answers and the respondents; that is. the answers 
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(2) Sy tJae shQX't tom f'Offt1ula for finding chi-square 
ryi 
(X4 ) find the ~1 and t1.ini.~J: litdt.s o£ the 
llllli"tber of nyes'i .aJ'lsr.:rers that would disprove the 
null-hypothesis. 
Use Jury A 
2 
2(£ - £ l 
v2=:. 2.i ff 
4 £~ 
~ 
Let y • fo (frequen.cy observed) 
Let ~ of nwabar ef jury ttlet1bers • e (frequency e;q;>~etedl 
. . . Substitute into formula using; z2 = ).84,, tile· ViUUC 
given at the 95 per ee11t level 01' eonfidence in a ehi-.square 
' ' 
table with l degree ot freedom 
J •. 64 == &{I ;i1flllsl2. 
. ..,,~,. ..... "l -:t. :: \2 J.84 = f.ihd. o=,c:1;;.u, • . .5 
Sol w: y .~ 16} and lJi or app:rO>tiF..ately 17 and lJ 
Therefore, 
11 er :more anm.-ers ot ffyes•• tar .an it~1 in Jury t. 
:raaans naccei1t •. t, 
13 to 11 nyesu .answers means ttaoubttul.w 
Under l) "yes" answers are interpreted t.o mefln ureject.u 
the itcem. 
In like man11er. 'the l.hd.ts ot tl1e ot.bet"" juries or ccmibiM-







6 x.· .. 2? 162 - ........ -'- = ·- ~ •") 11 70. 7e .:;.. · ...;,, 
















e:nee in observed f':requency a:nd th~ i1:1dependerice 
value; {iivide by the .ind.eperid.ent value. Perforn1 
add results. 
(l.2;2}~ 4. 1-1,.25) 2 + Jl+.13) 2 + {l .• l~~z + (-.78}':_ + <,zgJ2 
2.35 ~ i;I.25 2.13 3.s7 I.78 3 .. 23 
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There ere two degrees ot freedom; therefore, x2 is well 
below- the value of 5.99 given in the .05 column in a x2 
table,. and the hypothesis that t.h~ is no diff'erenee, other 
than random d1£ferenoes1 between the two juries is not 
rejee~d.. i.e.,, ther~ is no significant disagreement between 
the opillions of the two juries. 
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